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the sepulcher and gilding the coffin.

however, I found myself one of an assembly
of nearly one thousand persons, all of whom

Sia

orders his paper discontinued, he
arrearages, or the publisher may eontin+
ue to sead it until Dayment is made, and collect the
whole amen,
the paper is takem from the

had, in

3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers aud periodicals from the post office, or
rem
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie
lence of intentional fraud.

%

43 When Agents receive
premiums, no
48 on moneys sent for the "Star is allowed

+

conducting the

Mr. Rees did the reading, some

to find the passages named, the deacons
proceeded, without any ceremony, to pass
through the great andiénce with the bread

8, 1870.

and the wine.

During the time of commun-

* | ion, all seemed to be silently and devoutly
meditating upon the passage of Scripture

—

By paths we did not know;

He leads us on
.
.
Through all the unquiet years;
Past all our dream-land hopes and doubts and fears
He guides our steps. Thro’ all the’ tangled maze
Of sin, of sorrow, and o’erclouded days,
We know His will is done;

Ang still He leads us on.

After the restless fever we call life,~

bread were returned to the table, Mr.

Rees

announced a hyma, after which he preached
a most excellent and faithful sermon to the
Christian assembly, there and

then gather-

ed in the name of the Lord Jesus. The sermon was to a great extent conversational.
It was remarkable forits

tithises,

After the dreariness, the aching pain,—

The many struggles which have proved in vain,—
After our toils are past,—

plainness,

Ithad

clear-

much of the

A Tourist’s
— Letters.
Although I have arrived in London, and
together with the meetings of the Baptist
Union, I shall not attempt any description of them, as your excellent English
correspondent, whom I have had the great
pleasure of meeting, will serve them up to

your readers with the relish that characterizes all his letters.
shall therefore wander back to some persons,places and scenes
still fragrant in my memory, although they

may have lost much of their freshness by
Lords

Sunderland, a city of considerable

current

proverbs

enclosing

Christian thought.

gems of

Init were some of the

side with these comforting words, were the

have attended several of the May meetings,

rot having been sent to you sooner.

with

golden truths, and with the rarest

tenderest expressions, indicating his hearty
sympathy with the great Shepherd who
carries the lambs in his bosom ; and, side by

‘Will give us restat last.

day at
impor-

tance on the western coast of England. It is
where

It was a most precious season.

sharpness, piquancy and sarcasm for which
the speaker
is noted.. It was filled with an-

After the weary strife,

1 spent a very «pleasant

announced.

The very absence of ceremony added to the
freshness and preciousness of the privilege.
When all had partaken, and the cup and

ness and distinctness.

And He, at last,

located near the spot

of

faith in and love to the dear Redeemer.
And, although there was a narrow box of a
pulpit elevated about fifteen feet. from the

exercises.

Upward He leads us, though our steps be slow,
Though oft we faint and falter by the way,
Though storms and darkness oft obscure the day,
Yet when the clouds are gone
‘We know He leads us on.

«

a profession

tion in one of the chapters of Jobn, and after sufficient time had been given for each

He leads us on,
:

made

of his deacons gave out the hymns and engaged in prayer, the whole congregation
responding at the close of each prayer with a
hearty Amen. After several hymnsand prayers, Mr. Rees announced the topic of medita-

He Leads Us On.
;

way,

pearance no one individual
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some

floor, there was no one in it, and to all ap-

pereentin ad-

or We send no books out to be sold on commisSon, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

Teer.

Here,

the, venerable

Bede, England's first historian, and one

of

her noblest Christian Bishops breathed his
last, just after he had finished dictating the
first translation of the New Testament Scrip-

tures into the English language.
Nearly
fourteen centuries have passed away since
that memorable event, and during all that
time, the tide of public opinion
has
surged to and fro, sometimes
prohibiting the reading of the Scriptures, and
_ burning such copies as were found amongst

the people, and at other times scattering the Bible over the nation as God
scatters the dew-drops in summer. To-day
a Christian Queen lives to declare that the
secret of England's greatness, the tower of
her strength and the foundation of her glory, spring from an_open Bible, written in
the mother tongue, and placed in the

plainest, boldest utterances against the hyp:

ocrite and the inconsistent that I ever heard
from a g
minister. I will not attempt
to quote any Of these utterances which produced a breathless silence in the whole audience; for unless accompanied by the ten-

derness and the sympathy

with which he

dealt with all souls truly struggling for a
higher and purer life, I should give a false
impression of the character of this eccentric but excellent man. - After the sermon,a

few words of prayer and
closed

this simple,

-service.—I-ought to

the benediction

unique

but profitable

have said, “however,

that before the sermon was commenced, he

referred to a special offering of thanksgiving
which had

been

made

that

week,

by the

church, at the termination of their ecclesiastical year, and gave to the members three

rules to be observed in all their gifts to the
Lord and his cause, which I take the liberty
to copy here :
1
Lat ‘your giving always be an act of
worship. ‘Todo good and to communicate forget not, for with such sacrifices God

is well pleased.’
2. Have two purses, one for: the
one foryourself. Lay aside as
_prospers a certain proportion, and
the Lord's purse.
Then when
asked to contribute to any cause,
ing is done already; it is only a

appropriation.

This

will save

Lord and
the Lord
put it in
you are
the givmiatter of

and accustomed to rule when an. officer in
the British navy, he still continues to rule

as pastor of Bethesda church, Sunderland.
But to get back to this peculiarity. Most
of people become humble when they go to
the house of God to pray, and seek the low-

est seats in the lowest room.

They gener-

ally find themselves down in the basement,
even if it be cold and damp and dreary.

haustible adaptability to man at all periods
of

life,

and

in

all

the varied phases of

thought and feeling, and even to the whims

This chapel hasno basement, but it has a and caprices of this manifold human nature.
room in the roof, in the ‘‘house-top”, if not God speaks through kings and through
onit. In this ‘upper room”, above the
gallery, above the ceiling, and under the

roof,—a

room

large enough

to contain

about 300 people, —this church meets

for

prayer every week, and I was told when it
was shown to me, that they have many repetitions of the day of Pentecost when abou

120 disciples of one accord in one place con-

Many followed

him, and

in a short

time the chapel in which he now preaches
was built, paid for, and the builders had
money in hand which they gave to George
Muller's orphanage as a thank-offering to the

Lord.

Everything is voluntary.

The min

dees,

who

wanders all his life, pitching his

tept among his flocks and herds. He talks
with the lawgiver among the grandeurs of
Egyptian civilization. He speaks to the
prophet orator who pours forth warning

the

Chebar,

where

Ezekiel

sits

him-

sell the kind invitation to make my way

public worships

in the separate objects of

forward and break bread with them, I should different services, there is certainly this adhave felt no little uneasiness in {finding myself beyond the prescribed limits. I after
wards learned, however, that this expedient was adopted only to facilitate the pass-

vantage, that the unconverted do not become confused by picking up and
ing

ing of the bread and wine, and to prevent
any mistakes that might ocour, it being al-

al hearted servants of the Lord.

to themselves, in their rebellious condition,

truths which are only applicable to the loyInthe de-

livery of this sermon the preacher occupied

ways understood that sitting behind those the pulpit. It wag earhest but not pathetic,
arches is cqual to saying, “I do not wish to spiced with wit and humor but not wanting
7

hearts.

INDIAN ARRIVALS. Red

Cloud,

the famous war chief of the

Brule Sioux Indians, arrived in Washington,

‘June 1st,
and half a
‘other

mpanied by several chiefs
dozen squaws.
Spotted Tail, an-

chief,

arrived

with a band of attend-

dent, from whom he received presents and
assurances that the claims of the Red man
should be carefully considered. Red Cloud
has

called at

the

Indian

department,

but

maintains a reticent and sullen disposition.
A grand council will be held ina few days,
at which itis hoped that a treaty may be
made
which will avert the threatened
Indian war.
STATE

GOVERNMENTS

ORGANIZED.

The Legislatures of New Hampshire and

Rhode Island assembled on the 1stof June.
Of

Daniel the captive, and Nehemiah, the cup-

the

former

body,

Hon.

Samuel

M.

Wheeler of Dover was elected Speaker of
the House, and Hon. Nathaniel Gordon of

ister only gets what is put in the weekly of- bearer, mourning the desolation of Zion. Exeter, President of the Senate, The sesinterest.
fering boxes for the support of the ministry. The dey Matthew, the graphic Mark, the sion promises to be one of unusgal
He has never lacked, and never will while circumstantial Luke, the mystic John, the The meeting of the Rhode Island Legislature
he trusts in the Lord. --His churgh receives stern James, the fiery Pefer, and the logical was celebrated by a Military display. Hon.
all who love ‘the Lord Jesus, both to mem- Paul, each are channels through which one A. C. Barstow was elected Speaker of the
bership and to the Lord's table.
It holds and the same spirit pours the water of life House, and Governor Paddleford and other
baptism as the duty and the privilege of upon a thirsty world. This wonderful va- | State officials took the oath of effice. Hon.
every one who becomes a disciple of Christ; riety cannot exist without wonderful diver- Henry B. Anthony was nominated for reelection to the U.S. Senate.
Seer and sage, poet and logician,
but as itis an individual duty, leaves the sities.
king
and
peasant,
each
sees
his
own
vision
matter between the consciences of the indiTHE CENSUS.
viduals and their Master.
Many unite pre- of the same truth, and tells us what he sees.
General Walker, superintendent of the
vious to being baptized, few remain un- He who hath ears to hear can feel thatthe census, has sent out millions of copies of
baptized after becoming members.
Christ Epistle to the Romans chords with the Psalms the census laws, schedules, &c., preliminaisthe central point around
which this of David, and the lamentations of Jeremiah ry to taking the census. According to
with the great shout of the triumphaut general instructions the assistant marshals
church moves.
R. C.
Church of the Apocalypse.
Many-sided began the enumeration of their subdihumanity could be reached only by this visions, June 1, and will continue it without
many-voiced revelation.
Man must be adDiscrepancies of Scripture,
interruption till completed. An intermisdressed. by man, else hé could not under- sion in the work will be sufficient to cause
§
.
Rev. Dr. Newhall, of the Wesleyan Uni- stand ; but manifold men are requisiteto removal, No graver offense can be comThe Infinite mitted than for the marshalsto divulge inversity, thus deals with a topic over which touch all the sides of man.
there has been not a little controversy. Spirit must use a vast number and variety formation acquired in the discharge of their
Many
foolish and extravagant charges of finer charnels to pour itself upon the duty. The plan embraces five schedules,
have been made by skeptics, and some very world.
each enumerating the particular classes of
unwise pretensions have been set up by
objects to be noted in it.
It will of
those who claim to be Christian apologists
eoursebe a long time before the labor
Christ All and Enough.
and scholars. These suggestions are worth
of compilation and . classification is
attention:

aa

sp

——R———

| completed,
A writer
in the Christian

at

Work

sup-

The Scripture writers are all too much
busied with the essentials of truth to be critically punctilious about its drapery. They
produce broad impressions, aiming at the
average heart and conscience, instead of

plies this fresh and striking illustration of
an old and familiar truth :
A devout Christian woman called at my

choosing phrases for critical ears.

to see a

Spirit-

dying man.

Hehad

been

caught

the

factory

and carried round by a shaft in

early

dreadfully bruised.
He had led a wild,
rollicking life, and even now, in his sane

Christian

fathers,

as Clement, Poly-

carp, and Justin, show much of the same
“freedom in quoting Scripture phraseology ;
but as we approach the mediaeval ora, the
letter stiffens into a stony hardness and
coldness that crushes out the spirit.
If, then, the objector press the question,
“Was the word spoken on Sinai zakor or

shamor2—was the declaration at the bap-

where
he worked.
His forehead was
erushed in, his legs broken and his body

moments, his. impatience and profanity
made the duty of caring for him an exceedingly trying one. My informant had been

watching with him, and had tried

to turn

his thoughts towsrd Christ, and wanted me,
if possible, to help her in the work so
much needed and so quickly to be done.
As I entered the hospital ward, he was

but,

doubtless, some of the

more important’ and interesting statistics
will be published before the full grown
Census Report is sent to the printing department at Washington,

house to afk me if I would goto a hospital

ual freedom emancipated them from the restraints of form that cramped the Rabbis
and Fathers as with fetters of iron. The

all that

be urged against this mode of conducting

of grateful

THE

FENIAN

FAILURE.

As was intimated last week, the attempted
raid on Canada was a complete failure.
In
the two or three skirmishes that occurred,

the Fenians betrayed the utmost cowardice,
and fled in confusion at the first demonstrations of the enemy.
The privates have returned to their homes, their arms and ammunition have been seized by the U. S. authorities, and the principal officers are being
brought to trial for violating the neutrality
laws. As soon as the failure of the enterprise appeared inevitable, leading Fenians
in New York issued a proclamation stating
that the whole movement was unauthorized,
and condemning those who had participated
in it.

By such men, the Irish allow them-

selves to be defrauded of their earnings, and
led to disgrace and ruin. The Canadians
sustained no loss of life or property, and
the English are satisfied with the course
which our government pursued in the
matter.

:

PERSECUTION OF THE JEWS.
Reports from Constantinople show that
a fearful war of religious intolerance has
broken out in the province of Roumeliain

the Turkish Empire. A secret organization had been for some {ime past plotting
the extermination of the Jews. On Sunday,
the 20th of May, at a preconcerted signal,

and

during

the

absence

of the reigning

prince from the province, the Christian pop-

ulace arose, and began a bloody work of
butphery. The houses of the Jews were en-

the form from the man, do we find these di- you whole if we could. “Jesus loves you tered at an early hour, and all who were unversities; for both form and substante are more than we ever can. He longs to save able to escape were massacred “in cold
blood. The butchery was conducted with
from the spirit and frem the man. The you ; trust him and you are saved.”
And then in prayer, . with his hand in perfect fury. Those who attempted to flee
word is divine and human-—the divine
coming through the human. By this vari. mine, I shaped the words as of one turning were cut down by an armed mob, aud men,

can set forth only ohe of its aspects; its

women and children were tuthlessly mur1 rose there was anew light in his eyes, I dered. No cause is assigned for the act,
left him quiet. ‘He lived, against all our other than the blind zeal of religious bigotry
hope, for several days after this. But: and fanaticism, The, Emperor promises to

whole

there was no word of profanity

ety in form, the Divine Spirit would teach
us that truth, while ever the same, is yet
ever manifold. The stiff, precise formula
meaning cannot be cramped, into an

inflexible sentence.

The

Scripture is not

from everything else to Jesus

Christ,

tience ; and whenever I saw him

As

or impahe

was

Upon this

fomb

rests

a

massive

monument of granite inscribed as follows:

‘‘Be-

neath this stone repose the bomes of two thousand one hundred and eleven unknown soldiers,

ice is performed evinces the grateful mem-- gathered after the war from the fields of Bull
ory in which the nation holds its dead.
Run and the route to the Rappahannock.
Their

amid the

solemn and sublime monuments of Assyria.
He speaks through Solomon, the royal sage,
as on his ivory throne he receives ambassadors from the ends of the earth; through

tism ‘ ‘Thou art’ or ‘This is’"P—we reply
grudging which so much mars the giving of that we do not know, and that it is not es- ina doze. A glance at his face and a
sensial that we should know; for literal moment's talk with his attendants assured
many Christians.
8. Let not your right hand know what exactness is not essential to the real pur- me that anything that eould be done must
your left hand doeth.
This will prevent pose of revélation. Had it been so, faithful be done quickly. I felt that he could not
homes of her sons.
giving from sinister motives,and enable the phonographers could have given us better bear many words,—that in all likelihood I
I was ‘surprised when told by a friend, on Christian to do all as a service to the Lord Gospels than the inspired evangelists; a should never see him again. The one
the Saturday evening on which I arrived, and not to man.”
Galilean Boswell would have been selected thought was, how to put the Gospel into a
that ‘‘the Spurgeon ofthe north” lived and
rather
than the spiritual and contemplative few words. When hie awoke, one or: two
In the evening I went again, and found
preached in Sunderland. As I take it for
John.
But while the Divine Spirit, bring- questions brought from his his own lips the
every seat in the building occupied, the
granted that many readers may be in the aisles filled, and others still wishing for ad- | ing all things to the remembrance of the facts that he had in very early childhood
same ignorance, I will devote the
or
been taught something of the truth, and
There could not have been disciple, does not callip in his memory the that all his after-life had been one of reckportion of the present letter to this extraor- mittance.
precise
language
of
the
heavenly
message,
much less than two thousand persons presless sin. I began just there: ‘ We are all
dinary man and his extraordinary church.
ent, and I am told that this same interest he does suggest its precise import—in Luke
sinners, and because we are so bad, we
Earlyin the morning I started for Beas
related
to
the
world
without,
in
John
as
has continued during the twenty-five years
thesda, as his chapel is called, and found the of Mr. Rees’s ministry in this house.
The related to the world within. Not to the must be helped or lost. Jesus knows all
ground floor capable of seating about 1000 morning service was for saints, the even- weakness or ignorance of the human co- about our need. He says, give up everything else and trust Me. We are lost in a
persons, filled fo its utmost capacity.
ing for sinners, Hence the sermon was of worker in revelation, not to caprice or acci- wilderness, Won't you put your hand in
About two seats removed from the entrance
dent,
are
we
to
charge
these
irregularities
a different character altogether. It was a
the hand of Christ, and Jet him lead you
doors,I noticed arches over the aisles, and
presentation of the plan of redemp- or variations from literal exactness in the out? You are fearfully bruised and manon éach arch printed.--*‘For members oily.” | simple
tion, and its adaptedness
to the wants of the records. Not, as some have taught, beHad I not been introduced to Mr. Rees the human heart. Whatever objections may cause the substance is from the spirit, and gled, and you know that we would make

evening previous, and received from

offering

ants a few days previous to Red Cloud.
They ‘come in behalf of theirrace, to see if
herdsmen, through lawgiver and statesman,
hostilities can not be prevented between the
philosopher and poet, through shepherd, {-fndians and the United States.
Spotted
fisherman, and tentmaker.
He calls a Tail, who isa social, merry Indian, has allonely Nomad from far off Ur of the Chal- ready made a two hours’ call on the Presi-

tinue ia prayer and supplication.
Excepting Mr. Spurgeon’s,
this is the larg- and invective and consolation in the gateest Baptist ehurch in England. It is entire- ways of Jerusalem. He touches the harply the result of Mr. Rees’s labors.
He had string. of the shepherd-poet so that it thrills
been a Church-of-England clergyman and. through alltime. He speaks from the miry
came out on account of his convictions of prison of Jeremiah, and from the banks of
truth.

ion soldiers.

the

This is fast coming to be a day of national
observance, and the spirit in which the serv-

put a speedy stop to. the bloody work.
President Grant has shown his condemria-

7:

remains could not be identified, but their names
and deeds are recorded in the archives
of their
country, and its grateful citizens honor them as
of their noble army of martyrs.
May they rest

in peace.

Sept., A.D., 1866.”

tion at Arlington

was

but

The demonstra-

one

of thousands

of

similar manifestations of the gratitude of our people'to these martyrs for their country, but it was

conspicuous, however, by its magnitude and the
dignity of the participants. Here, more especially, the nation, in the persons of its chief Magistrate and highest efficials, paid homage.
The
exercises consisted of firing a national salute,
prayer by the chaplain of the Senate, a poem by
Dr. C. C. Cox, an oration by Gen. Logan, and
musicby a choir of five(hundred voices accompanied by the Marine band. Special ceremonies were

held at the

tomb

of the unknown

soldiers, in

which the orphans from the Soldier's OrphanAsylum here were the principal actors.
It was
a very touching part of the ceremonies.
After
this came the decoration of the graves, and notwithstanding their vast number none were neg-

lected.

Much

of this work had been done earl

er in the day, however, both by the hands of private friendship, and by the action of the Grand
Armyof the Republic having the celebration in

charge. The grounds were beautifully decorsted. Banners hung suspended from the trees, and
thousands of miniature national flags were planted in regular order among the graves.
Flowers
were furnished by the citizens and from the public gardens in immense profusion.
The monument to the unknown soldiers was a rare spectacle of beauty.
A pavilion of flags that had ‘been

borne in battle was erected over the

monument,

and crosses, wreathes and festoons of evergreens
and flowers were suspended beneath it,while the
monument itself was almost hidden from view
beneath the mass of beautiful and brilliant flowers with which it was adorned.
If it be true
that “A thing of beauty is a joy forever,” them
will the sight of this monument as decorated on
Monday last, long continue to
gladden many

hearts.

Only one unpleasant

incident occurred

in connection with the celebration.
As above
stated there are rebel graves in the cemetery.
Some evil disposed persons, of secesh sympathies,
at different times during the day were detected

in taking flowers from the Union graves that they

might adorn the rebel graves therewith.
This
same spirit led to the offering some indignity to a
miniature national flag planted by a Union grave
near to those of the Confederates.
These demonstrations were entirely out of harmony with

the prevailing tide of patriotism, and created &
little disturbance ; but altogether the

observance

of the day was highly creditable to the people
participating therein, and, if the spirits of the de
parted are permitted to take cognizance of earthly transactions, could but be agreeable

to

them.

- HAWAIIAN RECIPROCITY.
The Senate is engaged in the consideration of
the Reciprocity treaty
lands.
The object had

with the Hawaiian Isin view in negotiating

this treaty was the promotion of American interests there, ‘by an inerease of commerce between them and us. The main feature of the
treaty is the reciprocal admission of certain pro-,
ducts of each country into the other, duty free.
By this means it is hoped to secure the predominance of American influence in the Islands, and
prevent their falling into the hands of any European power.
Nevertbeless there is strong opposition to the treaty,~some from the sugargrowing interest, because sugar is admitted free:
and some from general opposition to reciprocity
treaties, so that it is not unlikely that the treaty
may fail of ratification.
'

SAN DOMINGO.
The President yesterday sent a message to the
Senate relative to the treaty for the acquisition of

San Domingo.

It enlosed an

extending the time

and

suggests

for

additional

a ratification

certain’ amendments

have incorporated in the treaty.

to

article

TR

1
person who takes a
regularly from the
Ber
Labi directed to his name pf
x Nhecher he has subscribed or not—is résponsible

Bora to rule,

July 1,

desirable .to

In orderito ob-

viate the objection that the treaty will involve us

in an indefinite amount of debt, he recommends
that the loan on the public lands of 8an Domingo
be relinquished, and our liability for her indebt-

edness be limited to a million and a half of dol-

I

congregations of these bodies, that much
fthis apparent devotion is but whitening

affairs.

ad,

DECISIONS.

sumes to manage its

out the south, were not forgotien, but all
received

TCT

is always compelled to acknowledge, in
thipking of the mixed communion and mix-

one

A

NEWSPAPER

palian church usually beget; but then, one

soldiers, white and colored, and also those of 316
rebel soldiers, who died while in our hands as
prisoners of war, In one large vault or tomb,
are gathered the remains of 2,111 unknown Un-

by each party, to whom the money shall be paid,

Sr

te on the 1abel for the ink Sars his subseripsad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
+ with or without further reminder from this office,

the remains of more than fifteen thousand Union

pe

uested to note the

yet his
and he
satisfied,
no other
or pre-

riesat Arlington, Gettysburg, &e., but was
visited by kindred and friends and strewn
with evergreen and flowers.
Even the
| graves of those who were starved in
Rebel prisons, aud isolated
graves through-

repaired to Arlington’,te

Lionor the memory of the nation’s heroes.
The
cemetery grounds embrace about one hundred
acres immediately surrounding and including Arlington House, the former home of the rebel
General Lee. Within these grounds are gathered

n

particu

lieves in. the plurality of elders,
church is so thoroughly satisfied,
himself seems to be so thoroughly
with Arthur Rees and his gifts that
elder thinks of edifying the church

ial places at the north to the national cemete-

zens of Washington,

-

ohSubacriber is

eral interest in the whole congregation
which the litany and changs of the Episco-

ferences in the point of view. The same
truth is viewed on different sides, or in different connections, or is differently applied
for the enlightenment and instruction of the
reader. Under this head comes the subjective condition of Scripture authors. They
are greatly diverse in mental character, ed-ucation, and circumstances,
They are
scattered through a series of ages, in different lands, in different civilizations and barbarisms. This it is that gives the Scripture
its infinite variety, its wonderful manifoldness in thought and expression, its inex-

hardly a soldier’s grave, from the local bir-

A

scontinuance, an

parent of all arrearages is made, as required

for,although like the Scotch Baptists, he be-

fallen soldiers was quite generally ob-

served on the appointed day. There was’

hd

or

nil

works of the same author, arising from dif-

but

The ceremony of decorating th) g aves of

a

act by he LS or tht Sooominasnce, ad

churches in singing the Psalms of David,
and have also been delighted with the gen-

one other

Isay his chapel,

construction of his chapel,
ought not to be omitted.

MEMORIAL SERVICES,
On Monday, Congress pa#fised from ts accustom
ed labors and, in company with the President
and his Cabinet and vast multitudes of the] citi-

Ac

:

the heartiness of the Scotch

peculiarities in the

WASHINGTON, D. C., June_1,’70,

THE NATION'S DEAD.
our

In the second place, there are apparent
discrepancies, - not only between different
Scripture authors, but between diferent

Week.

ig

I have seen

whenever requested to do so,
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They hear of heaven,and léarn the way.”

Events

little less of the sarcasm which withers, | sophical theology, but she has no rightto
would bring him nearer to one's ideal of the demand that the winds of the Spirit.should
true gospel minister. But he fights in his blow, and the Sun of Righteousness shine
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of hope to those

I learned anew how simple is the

pel and how complete a Saviour is Jesus
Christ.
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of these outrages

pe on

closely follewed the reader, and all seemed
, LUTHER BR. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
to enter heart and soul into the acts of deTo whom all letters on business, remittances of votion.
Ithought of that stanza so often
, &0., should be sent. All communications
:
:
donignid for pu
tion should be addressed to the’ sung:

vision, look before and after, above and be-

comfort to those who had believed, and full

with a persecuted people by appointinga
leading Jew of Roumelia as our Consulgeneral at Bucharest.

And he died in hope.

ra

ing the service, all sang, all prayed, all
found the Scripture that was read, and
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of the wilderness.
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fall of gladness that Christ had led him out
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For

addressed to the logical understanding, but
to the man. It is not a collection of dry
and bristling formulas, but of living truths,
which, like the cherubim of the apocalyptic

ny
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in dignity and force. It was an able expesition of the plan of salvation, and all the
more excellent that it was made plain to
the comprehension of a child.
Such a sermon could not but do good ;—it: was full of
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communicate with you.” I have said that
the ground floor was crowded with people,
butI ought also to add, that there was
| searcely a single soulin the gallery.
Dar-

N. H., JUNE 8, 1870.
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lars; that two commissioners be

appointed,

and who shall apply it, First, to pay debts due
from

San

Domingo

to

foreign

governments;

Second, to pay debts due citizens of other governments; Third,to pay her domestic debt. It
is hoped that these amendments will so far obviate objections to the treaty that it may be ratified.
2
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MISCELLANEOUS.
In the House Mr, Lynch’s bill for the revival
of American commerce has been recommitted,

and this probably

disposes

of- the bill for the

present session. Mr. Chandler, of Michigan, has
introduced into the Senate a bill having the same

object in view, but differing somewhat in details;
but it is doubtful whether any bill can be matured before the adjournment

of Congress, and

American shipping’
must get on for the present
as best
it can.’ The House are now
up-

on the bill for the reduction of taxation, and have

nearly completed the consideration thereof,

The

income tax is the only remdining ftém that will

give rise to much debate. It is, however, the
pivot of the whole bill.

Unless the views

of the

committee on this matter are substantially sustained, the bill will fail.—The

fiest and only vete

of President Grant was overruled in the Senate
yesterday.

It was the bill.for the relief of Rol-

lini White. The veto was based entirely Gipon reports
of army officers; and he referred

ports for. his reasons.

The Semate

these reports had wisled the
fore overruled the veto.

to the re-
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From the tombs and caves of Mount Olivet,
1 saw more pottery, including lamps, some.

Communica

| of which were whole, and some broken.
number of spec|One case contained ala
| imens of glass.

were quite
th
None of these

English Society has for several years been

perfect ; but some of them were 80 joined as
to complete the article to which they beAmong these were some ‘tear
longed.
bottles,”—illustrating the prayer of the
.
psalmist.

tine,

antiquities obtained

Explorations in Palestine.
Tt is perhaps. gfsverally

known

thatan

engeged in making explorations in Palesand

especially at Jerusalem.

In a

eircular recently issued by this Society, they
say: “The work of this. Society is of the
greatest interest and importance: The historical statements of the Bible are being confirmed, light is being thrown on difficult

In addition to these and humerous’
from the

other

excavations,

there was a number of specimens lent to
the Society for the purpose of exhibition,
which served to illustrate the Palestine of

the prebent day; and as fashions do not
articles of clothing and
illustrated former times.
Mr. J. Mac Gregor made a tour in Palestine
early in 1869, and spent a number of days

change there, the

wxts, the whols plan of the buried city of ornaments also
Jerusalem is becoming known,

the natural

History, botany, &c., of thé country are being studied, questians of topography are being decided, and the manners, customs

and

waditions of the present inhabitants of Palestine investigated ; and, in short,

a

foun-

in his canoe, the Rob Roy, on the Dead sea,
the sea of Galilee, and the river Jordan,
tracing it to its source. One case contained

numerous articles lent by Mr. M. ; including
Olive wood from the oldest trees in Geth-

‘dation laid for a more useful and accurate
sommentary on the Scriptures than we have
semane, bamboo and wood from the Dead
aver yet possessed.”
’
sea, Ibex horns from Jericho,a spoon found
The English government have assigned to in the desert, &c., &e. From others there
this work, Capt. Warren, an officer of the was a horn such as is now. worn by the
Engineers, two non-commissioned officers Druse women, and probably similar to
of the Sappers and Miners, and a few pri- those mentioned in the Bible, in connection
yates, who*all seem much

interested in it; | with lifting up the horn;
gold and silver
which jewelry, Hebrew rolls,a brass ink-horn, with
amount to about twenty-five thousand dol- reeds for pens, Jewish lpather phylacteries,
lars a year.
More than fifty shafts have a walking stick of about three-quarters of
Been sunk, revealing archways, galleries,’ an inch in diameter, cut from, a wild mussuried halls, reeervoirg and water-courses,
tard tree on the plain of Esdraelon, a crown

and the Society pays

the expenses,

dius getting glimpses of the
‘While I was in London
sisited the Egyptian Hall,
spent some time in the

city as it was,
last summer, I
Piccadilly, and
Dudley gallery,

of thorns, locust beans, and insect lccusts,
with scorpions and. beetles, tares, shittim
wood, a cord of goat's hair, &c., &e.
e¢ models of
I should like to describe
One
which I spoke, but have not room.
was a model of Jerusalem, prepared in ac-

trong | 1

of some brethren to
‘bidden to eat. “They
his word,” dll that | the Star, .

_ Swouny Bouman. | |

ieved,"—were
at tho
feast, whateveri » it
YT
i
>. mot

Pedobaptists

“ believe,”
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JELLASORE, Arr. 9, 1870.04
As an6bjection, it is said that, to have
My dear friends, and friends of the mise daily stated times for prayer, it will result
in formality. ‘True, it may. But will we
the table, and let our brothers, there med- sion in general:
itate with
us upon the price of our re\
Will you help me thank our m erciful ‘sleep only one night in a week, eat only one
ipl
T.H.D.
Heavenly Father that he has restored me to meal in a month, or perform only one day's
pdemption!
health and permitted me to resume my work in a year, for the sake of avoiding a
3
labors in this chosen field? On the 30th of form? No. We know that regularity in
A Practical Question.
Nov. last I was taken very ill, and so stub- these things is highly beneficial. Then why
—
E—
By what scale are contributions for Mis- born was the disease, that it took long for not in devotional exercises? To be sure, a
sions to be gauged ?
a
our good senior medical missionary to con- form of prayer without the power is of no
But let a good form be adopted,
Years ago, the writer listened to an im- quer it. Seven weeks I remained in his avail.
and
then
seek for the power, and God will
pressive missionary sermon by that elo- house in M., where the kindest care of sis;
S. H.B.
quent and devoted man of God, Alexander ter B. and other sisters was added to the give it.
Rutland, O.
Duff. He represented the cause of Chris~| skill of the doctor to restore me.
At last, consent was given for a traveling | .
tian Benevolence at preset, as occupying
the place of Lazarus atthe rich man’s gate, tour. Two weeks were spent in Calcutta}
and compelled to be content with th® in the family of Rev. Mw Leslie, amongst
crumbs which fall from Dives’ table, while the first dear friends I found in India in 1851.
Self, like Dives, clad in pucple and fine lin- My next visit was to the good Norwegian
en, dwells in the palace and fares sumptu- and German missionaries at Ebenezer,
Lyman Beecher.
ously every day. Every conceivable want, where four of my good girls liad previously |
real or imaginary, that. selfishness can de- gone to form a part of a girls’ school to be
1775—1863.
vise, is supplied without stint or measure; established at that station. My welcome |.
These few letters stand upon the end of &
while to the cause of Benevolence mere there was as warm and hearty as could
granite.
A cross
crumbs, driblets, are doled out with a par- have been given in my own dear native large recumbent slab of
flat upon the top of the block, being
simonious, grumbling, grudging, grasping land. How true that ** Strangers and For- lies
raised by having the surrounding surface
hand. The preacher proposed that there eigners aremade nigh by the blood of cut away. This is all.
The material, the
should be an inversion of the order; viz.: Christ.” . Two weeks soon passed,in which symbol, and the inscription well befit the
that Christ and hig cause should be install- time I saw that the mission at: Ebenezer burial place of the man. Here, in New Haven,he was born and educated.
The house
edin the palace, enjoy the purple
and was doing a great and good work for God
sumptuous fare, while self be allowed to amorigst the poor Santals. May the divine still remains in which his father lived. It
is not five r:inutes, walk between his grave

distant

young souls a
feeling that a

—

Selections.

retreat to the

: dung

hill, outside

the gate,

and be content with the crumbs.
Such a proposition, at the present day,
may appear strange, extravagant, and even

blessing rest on them henceforth as hither-

to

:

The 5th of March found me again in Cal-

and his cradle.

midity, with which he recounted his own
adventures.
>
We never saw either anger or impatience

‘under abuse or obloquy. Artless and sim-

ple-hearted, he had a natural Hnsigh into
men, and was seldom deceived in his judgment,

" ‘Looking back upon that inside life, when

men’s unconscious acts reveal their true nature, we see his example to have been one
which inspired faith in manhood, in disin-

terested affection, and unfeigned piety. He
seemed to those without, a good

- true

man, but Le was better than he seemed.

Sleep on, great héarts! Side by side ye
were in life, side by side ye are in slamber,
side by side ye shall be in the glory of im-

mortality !—H. W. Beecher in Christian Unwon.

.

3

Plucked from the Burning.
One

of thc gentlemen connected with .

the Water Street Mission, New York, writes .

this incident of their work to the Church ™
Union :
There came to the mission to-day one
lately cleansed from the leprosy of sin, her
face

radiant

with

heavenly

love, and said,

«I asked permission of the lady with whom
1 sm living in Brooklyn to take time enough

it was notbackthe t»loveNewof | 1, some and tell you what the Lord has

Yet
birth-place that brought
him
Haven for burial, but

much printed,
his unfeigned modesty was
striking. We never heard a single boast.
Even when yet quite young, we were
impressed with a certain bashfalness and ti-

his

love

of Nathan

done

for me.

ungrateful

I have felt that it would be

not to do it.”. Her history, as

Taylor. This was alove of man to mam bastily narrated, was substantially as folsurpassing the love of woman.
[t was like lows: Two years, since, her husband deWoodford’s
medical
treatment
caused
the
be
branded
as
fanaticsm.
But,
after
all,
where, at that time, the Committee of the
thatof David and Jonathan.
After he had serted her, and these years had been to her
would it not savor very much of that | last echoes even of a dreadful coughto die forgotten almost everything else in extreme full of sadness and sorrow of heart. To
Palestine Exploration Fand had on exhibiYon a collection of photographs, pictures cordance with the ordinance survey made giving up of all for Christ, so often insisted away. Acquaintance was renewed with old age, he remembered this one wish, and | drown the anguish of her spirit, she resortby signs and broken sentences indicated his ed to. the occasional use of intoxicatin
Another was on by our blessed Lord and his apostles ? several
old
and
faithful
missionaries,
and models, with pottery, glass, ear-rings, by the English government.’
For drinks. Soon the. love of stimulation, an
t me mention Rev. Mr. wish to be laid by the side of ‘‘him.”
and what is there in the idea itself so strange amongst who
&c., found in the shafts
at Jerusalem, er of ancient Jerusalem, giving all the princiTaylor's personality and heart remained the habit of indulgence had such control of
pal
buildings
as
they
are
supposed
to
have
or unreasonable? Are not the interests of and Mrs. Pearce. One of this couple I clear in his memory after he ‘ceased to rebrought from other parts of Palestine.
her that she becamea victim of intemperThat must needs have ance. During these two years she very
The gallery is a large hall.
Nearly four been in the time of Jesus Christ, with the Christ's kingdom in the world, the enlight- was told was 70 and the other 75 years of member his name.
been a noble nature that through a long life naturally dropped down lower and lower
fundred photographs hung on the walls; wall and gates, and the surroundings of enment and salvation of the heathen, for age, and still they love the work too! well was
80 loved by such 4 man as Lyman in life, all
while hevomaing more and
the specimens were in glass cases in differ- the city. The third was the ‘church of the instance, of vastly greater importance and to leave the field. Mr. Pearce .took me Beecher.
Side by side they lie, between more disconsolate, till hope finally died out.
Holy
Sepulchre,
with
covenants,
chapels,
into
the
school-room
to
see
and
hear
his
deserving
of
greater
respect
and
honor
and
ent parts of the room; the models stood on
whom there never came a cloud, and that, Then, having determined to drink to the
sacrifice than the comfort, convenience or class of young Bengali men under training
mbles in the center, towards the upper end mosques, houses, &e.”
too, when both of them were theologians, very dregs the cup of iniquity and sin, she
I was much interested by my visit to this dignity of any poor mortal?
for the ministry. They all appeared to and often differed, and sat up half the night | came over into Water street on a rainy
of the room. The first thing that attracted
in high discussion. Ob, it was charming to night, late in October, to carry into execumy attention was a large colored pano- exhibition, and hope I have succeeded in
By what rule, then, is the Christian’s con- understand their Bible lesson well, but I
see men who believed in what they taught,
rama view of Jerusalem from the Mount exciting some interest in the minds of my science to be hushed to silence by the giv- was sorry, though not the least surprised, with such an abandonment of faith, that not tion that fully formed purpose, by entering
the first door opening into a den of prostitureaders
with
reference
to
the
researches
that
two
or
three
of
the
fourteen
merited
a
of Olives, lent by H. Pillean, Esq.
Near
ing of a few dimes or even dollars once or
the visible world,nor human life, nor house- tion, to use her own language, ‘‘to accept
this was a Hebrew parchment roll of the now being made in the Holy Land, where twice a year to aid in spreading the gospel reprimand (which they received) for not hold love was soreal snd so tramscendent the first offer made to her on the street.”
the people of God formerly dwelt,”snd of Christ among the destitute, while self coming in until late. When the natives of to them, as abstract truth! Nor is it withIn passing our door she heard the voice
Scriptures.
out a certain beauty that the farther away
where Jesus lived, died and made an atoneoccupies the palace, faring sumptuously ev- this country learn the value of time, and from fact the thread was spun, the more at- of Christian song. She came in and sat
Many of the photographs were very
down.- Strange sounds fell on her ear.
ment for us.
Ww. H.
practice punctuality, the millenium will be
ery day?
True, large donations, for edu"interesting. They included views of Bey- |
tenuated the philosophy became, the more The story of Jesus’ love touched her heart.
The globe and the The felt want of her soul, it seemed to her,
cation at home are becoming rather com- athand. Clocks and the rail road will important it seemed.
root, Baalbek, and quite a number of the
universe, to their thinking, hung upon dis- could now be realized.
mon. Would that they were more so! But help bring about the happy day.
Great Mosque of Damascus.
There were
God, she thought,
*
What
is
Taught?
tinctions finer than a spider's finest film. was speaking to her as a wandering prodiOn
the
morning
of
March
18th
I
had
the
several of Banias, taken from
different
where is the first $10,000, the $50,000, the
We see them now, in the old Litchfield sit.
—
En.
.
al to come back to her ‘father’s house.
points of view.
‘Dr. Robinson thinks this
$100,000 or million donation to plant a col- great pleasure of greeting all our dear mis- ting room, come home from some meeting,
- One of the main texts upon which our
er whole soul went out in prayer for help.
sion band in Midnapore, where they had
ony of earnest Christian workers, preaehplaee is identical with Baal
Gad, under
sitting down arcund the fire, and, aftera The Slecing closed, she signed the pledge
Close Communion brethren rely to prove
Six
days
later
saw
met
for
conference.
little
family
chat,
begin
to
edge
toward
the
ers, teachers, mechanics and farmers in the
Blount. Hermon, the limits of the conquests
her way, God alone guiding her
and went
the correctness of their position is Acts 2:41,
midst of a heathen people? Echo answers, me safelyat home, where more than a hun- discussion that had broken off at their last footsteps.
On the following day, wanderof Joshua towards the north.
Philip the
42.* Noneopen an argument on this subject
meeting. They laid down their positions ing through the streets of Brooklyn, a house“ Where?” - Would not such an enterprise dred glad voices mingled in giving such
setrach enlarged this place and called it
without bringing forth this, their strong bat- be eminently Christian? Would not the a welcome as would have made the most cautiously, like two knights riding around less one, a lady in search of a scrubbing
Qesarea Philippi; and it is probable that tery, as they think, to silence the guns of
Oh what a each other, in survey, before the real strug- woman met her and asked hee if she wantpouring out of hoarded treasures fpr such a cold hearted happy to witness.
gle begun. Soon they went at it. They | ed work.
John-ihe Baptist was confined and beheadShe went with her; this done, an
Free Baptists. But while we respect these
luxury it is to be at work again.
grew earnest. They stopped each other. { engagement
followed for cleaning her
ad in the castle which jis seen in many of I goou brethren for the boldness of their noble object very much resemble the ever
My sheet is full, but my heart is not half | Now one seemed pushing the other with an | house, then another as housekeeper. And
blessed Son emptying himself of the glories
thes-o' photographs. There -are a number
and love them despite their inconsist- of heaven in crder to save a lost world? emptied of what I wished to write. Wish- irresistible analogy—but in a little time, there she is to-day in that household, preachof pictures of Genesareth, a lake so inter- stand,
some lucky turn gave back the advantage,
encies, we cannot accept all their positions When shall we Jearn to be whole hearted ing you all the best of blessings I re- and all the lost ground was regained and ing Christ, by telling how Jesus loved her, *
esting to every Bible student, because so
and how he saved her, ‘happy now all the
Yours
ever,
main,
runs
there
veins
In their
without question.
not to
some steps besides. Some explosion of wit day long.” When she spoke of her rescue,
much of the time of Jesus was spent on or some of the stern blood of Roger Williams ; Christians? When learn of Jesus
L..
CRAWFORD.
would
set
them
both
into
a
roar
of
laughter,
When learn to lay our
she seemed overcome with cmotion. Again
mean it. We also see Nazareth, where he and therefore we call them brothers. But please ourselves?
and refresh them for the next wrestle. The she said, ¢*it made her shudder to look back
a life of
live
and
Christ
of
altar
the
on
all
(Chorazin,)
hours flew on. It was eleven o'clock, in a upon her narrow escape,” the act of dewas brought up; and Kerazeh,
Prayer.
there is too little liberty left to meet- loving trust?
J. PHaiLLIrs.
town where folks went to bed at nine—it struction determined upon, God thwarting
and Tell Hum, the probable site of Caperi
——
the wants of these years. We object to
saum; and also Gerizim and Ebal, with the
Prayer constitutes the life and soul of re- was midnight—it was one o’clock—and back her plan for carrying it into execution, by
their interpretation.
and forth the arguments flew, sometimes
valley in which the people stood, and some
ligion. Without it there can be no true, while they walked up and down with their directing her steps into a prayer-meeting,
Who will give us Light ?
1. There is some ¢uestion whether the
Yet some who make arms over each otier’s shoulders,sometimes when she would have entered a house of
heartfelt devotion.
of thena.grobably on the sides of the mouninfamy.
How forcible, as applied to her,
passages refer to communmentioned
above
Beecher sitting on Taylor's knee, sometains, while the blessings and curses were
your women keep si- high pretensions to Christianity, are delinhe
expression,
“‘a brand pluc ed from the °
Let
,—*
says
Paul
that
position
jon at all. Some take the
urning.” Counseling her to look to Jesus
ed quent in this respect. But those who at- times sitting face to face, arms going in
permitt
not
is
it
for
s,
pronounced, to which all the people anchurche
the
in
lence
gestures, the forefinger ‘pointing out the
they mean simply the common meals eaten
wered solemnly, “Amen.”
to speak.” Also,—** It is a shame tach importance to a holy, spiritual life, line of argument. Atlength a tail and pale now for help in the hour of temptation, she
replied, ‘On!”if I had not been taught to
token of friendship. Certainly the wine them
in
Thereis Hebron, where Abraham dwelt.
for women to speak in the church.” And,—. can not live without prayer. To such form at the head of the stairs calls out, **Fa- do so, I should not have been here to-day.
is not mentioned ; and if this refers to the
hold
to
thandelightful
ther, father! Do you know what time it The Lord picked me rightup in the street,
That oak tree is not the one which was there Lord’. Sapper and we ave to be governed «I suffer not a woman to teach.” * With all nothing is more
:
learning frequent and intimate converse with the is?
of
men
them,
before
and shall I not now trust him ?”
re
Seriptu
this
ii Abraham’s time ; but probatly it may be
may
by the apostolic example here given,
“Well, Taylor,stick a pin there, and we'll
Author
of
all
good.
We have detailed this case as illustrative
bell
the
wife,
There,
say,—**
piety
deep
and
near the place where his tents were pitched. we not imitate the Catholic, and so withgo
on
to-morrow.”
of the wonderful manifestations of God's
enjoins his followexplicity
us
most
let
Christ
Don’t
.
meeting
prayer
for
rings
the
of
city,
the
Jerusalem,
is
here
snd
The amount of truth got out, if all was power in saving the ‘‘lost ones,” in the hope
hold the wine ent'rely? Remember, we are
whit, and do my dear wife, let us hear from ers to pray. «Enter into thy closet, and trae that each thought to be so, can never you will become so interested it the work as
great King. From these pictures we can
told that we are to take the literal reading.
thy
be known, but must have been immense.
zaim a fair idea of the present appearance of
“yom in the prayer meeting ; you know we when thou hast shut thy door, pray to
to inquire what you can do to help ir carryIs it said, ** wine is implied ?” We have
the Father which is in secret; and thy Father -But it seemed difficult to reduce to record ing it forward. With the limited accommowhen
gs
meetin
best
the
have
always
this city ; but how differentit is now from
On one ocea- dations in our mission-house, we have been.
then only an implied example; too weak to sisters take a part.” During the prayer which seeth “in secret shall reward thee these surprising discoveries.
what it was when: the King himself was
justify the breaking of the great law of
Besides, he has taught us how sion the topic of debate was the Will. The burthened with the care of those whom
Now let the openly.”
meeting the “pastor says,—
there!
We see also the Mount of Olives,
next forenoon Dr.Beecher spent a considera- Providence has sent to us, many of whom
rr
:
charity.
sisters speak and pray. Don’t grieve the we should pray, and. in what manner we ble time in making an ‘‘ exact statement” have become the subjects of grace.
Bethlehem, - Lydda, Jaffa and the Dead
So
lead
exegesis
sound
a
9. But evew though
Spirit, stand up for Jesus.” The sisters should ask for temporal and spiritual bless- on this topic. After he left, we looked into
reat
has
been
the
pressure
upon
us
during
Sea.
:
:
us to believe that these passages refer to the may remember that Peter says,—‘ Ye ings. As we are dependent upon God's his blank book" and saw a page with at
e past two weeks that at times it has
In addition to these and other views of
communion, there is no evidence that the wives, be in subjection to your own’ hus- mercy, it is obligatory upon us to obey his least twenty paragraphs begun, and struck seemed that unless Fympaiang hearts
a
are
there
Palestine,
in
out.
Then—
aumerous places
come forward with bop ia caring for these
practices of the apostles are to be followed bands ;” and Paul says, ** Therefore, as the commands;
for in no other way can our
*‘In considering the human will”"—a pen “rescued ones” the work must be hindered.
number of groups photographed, as Armesimilarity
the
considering
without
how
And
literally,
was struck through that—and again he start- “Never before have we realized the burden
is subject unto Christ, so let the spiritual wants be supplied.
nian priests and pilgrims at Jerusalem,— of our situations; or that they were always church
husbands in every glorious the promise: ‘ Ask, and it shall ed-—**No theory of the will is valid”—paus- imposed upon the
own
their
to
be
wives
Shepherd in the
Shechem,—Rusor
Samaritans at Nablus
correct. Surely they were not at all times thing.”
be given.” How easy the terms! Who ing unsatisfied,—that, too, was dashed out, “parable of our Lord,” as he bore upon his
;
sian pilgrims at Jerusalem,—Polish Jews,
and
then
two
or
three
times
over
he
got
onoh he
found
Witness the difference
one in judgment.
Now how are these wives to obey the would not then supplicate the throne of ly as far as “The will”—¢‘‘A definition of Shoulders the lost: sheep Wh
heh
—Women grinding at the mill,—Leather
15:39.
it,so
literally
true
isit
that
these
Acts
Paul and Barnabas,
souls
the
out
pour
not
between
disobey
not
would
Who
they
Do
grace?
Paul?
teachings of
the will,"—and, finally, after many moditi- saved, must be borne from\the
water bottles, &. Some of these groups
True, we are to study the examples of the
they speak or pray in the desires in fervent prayer? The weakest cations and ‘partial sentences, the last ent
are very clear and distinct; others are not ancient disciples and draw instruction there- the Bible when
gs? And if they did not speak saint can thus make known his wants, and made was, “The will is"—. ‘What the will The most eligible, unquestionably,
sv. These people were not accustomedto from ; but it yet remains to be shown that social meetin
disobey him, for their hus- his prayers will come up in everlasting re- was to have been shown to be, we shall bosom of a Christian family in the country.
not
would they
have their pictures taken, and some of them
we are to imitate their practices strictly, bands say, ** speak?” Paul says “I suffer membrance before God. While men of never know.
made poor work of it. There is one of the
But the benefit of this practice on infinite
when there are precepts elsewhere at feem- not
to teach.” A man who the world sink under the accumulated ills themes, and of this intense conviction of
a woman
«Call Me.”
Samaritan groups in which some portraits
follow
**
usto
ing variance. They exhorted
professesto follow the great apostle very of life, the true, living Christian is support- the truth of speculations, is not to be estimatare very much blurred. Some of the wombeAnd
Christ.”
followed
they
as
;
f
od
by
she
immediate
Products,
but
by
its
rethem
closely says,—*¢ Oh, that does not prohibit ed.
The following anecdote in connection with
en are holding their hands before their
:
f those who | flex influence on
the soul and reason.
cause in this given case they may have pur- her teaching children; “but she must not
the
labors of President Finney is vouched
ces, evidently because the lens affected
Tis the indispensable duty ©
When these men handled the great thémes
sued a certain course, shall it be taken as teach those who have arrived at the years have families, to pray with and for them.
fully authentic:
as
for
ere
was
4
scale
of
sublimity,
and
of
truth,
their eyes.
an invariable rule for us, regardless of the
are our Yankee ¢ The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous an invisible forceto their reasoning, which
He was preaching years ago in one of the
Bat let us turn to the cases and look at conditions? Because Paul wrote on parch- of manhood.” Now what
tral cities of New York, to a large audischool ma’ams to do, who are sent to teach man availeth much.” Youth are suscep- no one could have had but they that dwelt
the archaeological specimens,
A considerYous
oe
WY
a
ment shall we never do otherwise? Shall our ‘colored people that were formerly tible of early and abiding religious impres- a
ence in a time of revival. Hehad oh exable number of thee came from the shaft
at invisible realm of faith !
plaining that men, under conviction of sin,
we imitate the ancients who, when they
slaves? Not only girls, boys and women sions, and are often led to the Saviour | theThere they lie ;—the glass grows green, would sometimes show their conviction in
sunk on the Hill of Ophel, which lies south
read, *‘ Give to him that asketh!” thought come to them to be taught, but young, mid- through parental influence.
Hence, prayer violets and myrtle-vine blooms are shinin
singular ways, Sometimes it would make
of the Haram wall between the valley of
their children cried for baptism, and made
Little birds them cross and fanlt-finding. They would
aged, and even men with gray hairs can not fail of proving a blessing, not this day blue on the grass.
dle
the Kedron and the valley of Hinnom; and
hasteto sprinkls the infants? Not much
come and sit on their monuments and dress scold their wives and make all about them
was formerly a thickly populated suburb of better or more relevant are some of the come and say, * Missus must teach me.” only to the suppliant, but to the young.
Then he added, “If I knew you
It. is also apparent that public prayer their feathers, sing a single strain, and fly uneasy.
Jerusalem. From this shaft I swe portions texts quoted to justify & kindred error. We If she teaches them, does she by so doing
off. What do the birds know of the great as well as your pastor does, I could point to
will
produce
the
sfine
happy
effects.
Then
disobey
God
who
spoke
by
the
apostle,
or
of colored tiles, various articles of pottery, are not condemning the apostles or lightly
names that lie asleep below them?
And you where you sit. You are in this condido those who oppose her misinterpret ‘the why should professors excuse themselves are men on this earth so different from the tion; you know you are a sinner, and need
soins, specimens of bronze and copper, mo- valaing their doings.
They filled their word of inspiration ?
by saying that they havemo gift to pray in birds P? We flit hither and thither on this now to repent, and will riot. You have been
saic work, and an ancient seal with an in- places well as the men of Christ.
But he
public?
Such an excuse is not valid in the monumental globe, and hardly dream of the scolding that good wife who has been prayMany a school teacher, besides toss
_seription, on it,—*‘Haggai, the son Sheban- who insists on wearing Peter's ‘ cap” or
years. I could call you
among the blacks, may look with thankful sight of God. If there be a right spirit, history that is under our feet, or of the ing for you these
ih.” Whetherthe Haggai who owned this
cloak” may'noty, always appear to ness ‘o men who were under her instruction there willbe no lack for utterance; if suffi- thoughts of God, of which this earth is but out now by name!” At this point he was in-of
“
Paul's
seal was the prophet whose writings we the greatest advantage in these times.
a mighty incarnation !
terrupted by a voice from the farther part
in the district schools, even after they were ciently humbled, there will be a willing
Wave, I do. not know; but the identity of
Pargely engaged during his life-timein the room saying, ‘‘ Call me.” The man aft3. If the exact ordér is mentioned, by
expected
pame will lead many persons to think it which we are to be governed, then prayer old enough to vote. Ought she to refret disposition. It will be a delight to * pray controversy, itwas the popular impression erwards explained that he verily
and only spoke
_ probable. | There is a shalt at what is eallthat she improved the opportunity given one for another.” All will join with one that Dr. Beecher was a stern warrior. His to hear hia name announced,
personal appearance favored the idea.
be beforehand. He could not at first be
od Robinson's Arch, on the west side of the is not to be offered till after all else is done. her to exert a holy influence over those accord in praising and glorifying God. And no one ever heard him in his prime, to
that Mr. Finney did not know his
persuaded
Do our C. Baptist brethren insist on a literand
Maram wall.
This excavation passes al interpretation which makes prayer unan- to whose hands the interests of her beloved The blessings of heaven will descend,
and in his best moods, but felt that he was case, or had not been told it by some one.
country are entrusted? In the olden time, none will have occasion to say that God a master in discourse. Yet a more simple- He said : ** This very morning I scolded my
through ruins of houses, &c., and from itl
thorized till after the supper?
the All Wise spoke to a ‘“ perverse” prophet does not manifest his power ii thé. public minded and child-like nature never lived. wife, and- everything else besides, all the
- @aW numerous specimens of pottery, includWhen in hours of transfiguration his heart while knowing I was a miserable sinner.
4. Still further, if any ingist on being ex- by the mouth of Balaam’s beast, and is. it assembly of the saints.
ing pitchers, vases, and about eighty small
¢sged my horse and came into
the tenderness of hislove=-it was Then
revealed
“
Pray
without
ceasing.”
Let
this
be
the
© /Jamps, measuring each about three inches act, we should sell all our goods and make | {yg that he does notin these later days
a window in heaven. the city with her to church. I supposed
opening
like
almost
the poor. The speak by the mouth of woman?
every professor of religion.
The risen motto of
O,
Jong by about two inches wide, anda little of them a eommon fund for
With his children he was sportive to frolic. some how you must know my name”
an an inch high. The end which I apostles did thus on one occasion ; shall we Saviour commissioned woman to be the + Watch unto prayer.” Live a holy, practi- someness. Down on his hands and knees for such preaching ag makes men feel *‘ I
:
ras intended for the wick was nar- not do it on all occasions ?|
messenger of the first gospel of the resur- onl life. If you do this,earth will be a para- he has given us many a ride,—and agreatpro- am the man!”
does
our exultation, when, after
Aud
been
has
disciples.”
my
tell
go
*
dise.
Prayer
will
be
a
constant
delight,
rection,
|
the
among
disputes
no
were
There
5.
the other end. In a shaft stink
An able man will arrange bis interests,
digious show of wrestling, we ATE him
Our
is called the Virgin's fountain, a apostles about baptismi as an act. Those he now forbid her to tell where and how and God will signally manifest himself ‘full length upon tie grass.
The faint sus- and conduct each in its proper order.
unta you as a prayer-hearing and prayer- plcion that ‘he let us do it,” did not on the greediness often hurts us, in making us
wut passage has been discovered, run- who refused it were not esteemed Christian. he may be found?
The above questions are not asked for answering God. Peaceand happiness will whole dispel the illusion of victory.
prosecute too many things at once; by ear2 from thence tothe Pool of Siloam, and Not so now. Many of the best Christians
Qesiving the less considerable, we
nestly
be
theresult
of
a
watchful,
prayerful
life.
As
we
grew
up,
nothing
that
ever
he
the
sake
of
cavil
or
controversy,
but
for
the
passage, I saw some large jars, mistake on baptism. . Shall an error of the
more important,
the
lose
said
impressed
us
so
much
as
all
that
which
May God put it into the heat Great advances will be made in the divine
head be counted a sin?
Forbid it, charity ! truth’s sake.
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1870.
Near him sat two men—one young, the other forty
years of age. They were betting

Uncertainty. - -

and drinking in a terrible way, the older

8

O Father, hear!
]
The way is dark, and I would fain discern
‘What steps to take, into which path to turn;
- Oh! make
it clear. -

one giving

est a

heart I’ll journey on,

And fear no harm.

I wait for thee

It is thy

child

““ One sweetly solemn thought

dawn;

Pant, as for water pants the thirsty fawn;
Oh! come to me.

Comes to me o’er and o'er;
I’m nearer to my Father’s house
Than I’ve ever been before.

:

dl

e. wild.

:
My Father! see,
:
1 trast the faithfulness displayed of old,

"| At first, says the writer, these words, in such
a vile place, made me shudder. A Sabbath

I trust the love that never can grow cold—

—

school hymn in a gambling den! But while
the Jousg man sang, ‘the elder stopped
dealing the cards, stared at the singer&'
moment, and throwing the cards on the
floor, exclaimed: ¢ Harry, where did you
learn that tune P” ¢ What tune?’ «Why,
the one you've been singing.” The young

.

And thou wilt guide ;
For thou hast Promised never to forsake
The soul that
thee its confidence doth make;
. « I’ve none beside.
:

’

Thou knowest me;

Thou knowest how I now in darkness grope ;
And, oh! thou knowest that my only hope

man said

‘Whither are we Drifting ?
¢ I-wish to relate to you a few facts,

in America.

the

faithful consideration of which is pertinent
to the present time ;" so began a speukiot in
He

is an

old

dergyman who once labored long and earnestly
as a pastor in the West.
=
“It is just 30 years ago that I was walking down Main street in Cincinnati, Ohio,
in company with a Roman Catholic priest

with

whom I was acquainted.

he did not know what he had

been

singing, when the elder repeated the words,
with tears in his eyes, and the young man
said he had learned them in a Sunday school

Is found in thee.

the Fulton Street meeting.

He was ‘a

‘ Come,”

said the elder, get-

ting up, ‘come, Harry, here’s what
won from you; go and use it for some
purpose.
As for me, as God sees me, I
played my last game, and drank my

I've
good
have
last

bottle.

and

I

Iam sorry.

have

misled

you,

Harry,

Give me your hand, my boy,

would

have

universal

ness.” The writer saw these two men
leave the gambling house together and
walk away .arm-in-arm; and as be went
away himself, he thought, ‘ Verily, God
moves in a mysterious way.” It must be
a source of great joy to Miss Cary to know

‘ed and

sway in these United States, and the Roman
Catholic faith have its Place
the religious
faith of the country.
The time must come
when it must be supreme, and to its authority all hearts must
bow.
‘You know,’ said he,
have no religion.
You

‘you
have

Protestants
sectarisms,

ed

ever

¢ No, never,’ said I, with vehemence,
‘ Now, now,’ said he, playfully, ‘ not so

fast. Don’t be so positive. Why do you
‘think ours may not one day be the established religion ?’
‘ Because our Constitution and our laws
‘ But we will change your Constitution
and your laws.’
3
¢ Change them ?’
‘ Yes, change them—amend them.’
‘ But the people will see that you shall

:

will change the people, too.’
your day, or mine,’ said I,reso-

‘ Perhaps not,’ he answered, very coolly. ¢ Perhaps
not. But we have purposed
it, and it will be done—if not in your day or
mine, then in the days of those who shall
come after us.’
I looked at his face with astonishment,
my

own

senses.

He saw, and added quickly:
‘Oh, do not be alarmed.
It will be
done very quietly. It may be a long time
coming—Dbut it will come, when the Catho-

lics will rule the nation, and the Catholic
religion will be the ruling faith of the counI

do believe

it.

We

are

at

it

now. And you know what we Catholics
are. When we take hold, we hold on, and
never let go.” This Wageaid with a very
solemn and determined

, and

he

then

added: ‘ We will upset your institutions
and establish our own.’
We
parted company at the foot of the
street, I scarcely realizing the amount of
meaning there was in the priest's threats;
for in that day we had no such apprehensions as now.

‘

;

We come down thirty years. Whether
this priest is alive or dead, we know not.
But the work, which he said was begun,

supplanting our institutions, is
Quietly,

persistently,

not

of

dead.

encroachingly,

the

Catholics have gone on in their work, proselyiing where they could, buying up votes
where they could, till at last they fill our
places of trust and office with creatures of
their own. Our judges, our lawyers, our
military leaders, our senators and represéntatives are fast becoming Roman Catholics,
and the profession of this faith, which was
never * delivered to the saints,” is a sure

passport to office or preferment. The politician has found it to his advantage to confess his sins and get absolution from a
riest, and be accounted

a

good

Catholic.

{Ve stepped into a police station for a moment, the other day :
‘ Ting-a-ling’ — ‘ting-a-ling,”
went a
little bell. And then a message came from
another station.
:
And

this

answer

was

returned:

‘Tell

him that he is a good Catholic and a good
Democrat.’
‘ What is that? said

#

I

to

a

friend

at

é ‘machine.’
{Oh,’ said my friend, ‘ we are
only
keeping up a little conversation with-one of
the primaries.’
¢ What is tha ohjest P said I.
‘Oh! only tO have a little voice in the
matter.
We know on which side our bread
is buttered.’

¢ And how to get the butter P*
‘Exactly so,’ said

he,

with

a

chuck-

le.
We came out, saying to ourselves, We
have drifted some ways from where we
were 80 years ago, and where are we drift-

ing P"— Observer,

A Hymn in a Gambling
. Inthe

Boston

Den.

——
ir
Daily News of April

25,

says the Indspendent, we find a letter from
Hong Kong,
China, written for the purpose
,of being read to a Sunday school in this
country, but which the editor was allowed

to print on account of the interesting char-

. acter of its contents,

The writer had been

‘entrusted with packages for a young man
from his friends in the United tates, and
after inquiry, learned that he might
proba-

bl¥ be found in a certain gamblidg-house.

He went thither; but not seeing him, determined to wait, in the expectation hap ho
might come in. The place was a bed]
of noised—men getting sngey over their

cards, and

frequently

THE PRIZE!!!
#4 New
4121

heard

more sad

before.

coming to blows.

to say,

x

Boston. Turkish Baths.

hanging

skin and sharp features betokened

starvation.

I could

not resist its appeal;

where

it’ had

been

At any

rate, I would

not, could

not, leave

to perish a helpless creature which had
cast itself on my
protection. Just then,
looking down into the valley, I saw a small
mountain,

upward. It was a man.
was my shepherd friend.

wonld

benefit

thing,”

givers,

would “help to

Broadus.

&c.
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with

His
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and
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to perish which cast itself on his care, will
He who is the Author and Fountain of all
tenderness be deaf to the cry of any wandering soul that comes to Him in fear and
sorrow, saying, ‘Lord, have mercy upon
me! Save, Lord, or I perish?’ Will the
Good Shepherd, who gave His life for
the flock, reject any feeble lamb, any lost
sheep, that comes to Him with the cry,
¢ Jesus, pity me! help me! save me? He
never will.

He never can.”

The next year I was again
and inquired of the shepherd
had fared. Said he,—
. “It is now the fattest and
of my flock.”
And thus many, even the

TO PASTORS

OF
AND

CHURCHES
TO

Superintendents

of

S. S.

Catalogue of New Sunday School

Books just

published bythe Freewill Baptist Printing Estab
lishment. These Books are now ready for sale
and delivery.
.
¥

Prize

Series.

Any Luttrellyeecececcesceccccccccsccensl,bl
Shining HOUrS,eeeececssescssosccsccscessl,b

sinners, when
taken into the

ready to
arms of

strongest

very chief of

perish, have been
Jesus, and under

His fostering care have soon become as
holy and usetulas any of the flock.—Newman Hall.

Luther on Preaching.
—

E—

3

Cursed are all preachers that in the
church aim at high and hard things, and
neglectin

the

saving

health

of

the

or unlearned
ple, seek their own
onor and praise, and therewith to please
one or two ambitious persons.
When I preach, I sink myself deep down.
I regard neither doctors nor magistrates,
of whom are here in this church above forty; but I have an eyeto the multitude of
young people, children and servants, of
whom are more than two thousand. I
preach to those, directing myself to them

ay

Fireside Angel.coeeeseesececcenrocnnnss
Bright

Day

TB

Series.
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Bright Br
Pompeii

rane
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,16

When
you and I were

Young .ceceeeeress

,76

at praise and honor;

thereby

aiming

they will please

worldly wise, and meantime

the

neglect the

simple and common multitude.
An upright
godly and trae
reacher
should dren "his preaching to dh e poor,

Tonic

General

complete,
will do

Is'the Medicine you need.

-

J.F.
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Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H. *

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R.
ver, N. H.

BURLINGAME,

Do-

TEerMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on.a single copy

864

‘

of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 2¢
cents a year; and ho more on 10 copies,

or any number between one and
sent to one address, than on

10, when

a single

one.

The postage is payable at the office of de-

livery.

The

volume

begins

with

the

first number in April.
Orders are solicited.
:
No percentage is allowed on money sex
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on appli
cation.
:

‘Honey,’ ‘Glycerine,’ * Brown Windsor,” * Elder Flower,” ‘Spring Violet,” ‘ Citron,” and over TWO HUNDRED
DIFFERENT VARIETIES. For purity of materials, fragrance of perfume, cleansing and softening effects upon
the skin, these Toilet Soaps have no equal in this country, and are warranted superior to any imported. For
sale at all first-class Drug Stores inthe United States.
Also, Chandeliers and Brackets
for Churches Halls
Stores, and private Dwellings.
Believing
that
a
house
in
the
country
should be as thoMAGNIFICENT MAP OF
roughly provided with light as a house in the Eh we are
prepared
to furnish every room complete with its appro-| priate lamp, safely secured in its
roper place, thus doing
away with movable e lamps, which
have proved so dangerous and objectionable.
Size Six by Nine Feet.
‘We import Bohemian anid French Lamps and Shades.
‘We manufacture Bronze Lamps at
greatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Fol ing Lantern, and are
Ageats for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson’s Dome
AMPHLET describing in detall this admirable
Paper Shades.
Map, also Prof. Hart’s address, “How to Select
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
a Sabbath School Library,” on receipt of 10 cents.
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got
J.C. GARRIGUES & CO., Publishers of The Sunday
hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
School Times, 608 Arch St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
8t19
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
descriptive Circular.
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO,
95t12
37 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York.

PALESTINE,

uilding

Paper.

This is a hard, compact paper, like an ordinary book cover, and is saturated with tar
and used on the outside of frame buildings,
under the Qabhosms, also under shingles
and floors, to keep out damp and cold.
Itis
ulso used on the inside,not saturated,instead
of Plastering, and makes a warm and cheap
wall. It costs only from $8 to $30 (according to Size) to cover houses on the outside,
Samples and descriptive circulars sent
Address, ROCK RIVER PAPER CO., Chicago,
Or B. E. HALE, 22 & 24 Frankfort Street, N. Y,
13t11
Agent for thé Eastern States

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been.revised by
the Author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearanee.
It should be in
every Baptist family.
Let every pas-

A Large

'P8 any person who will

scriber, we will
ion,
ence
send
new

Any of

.

L. R. BURLINGAME,

Dover, N. H.

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame,

in

Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be ot the risk .ef those
sending them.

Applied

at 16 Bond St, N

Machine

AMOS

IMPROVED.
The

Strongest and Best. Wringer in the Marke.
(DOUBLE COGS AND DOUBLE PRESSURE.)
Which

is the best Clothes Wringer !

(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
“After careful examination, we recommend
the
“Universal” as the best and strongest machine,
It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double

gear,) with

very

long and

strong

indiscre

tion, causing

nervous

in vain every

advertized

discovereda

simyle. means

debility, premature decay
of self-care,

remedy

whicl

he will send free to
a stamp to day Bost

his fellow sufferers on receipt o
e.
Address J. H, REEVF

78 Nassau

York.

St.,

New

1v24

. . AGENT,

MANUFACTURERS

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kies ; Steam Boxes

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY
AND

Portable Steam

Engin s

§ Kugenie is the most Useful article
ver invented for your use,
Circulars
ee. Mra. Morgan, P, O, Box, 2438, N.Y,

18418

FOOT

For this disease now

or malleable, and is built so strongly and substantally that for years it cannot be broken in wringing
garments by the strongest person.

Xt

is

GEO.

H. HOOD,

reported.

1b. cans, 50 c,; 8 1b, cans, $1; 5 1b. cans, $1.25,

This preparation is far superior to tobacco,not so
disagreeable, much less trouble, and more permanent ;
cures SCAB, destroys Lice, Cads, Ticks,
&o.
5 1b, cans, $1.25: 10 1b. cans, $2.25; 59 1b. kegs, $10;
J
200 1b. barrels, $35.

One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.

Granulated Carbolic
For Poultry

Houses, Stables, &c.

School Teachers, Smart Young Men and Ladies wanted
to Canvass for the New Book.

THE

FATHER'S

HOUSE;"”

UNWRITTEN

or,

WORD.

By DANIEL
MARCH, author of the popular * Night
Scenes.” This master in thought and language shows us
untold riches and beauties in the Great
House, with its
Blooming flowers, Singing birds, Waving
palms, Rolling
clouds,
Beautiful
bow, Sacred mountains,
Delightful rivers,
Mighty oceans, Thundering
voices, Blazing heavens
nd vast universe with countless beings
in millions of
worlds, and reads to us in each the
Unwritten Word,
Rose-tinted paper, ornate engravings and snperb binding.
Send for circular, in which 18 a full description and uni
versal commendations by {he press, hry
and college
rofessors, in the
strongest pol
3
4 ZEIGLER. McOQURDY & CO, 16 8. seth Bly, Phil, Pa,
Iw

Drier,
any

and

St., Boston.

CELEBRATED

CLOTHES

WASHER.

:
Sold on the most liberal terms. Circulars
on application.

sent free

GEO.

Ag’'t

15

H,
97

HOOD,
Water

Gen,

St., Boston.

0]

13teow

TNA IMPROVED

Powder,
In boxes of b 1bs,,

$1; 101bs. $1.75; 20 1be, $3.76; 50 1bs., $8.00,
BOWMAN & BLEWETT, Sole Agents,
3m17
b2 Barclay 8t.. New York, on

“OUR

find the

D100 Ab

reliable remedy is offered in the CRESYLIC OINTMENT, Not a single instance of its failure has Been

DIP.

will

Gen. Agt.

0? Water

THE

SHEEP

they

serviceable article.

other Wringer.
Sold by Dealers everywhere.
Wringers of all kinds repaired.

ROT.

CRESYLIC

sure

more
Durable, Wrings
. Works
Easier
than

so prevalent, a cheap,safe and

AGENTS WANTED—$100 to $300 per Month— Clergymen,

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
fol
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil)
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
*
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
til
Gas Works,
(ch. to April 1,70

teeth,

screws, 80 arranged that each screw
presses on both
ends of the rolls alike, the same as
if it was in the
ceater, while the two together give deable the oa
pacity for pressure.
The “Universal” has its iron parts either wrought

“Universal” wringer a good and

AIS

Mange, Scratches, and Sores of all kinds.

Company,

PAUL,

alternating

which, together with the “patent stop” (which
is on
no other wringer), allows the rubber rollers to separate sufficiently to run through the largest article easily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will disconnect and lose their power, as is the case with oth
er wringers, whether the cogs are on one or botk
sides of the shaft.
:

Boxes of 10 1bs., $4; boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60,

BOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,

THE QUARTERLY.
|

victim of early

will positively destroy all insect life on cattle and cure

SWAMSCOTYT

2644

The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no longer to he
published,
)

CEO.H.HO0D
. ACT.
97 WATER ST. BOSTON,

of Mr.

CARBOLIC SOAPS.
Carbolic Disenfecting Soap

Sabbath School

Portsmouth, N. 8.
te

“UNIVERSAL”

Our readers may be quite

Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send ns
their orders which will be immediately filled with

our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

quarter,and rents pay for it.

Address REV, L. L. HARMON,
Residence, 14 School Street.

It also has the peculiar advantage of two pressure

QUACKS.—A

BUCE

age, on receipt of the price.

Sold by Druggiste.

a copy

we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from

Whic Will be sent by mail, free of post-

Address,

send

“ee

Parties designing to get new

$65; same rents for $5 per

a NEW SIX 0OCof grand tone for

us a

or epen Communion?
An experiand an Argument,”’—and will also
a copy of the same work to the
subscriber.
Or, if it is preférred,

VOID

1,25
ng.

the best terms offered is
PORTABLE MELODEON

Kennedy's volume,—“Close Commun-

has

i

send

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents. .

150

HARMON

vantage of purchasers,

Among
TAVE

scription in advance from a new sub-

&c., having tried

ill,

L.

Premium.

tor and church-member have a copy of the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on
this newly revised and useful book.— the same terms, "The postage—which
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
covers, 15 cts.
Postage extra ; on the who order the books.

Miscellaneous.

L.

REMEMBER

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the a&

year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s sub-

-

ty.

church, and produce great disquietness and

and

Sold wholesale by

Bellicesssceonossarecsensccccesaesss],B0

touching matters of state,

hear me? The door stands open unto
them ; they may be gone. 1 see that the
ambition of preachers grows and increases ; this will do the utmost mischief in the

the present volume

& Son,Prov., R. I.; Burnham & VanShaack, Chicago;
R st Bros. & B ird, and Goodin & Co., Boston,
H.
H. Hay, Portland; and by the proprietor, Rev. W,
Clarke, Minot, Me. ; and retail by
druggists general
|) Ya

Sabrina Hackett,cceeeeccsccccecccesecsssl,b0

discord ; for they will need teach high things

Will not the rest

Parties, therefore, wishing to obtain

Invigorator,

Aunt Mattie,ceeececesesosscececcsssscssclBO
Light from the Cross..icescececccsseacscl,
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit:
rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death
It is perfectly harmless—reliable—instantaneous~
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boast.
ing virtues they do not possess, if you would escape
the danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor’s Hal
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integri

that have need thereof.

Row, New-York, or 148 Lake car, Cithge.

on our list.of subscribers. This large
number of extra ‘copies was barely sufTreatise.
ficent to meet the demands for the paThe New Treatise, just revised by order
per one year ago.
of the General Conference, can now be had

Master and Pupil,eecececcccccccccccsess
1,60

at Washdale,
how the lamb
the

i

pages sent

3mI7

*¢its

lamb

securing a good Agent,

. 80

It rr

Trig
Teiating
3] Park

volume, but whose names are not now

KEONE:Va

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
HE SPRING TERM of this Institution will open

A copy given to an

with Agent's first orde

AGENTS, READ THIS!
A~$150 to $200 per month made by Agents selling
THE HOME OF WASHINCTON,
Or Mount Vernon and its Associations.
By Benson J. Lossing.
150 Illustrations, tinted paper, handsomely bound.
Only book on the subject. Every family w:
2 Cops
Sol uy Subscription. Very liberal terms given.
SAMPLES FREE. Send for circulars, and notie
our Extra Terms.
’

Vegetable

ust

E. 8, TASKER, Secretary.
Northwood Centre, Feb. 17, 1870,
:

them

half-starved

:

We have printed three thousand
(3000) extra copies, to meet the demands of those who want the entire

JAMES E, ROWELL, Principal.
MRS. J. E. ROWELL, Preceptress.
with competent assistants.
Rooms can be obtained at reasonable prices for
those who wish to board themselves.
Aa Send for Catalogue.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., Prest.

mother has forsaken it; they sometimes do
when pasture is scarce. It would have
died in an hour or two. But I'll take it
Rainy Day Series.
some milk, and it will soun get right.”
A Rainy Day at School,cececcececacccess ,T0
Then the shepherd took in his arms the
Birth Day Present,ccccceccscccccscccsece 0
little trembling lamb, which at once nestNew Year......... censine re ececssessnses ID
led its head in his bosom and hushed his
Mrs. Child's Series.
pitiful ery. And as this great, strong,
tender-hearted
man stalk
down the
The Christ Child,ceceescercccccccsccscece I
mountain-side like a giant, bearing
its © Good
Little Mittie,ceeeeesesacsccscescens ,0
tiny burden, I thohght of the words of
Making Something,cceceecescecccccccsece IB
the prophet:
¢ He shall feed His flock
Jamie and Jeannie .eseeecccsccceccsccass HIB
Boy’s HeaveN.iesesesssscecesccocsrccess TB
like a shepherd; He shall gather the
in His bosom.”
(Is.. 11: 2.)
Ithus reflected: ¢‘Ifa degenerate creature, sinful and selfish, as all are in their
degree, yet had pity enough in him not

little paper.

Minutes of General Confer:
ence,
single,
,75
20
9
A There
is 'no discount on the Minutes by the

SEMINARY.

PRING TERM commences TUESDAY,
"and continues 14 weeks.
;

We have sent out the first number of
the current volume of this excellent

Clarke's

the Year, (

LAPHAM

————

ders are solicited.

do

of this Institution

will commence TUESDAY, May

-

In cases of General Prostration, when th€ Appetiteis well to send in their orders at once.
:
lost, or food causes distress,

.

LEBANON
ACADEMY.
WEST LEBANON, ME.

moving

shepherd;

NOTICE TO INVALIDS.

:

Academies,

Still nearer. It
I at once show-

said the

the

Prevent the threatening schism between
entile and Jewish
churches.
So the
Apostle strained every nerve to make it
general and liberal; and the inspired word
of God contains one of the most impassioned appeals for money ever written.— J. 4.

ed him my Yamb,axzd entrusted it to his care.
‘Poor

IES—10 A. M. to 1 P. M,
MGENTLEMEN—G to 81-2 A. M.,2 to
J 9 P.M, and until 11 Wednesday
and Saturday evenings.
L. L. DEAN, M, D., Manager.
ie
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He

placed, and

still repeated its sad cry: ‘ Pity me! help
me! save me!”
;
I took it in my arms once more, and sat
down meditating what I had better do.
Should I carry it forward with me gill I
reached the first house, several miles distant? But might not suck an act seem
suspiciousif I met the owner of the flock ?

Preventitive—restorative—luxurious

sent an agen to Corinth, once and
again,
- By its use the natural appetite is revived,
himself
as a collector in
Mace- the functions of digestion restored, the blood
donia. His second epistle to the Corinthians
contained so much of earnest pleading for purified, and health and strength regained.
the ‘collection, that we may be very sure It is also a sovereign remedy for the Piles,
some of the grumblers at Corinth said-it and chronic Kidney diseases.
was ‘‘entirely too much about Baney.” "Price $1.00 per bottle.
That contribution would relieve the needy,

so I took it in my arms and carried it toward
a sheep that was browsing not far off. But
the sheep moved away, and the tiny lamb
ran back to me, still imploring help. Again
I took it in my arms and carrying it toward
another sheep farther off, put it down
where some bracken woull hide it from
me as I rapidly stepped back. The lamb
did not
go near the retreating sheep, but
as

1427 Washington Street,
Between Newton and Rutland.)
HE BEST IN NEW ENGLAND.

and labo! red

as

plain as in words, *¢ Pity me! help me! save
me!” I sat on the grass, and it came up
to me; and putting its face almost close
to my own, repeated its cry: ‘Pity me!
help me! save me!” It was evident that

to get up a collection,

contribution in Galatia and (Corinth.

thanI had

It seemed

hard

School SINGING BOOK.

cents.

saints at Jerusalem, he doubtless

worked

Sunday

Published by Roor & CADY, Chicago.
Single copies sent for examination on receipt of 35

Practice.

among all the churches within reach. He
gave command for a regular
systematic

of the pass, a little lamb

object at the foot of the

¢ Oh! you cannot believe it.’ ‘Yes,

summit

the lamb had been forsaken by-its mother,
for it was a mere skeleton, and its loosely

- not do that.’

as if I could not believe

the

was bleating in tones

are against it.’

He

the cottage of a shepherd friend. The next
morning
I set off to cross the mountains
on my way to Buttermore. As I approach-

Itmust be so.’

poor

MAINE

th

Rambling, a few summers ago, in the
lake district of England, I came- to Washdale Head, where I passed the night at

‘ Never" he repeated.

in

men, oa the other side of the

4

‘Never,’ saidI.

‘Not
lutely.

nor

Paul did not simply pray that somebody
might bring him a cloak te keep him warm
the ensuing winter, but he wrote to Timothy to bring
the one he had left at
Troas with
Carpus. When he thought of

The Kind Shepherd.

1

*We

erring

globe, a resolution to lead a better life!

but you have no common faith.” This he
said good humoredly, smiling all the time,
but having a grim meaning.
‘ Do you think,’ said I, < that yours will
grey be the established religion in this coun¢ Certainly Ido.

Apostolic

and say that, for old Ameriga’s sake, if for
no other, you will quit
s infernal busi-

scholar and gentleman, in the usual acceptation of the words. Oar conversation turned
upon the aspirations and designs of the that her. lines, which have comforted so
Roman Catholic: Church. He confessed ‘many Christian hearts, have been the means
that it was his great desire to see the day: of awakenizg in the breasts of two temptwhen their religion

malmsey

prayed very sutasly that the Lord would
supply their wants.
But he did not sit still
at
Ephesus, praying and doing nothing.

Where we lay our burdens down,
Nearer leaving my cross,
Nearer wearing my crown.”

nging till the light shine out

I trust in thee,

needing neither

and preaching plainly, that the simple an

the

Nearer the bound of life,

‘Who sits in dim Y ncertainty and doubt,
Walling "Upon

from her own

muscadine for it. In such sort should
preachers alsp carry themselves, Jeachiog

The

looking carelessly about the room, began to
hum a tune. He went on, till at length he
began to sing the beautiful lines of Phebe
ry :

.

. As those who, watching, wait the coming

time.

plays with it,

milk

dealing the cards; and the young man,

oa

the gloom for me to lean upon,

And with a willing

reast, and

been finish-

dandles and

it with

had just begun; and the young man sat la- unlearned may conceive and comprehend
zil {i in his chair while the eldest shuf- ul ein what they .say.— Luther's Table
fled the cards. The man wasa loag time
alk.
s

‘Walk in it. fainting soul; I’ll be thy stay ;”
Speak, Lord, ob, speak !
strong arm

senting

third game, with fresh bottles of brandy,

My faith is weak ;

Let thy

Two games had

people, like a mother that

stills her child,

utterance Son uially to the foul-

ed, the young man losing each

I long
to hear thee say, “Thisis the way;

Reach through

simple sort of

oo
:

SEWING
MACHINES
Are of different, Sizes—Strong, High Speeded,

E

to operate, adapted to the Successful use of all kin
of thread on every kind of goods “or “leather; Simple

in construction; and as every b

adjustable, its consequent

liable to wear is

durability

is

unequalled ;

and by the best judges afe acknowled
to be the
Juost practical Sewing Machine extant, H.8 . WILLIAMS, General Agen t fo Now! England, 24 TEMPLE
12t9e0w

PLACE, Boston,

HOW TO GET PATENTS
8 FULLY

EXPLAINED

Just issued by MUNN

PATENTS.
10teowll

> 00

in a Pamphlet
of 1

3% rar

Row, Ni

k.

MUNN & CO.,Editors ofthe Scientific
Amerioan, the best meéhanioal paper
in the world,(20 YRARS EXPERIENCE),
~have taken
More
t8, and examined More Inventions, than
other agency. Send aketch and des
tion for opinion.
NO CHARGE,
'

THE MORNING STAR:

180

©

Warning Sar,

_peared in the

JUNE

GEORGE T. DAY,
GEORGE H. BALL,

8, 1870.

? EDITORS.

Publisher.

Prof. Huxley has
It is Protoplasm.

a mew

It is not a very

term.
musical

hazy, learned, scientific. It isreally meant
to-cover up an extravagant notion which

bas met very general distrust when plainer

and simpler words have
vey it.

been used to con-

It stands for the

ultimate

form in

appears.

Proto-

matter

plasm is the primal cell from

which

various living

developed.

organisms: are

Now it comes up by the process

‘tion into the oyster,

now

of

the

evolu-

into the pig,

then into the monkey ; at one

point

into a

Digger Indian, and here at last into the
philosophic Prof. Huxley. But protoplasm
is at the bottom of all these diverse - beings.
It is the same thing everywhere.
All these
diverse beings come from it, as the plant

from the seed. It holds.them all in the
rudimentary form, as the acorn holds the
oak, asthe egg holds the eagle, as the
spermatic seed holds the elephant's tusks
and trunk. And this:is what Prof. Huxley
discovers at the

end of a

long

research,

and announces with an enthusiasm that is
very marked.
‘‘ Eureka!” Ecce Protoplasm ! The mystery of creation is. solved!

in

trying

composed

of Foy malier

cells and white-matter nervous fiber to conduet sensibility ;these cells are very minute,

requiring
the
aid of
a microscope;
thought is the result of changes in this gray
matter ; a residuum is left by each act “of
of these resi-

the brain.
That is sufficiently plain, sufficiently
dogmatic, and sufficiently presumptuous.

“ Thought is the result of changes
gray matter; ¢‘ the brain

in this

givesrise to the

mind ; the mind is the effect of the action
of the brain.” Of course, then, as brain

wastes, mind wastes; when the brain ceases to act; no mind remains; when deposits
cease to be made in the

skull, there

memory, and the past, as well
ture, is

virtnally

is

as

annihilated.

the

The

dividual existence.

and

to find an excuse for silence when her voice

common rights that inhere in the man
whom God has endowed, instead of those
that attach to the citizen whom the state

for excuses and look after her duty.

young Howard will be watched with

courage,

in their peculiar

If they
position,

itself with its own

i

proper

work.

makes a sorry appearance when

But it

it invades

the domain of metaphysics, and justly
poses itself to distrust and ridicule

ex-

when it

attempts to decide by an oracular statement the fundamental questions in religion
and theology. When it undertakes to ban-

ish God from the world and tear the hope
of immortality out of the

human

may expect condemnation
defeat.

Christian

, which Prof. H. calls protoplasm a new discovery?
Is his keen eye the first that has

heart, it

and besure of a

Sorrow.

—

ph

discerned it ? Or has it been long known
to physiologists ? Has he just found the
thing, or only invented" the new name ?
* We have an impression that we have heard
of these primary cells before now, and also
that the chemical elements of which they
are composed, and which he gives us with
so much emphasis, have heen stated by
other men. And where does this germinal
cell come from ? Its presence is made to
explain the higher phenomena of life. But
what explains ¢/ ? How came the chemical elements to combine in that form, and

Indeed,

‘how

heart,—*“Thy will be done.”

We recollect

a devoted saint, whose heart was

bleeding

in anguish, and the best he could do was to
cry out,—‘I hope I shall feel that it is all
for the best.”
He did soon feel it, but in

the hour of darkness

he

could

not.

And

his almost despair was not sin, for he

held

fast to the promises, though he could not
realize nor feel their precious certainty. It
is easy to trust when all is prosperous; it
requires much higher faith and more spiritual heroism

to heed

the scripture,—‘Let

bim who walketh in darkness and hath
no light, trust in the Lord and stay upon his
God ;” and so the Saviour regards it. There
is ng integrity like

that which

carnal passions and developed the image
of Jesus; Christians need
such exam-

refuses

to

ness, its adaptation to every situation

and

want, sorrow and responsibility, cannot be
brought out without these

we

individually

Christian

cannot

experience

examples,

a
TR

ES
dE
a
a

——

terialism, but it ¢s

materialism,

neverthe-

The demand for a creative and

rolling mind remains as before.

con-

We want

the all-pervading, intelligegt force in spite

of the protoplasm ; we want it even on

ac-

count of the protoplasm. That is, wg
WANT Gop, If Professor Huxley © will let

us have Him as before, we have no

objec-

tion to taking the protoplasm too; but if he
means to displace Deity with his new in* yention, we decidedly object,—not only in

the name of religion, but in that of science
as well,—to putting this modern Baal in
the seat of the everlasting Jehovah.
* God
is a spirit,”

matter,”

says

confesses

Christ.

the

*‘Protoplasm is

English

‘scientist.

We preferto pay homage toan omniscient
mind rather than bow down before the
mystery of a meroscopic cell, even

though

dignified with the sounding name of Protoplasm!
*

Studentsin physiology, who largely con-

fine their attention
to the physical phenom-

to accept material* amaoftheories
life, are tempted
to them this new dogma
istiot ixley; andis likely.to
look attractive.
1

A % 5 oh

any

en disparage mind in their exalta-

[ mervous tissue.
{

An

example

ap-

We don’t know what a

Saviour

we have

until we fully see our need of one; the wonderful resources of grace can never be
learned without multiplying forms of want;
wounds make it possible to demonstrate
the virtues of the * oil of gladness.”
We are ‘* monuments of grace,” witnesses
to the fullness of the great salvation, in
our diverse experiences. Christ desires to
develop the capacity of the gospel to meet
every

human want, heal every

wound.

He

uses sorrow, misfortune, every form of trial, to increase the moral wealth, the joy
and excellence of the spiritual life. Are we
willing to be thus used for Christ? If we

are called to show how grace sustains a bereaved

ed?

heart, are we willing to be bereay-

Jesus calls for representations of the

measure of grace to the poor, to the disappointed, the unfortunate, the weak, the ma-

ligned, the persecuted, the sick, the careworn invalid, the discouraged,

of all possible

calamities;

to sufferers

have we

the

heart, the fidelity and courage to accept
our lot, and show how a Christian can meet,
bear up under, oyercome, and profit by the

trials which are upon us?

Some complain

that they are so situated that they

can

do

is needed, she had
4. If the

querist

be a woman, who

then, let us rejoice in afflictions; and

has

——Tur.

Speech, or Silence?
A correspondent, whose article appears
on the second page, is troubled with the
question of woman's proper part in religious services. . Paul seems to be on one
side, while

logic, experience

and

the best

sentiment of Christendom appear to be on
the other. What and where is the truth?
Did Paul really mean to protest against all
public speech

on the part of women ?—not

only in the first century, but in every century ?—not only in Corinth,but in every other place where Christian teaching should
penetrate P—not only when such public
speech was coupled with abuses and defied
accepted custom, butalso when intelligence,
discretion and Christian modesty regulated
it, and the sentiment of society rendered it
peculiarly welcome and eminently effective ?
The whole difficulty seems t> us to be

lodged in these questions.

And when they

are answered,we shall have a plain path.
Without stopping to debate the question
at length, we have simply to say, that we
regard these rebukes and teachings of the
apostle as having been called out by the local excseess and needs of those to whom
his letters were addressed; and that they
are misinterpreted when they are made to
carry a divinely-uttered protest against
woman's ever bearing a public testimony to
the great truths of the gospel. Some of
the grounds of this opinion may be" hinted
at in the fewest words.
1. The letters in which these instructions
are found, were written to specific cOngregations or individuals; they were mostly
called out by specific necessities; they deal
very largely with the topics that are suggested by the local circumstances and necessities of the particular congregations or
persons; and very many of the directions
themselves are such as could have only a
local and temporary bearing.
2. The apostle, in connection with the
direction respecting’ woman's speaking in
the church, points out in detail the extravagances and abuses. that prevailed in the
church

at

Corinth,

that

he

may

rebuke

them; and it seems quite obvious that the
women in that place were guilty of these
extravagances, and recoguized these reproofs as directed against what was obviously an abuse of their fanetions.
3. The languge used indicates that Paul
was speaking here chiefly in behalf of order, decency and social propriety, as those
words “were then understood. He closes

his reproofs and counsels

in 1 Cor. 14, by

saying,—** Let all things be done decently
and in order.” Inthe statements made to
Timothy, the reason given for the counsel
offered is stated to be, that the woman may

are at work

especially meant for her own sanctified
tongue,—*¢ Loose it and let it go!”

an

upon

have predicted.”

Forry.

The Fenian

Canada,

referred

tional purposes among them,as

to last

can

be

itis spend-

educating the children, and thus of civilizing the tribes. But so long as war, and

The military leaders act-

presents, and annuities, characterize the
policy of the government, chatches have
showed the bravery of little encouragement for attempting much

and“ most of them

——DANGEROUS.
Mrs. Stanton, and some
other ladies of public repute, have from

Nothing was accomplished; the deluded
men who hurried away to the frontier,found
themselves poorly equipped, wholly unfed,

adelphia’thri 1, us with delight. The warmest sympathiés of our heart sre stirred by
every movement towards Christian union;
and when brotherly love asserts itself so
emphatically, as in this case, and brings
sundered parts of Zion together, we rejoice
with exceeding joy, for it seems to us but
the first fruits of a blessed ingathering of
all the saints into ‘‘ one family” in the
Lord.
This case of the Presbyterian churches
fallacies which

in their behalf,

where the air had the odor of gunpowder.

tion at Pittsburg, and now its joyful Tatification inthe great united assembly at Phil-

all those

children

boarded and cared for by the whites, some-

Jack Falstaff,—fighting battles with huge
promises and swaggering reporls, while
keeping carefully away from the places

Every step towards the union of the Old
and New School Presbyterian churches has
given us pleasure, and the final consumma-

aside

their

ed apparently without concert, plan or skill,

Presbyterian Union.

sweeps

Chris-

can be

thing decisive mightbe effected. If government would place as mach money at
the disposal of Christian people, for educa-

imagined, or than its worst enemies would

time to time intimated that the interests of
wom& demand a revision of the laws of

divorce, and provisions for more easily dissolving the marriage bonds. Cases of
rowful hearts for the means of getting back abuse, uncongeniglity and suffering are
to the homes which they had hastily left cited as a reason for such changes. State
and now sadly missed. It is.at once the laws generally provide for divorce, in cases
maddest and silliest specimen of millitary of hardship ; and even in New York, where
adventure, nnder high sounding profes- the laws are more stringent than in most
sions, that hus disgraced the United States other states, partial divorce may be had for
or amused the world for many a day. The ‘any cause which renders the relation 'intoluflicers of the Fenian organ‘zation at Phila- erable,—i. e., divorce without the right to
delphia now publicly disclaim all sympa- marry again. The best interests of women .
thy with the movement ; but their rhetorical would be jeopardized by any greater laxity
manifesto would have appeared to much than this. They, more than men, must
better advantage if it had been sentout a suffer from any license or disregard of marweek earlier, while the forces were hurrying ital obligations. The hardships of the few,
to the border, than it did when it appeared who might be relieved by an easy law of
speedily deserted by their leaders, and com-

pelled to wait with empty purses and sor-

are

urged: to justify the existence of sects. It
is often said, that ‘“many denominations
are better than one,” that *‘ more good is
done by these divisions into sects;” but no
one can sustain such assertions in the pres-

ence of this Christian retarn to union on
part of the Presbyt-rians. Was it better
for them to divide than to work in union?
If bet'er, then better than what? Living
sects are indeed better than dead unity.

a3

a kick

at a prostrate

divorce, is nothing to the evils which would

combatant whom

they bad helped to arm, taught to drill, and
urged to fight. If this experience shall
teach moderation,

and

put

hot-headed

re-

come upon the many. Marriage is the fortress of security to women, its sacredness
involves their weal, its easy ‘dissolution
must bring innumerable and great evils.
Women should guard and cherish it, and
resist every suggestion which weakens its
bonds or tends to its easy dissolution.

volutionists under ban,the farce just enacted
may not be without: some compensation.
better than Papacy united ; and it is possiThere are some men who are blind to the
ble that Presbyterians had better have been
intrinsic meanness and folly of an undertakdivided than remajn united on dangerous
ing; their consciences are armed against
terms. “Bat when it is better to divide,
there is sin at the bottom. There is error it only by its collapse and the shout of ridi- ——A ProBLEM. Lifeinsurance has grown
cule tant foll hws. But even these ought to to. large dimensions. It is popular. No
in the heads and selfishness in the hearts of
ve cured of sympathy with Fenianism by one is considered wise or prudent who has
Chris'ians, when they can do more
for
| the events of the last fortnight.
not a policy. Itis deemed a reproach to
Christ by schism than by union.
a man not to have one. It really looks
So that all special pleadings to justify

Protestantism, in a

the existence

thonsand

of so

fragments, is

many sects are confes-

-—RELIGION AND REFORM.
Among the
many American women who have become

also.

It may

be a less evil than possibly

might result from corrupt union, but if the
first cause were removed, if * hatred were
conquered by love,” if the root of discord
were removed,

it certainly

would be

much

better to be united than to be split into
sects. For this Christ earnestly prayed, and

for this every Christian ought to pray and
labor.
This union of the Presbyterians

«
is good

in itself, a thing to be rejoiced over, and

it

isan omen of good to Zion at large. All
Christians must feel the impulse ; the bond
of brotherhood which everywhere exists
among real Christians,though restricted and
repressed in its development, will gain
strength and vitality from this example;
the arrogance of sectarianism stands rebuked by it; it begets the query in every
Christian heart, ‘ Why may not all divisiong be healed in the same way and all

Christians work

together?”

There

is bus

one reason,—error.
We are rent and kept
asunder by errors of head or heart.
More

love would cure it all, for it would either
Jead all to the truth, or constrain us to
*¢ forbear one another in love.”
‘The churches are not yet ripe for this
wished-for event, but they are coming to
it. The spirit. of the Master is subduing
the asperities, removing the darkness, dis-

pelling the bigotry and willfulness

which

cause the mischief, and Christians are everywhere growing in brotherly love. - That
will correct

all errors, heal all differences,

and finally oblitérate the sects and give the
world the grand spectacle of a united, living church. Then shall the world believe
in Jesus;

the

testimony of a united church

will confound unbelievers, and extend the
kingdom of Christ ** from the rivers to the
ends of the earth.”

things,

and

expresses

but.

beautiful

half-

live like princes on their incomes. Who
truths at times when she seems to herself
pays all this? The policy holders, of
ts be announcing a full and comprehensive course. Is it good economy to support this
principle; but, though working more or army in laxury, to secure a pittance for our
less with those who treat sacred things
families at our decease? Is not the cost
with great irreverence, she bears
a clear,
more than the profit? Is there not dan-

strong, uniform testimony to the divinity and

power of Christianity.

In a recent speech

—

j

°
:

!

——ANOTHER
SIGN OF EQuAmlTy.
Michael Howard, a lad of 17,hailing from Mississippi, has appeared at West Point and
entered upon

his

life

as

a cadet.

He is

hashad very limited educational advantages

ing intellectual

ability of Fred Douglass.

In that case, it might be his brilliant intellect that won him a recognition and

ger that expenses will consume

the funds,

and, by and by, leave those who have paid
in New York, she uttered these fitting
in their money to whistle for their claim ?
words:
Cas
We certainly have to pay much more than
“Religion in its relation to reform is a is necessary, or these expenses would soon
theme whose proper entertainment would render our policies worthless... We are the
fill volnmes.
First let me say that, to the
hum#n race in general, to reform is as con-

stantly necessary as to form.

half makes

us; she

Nature only

leaves us much

to

victims of fraud, or extortion, somewhere
or somehow.
It is not fair, nor right, nor
safe, to do this business in this extravagant
manner.

finish, and something at every step to undo.
So reform i3 always a word of good society ;
for: if we do not constantly reform and ——WORK
transform, the enemy deforms. Religion just now
is,

tory

I need not say, the true, only reforma-

power.

garment,

She

sometimes

sometimes

wears

another.

one

the law—all

Our annual reports,

over unfaithfal labors.
for a harvest;

The crown

of art, the vail of philosophy, the hard and

shining armor of

AND WAIT.

being made, lead to reviews,
grave reflections, and frequently to sadness

these by

couraged.

We work and look

ifit is delayed,

we

This will never do.

are

We

dis-

must

learn to be patient and impatient; eager

turns disguise her; bus when these various
forms effect anything; we find that religion
was at the bottom of what was done. Our

for immediate results and courageous to
bold on and wait and hope, though they
may be long delayed. In two ways we

applications of religion are often defective,
often at fault. Men build stone cathedrals
in plgee
of living temples, and invent stony

siring, striving, and agonizing for immedi-

creeds in plaice of discovering vital doctrines. In view of this, I would repeat one
of the prayers familiar to, my youth, I was
taught long before Iknew any thing of
spiritual or other anatumy, that God would

Current Topics.

like a good thing to be insured when death

comes ; a thousand or more dollars are very
acceptable to a poor and bereaved famieffective speakers on the platform, there is ly.
perbaps no one who representes the finishBut wo are perplexed about the manner
ed culture, the refinement, the keen insight,
of doing the business. It costs too much.
the exquisite subtilty, the philosophic dis- These insurance companies expend millions
crimination, and the high artistic sense that to run their business. They have an army
makes many of her sentences suggest a of highly salaried agents
and officers;
poem or a statue, so perfectly as Julia Ward they occupy the most elegant and expenHowe. She says more or less radical sive offices in our large cities ; the directors

sions that the whole thing is the fruit of
wrong; the root is evil, and the fruit is evil

for their welfare, and such as every year is
heretofore, and so commences his work unmultiplying, and can bardly fail to multiply
der some disadvantages. There may be a
still,as Christian education proceeds. And, disposition to exact too mach of him; but
inasmuch as the conclusion seems manifest.
as he was recommended by Senator Revels,
ly false, and the logical process is legiti- it may be presumed that he has at least the
mate, we are almost shut up to the necessiaverage capacity, and will vot be likely to
ty of rejecting the premises.
do discredit to his position. If he can get
- APPLICATION.
on syccessfully with his work and his asThe practical onteome, then, is just this.
sociates, the victory will really be greater
1. Whatever may be done for the promo- than if he brought with him the command-

tion of any proper object, without compromising true womanhood in the estimation

devised by which

to

If any means

ing to, fight these poor fellows, our Mis-.
week, proves to hiive been even more piti- sionary Societies would find some means of
able in its character and results than we

the first negro pupil that has been admitted
to the privileges of that somewhat aristocratic and exclusive iostitution. His advent there produced an impression : similar
to that which the appearance of Senator
Revels made in the Senate Chamber. Some
of the young men, who have not outgrown
their weaknesses, and hardly realize the
revolution that has been wrought among
us, would be glad to set upon him and compel him toretire ; but the large majority,
though not wholly relishing a negro assowork of the early church was not all per- ciate, intend to deal honorably with. him
formed by laborers of Paul’s own sex.
and give him a fair chance. The officers
6. The unavoidable inferences which fol- and professors will doubtless take care that
low the doctrine that women must not be he is not cheated
of his rights nor moallowed to fake any part in the work of lested in the enjoyment of his privileges;
public religious teaching, are such as al- for they will be watched by Washington
most no dntelligent Christian man can ac- officials and by the mass of the people, who
cept, and such as, if applied, would cheat
mean that the promise to the negro’s ear shall
the church and the world of a large frac- not be broken to his hope, Young Howard

tion of the best agencies which

FizzLep

movement

if the

deep that we cannot quite say, ‘‘ Though
he slay me, yet I will trustin him, let
us at least bow our heads in reverence,
and amidst tears of anguish, say as clearly
as possible,—‘‘1 will hope in thy mercy.”

tianize the red man.

eager and sympathetic interest.

more or less, by these misapplied directions

So

heart is too sad for joy, if the sorrow is so

that it is of little use to attempt

“felt herself ** bound lo these eighteen years,”

attain ‘the ripest

without them.

means of the former policy of the governmare
ent
such, . .

has promised to shield. The career of gathered into schools, placed upon farms,

better give up her search

‘and

came they tocombineat all ? Nay, whence yield, but stands firm when the very founeame the elements themselves, with their dations of hope are obscured, and there
peculiar affinities and latentpower? Hav- seems to be nothing real and substantial
“give none occasion to the adversaryto
ing the chemical elements that enter into pwhich we can grasp,
the protoplasm, can Prof. H. comhine them
Jesus found the path of duty flooded with speak reproachfully.” The ¢ silence” enThe’ joined is set over against her téndency * fo
in his laboratory so as to produce the thing sorrow, and why should not we?
in question ? And if not, why not? And highest Christian conquests are reached usurp authority over the man.”
4. The statements made on other points
if protoplasm is the same thing every where, through deep mortifications and disappointwhence this variety in development ? Why ments. The shame of overthrow to .our indicate that Paul was writing in behalf of
does it here come out a fobster and there plans is often necessary to our real success. what was then recognized as social propriagorilla?—now a donkey and then an Our greatest failures are often but steps to ety. For example: Paul says that a womEnglish philosopher ? Is the ultimate re- still greater successes. But we do not an dishonors her head by praying without
Certainly the
sult accidental, or determined by circum- always
know success when it arrives. a covering for her head.
s‘ances ? If aceidental, whence the evi- What seems a misfortune is often real for- dishonor is not in the thing itself, bat in the
dence of systemand plan?—if determined tune, and what seems to us essential to disregardof what custom has prescribed.
Nobody would here and now accuse a womby circumstances and conditions, how and success may be wholly an evil. .
Of one thing we may be certain, that the an of gross impropriety for praying without
by what force are the circumstances arrichest blessings come to us through the a bonnet or a veil. And yet the direction is
ranged?
Now all these questions may seem very gates of sorrow. It is impossible for us to of the same positive sort as the direction to
like Prof. Huxley, very receive the choicest and sweetest consola- keep silent in the churches. If the one
& simpleto 4a man
- needless and very perverse. But, really, tions of grace, until we are driven to ex- must be interpreted with limitations, so
they are questions that keep asking them- tremes. When pushed to the agony of may the other.
5. Paul recognizes, in these very instrucselves in our thought, and the answers do despair, when floundering in the very heart
tions,
the propriety of prayer and prophecy
of
midnight,
we
feel
the
need
and
apprenot come to silence them.
SomehoW, it
seems t) us that this explanation of life and ciate the value of light, help, deliverance, in women, by saying that they must have:
its varied phenomena only pushes the dif- as we could never do but for the sore trial. their heads covered in such cases ; and prayficulty a step farther back instead of of And we can never fully enjoy a blessing ing and prophesying plainly suggest the
fering a solution. It shows us organized until we appreciate in full our need of it. assembly or church. And his references to
matter in a simpler form, but it is the same So our experiences grow richer, deeper, such women as Priscilla, Phebe, and other
old matter,afier all, with only its old proper- broader and more perfect *‘ through suf- ‘“ women that labored with him in the gosties and powers. It is a more refined ma- ferings,” than is possible in any other way. pel,” indicate that the important Christian
less.

3. If the writer be a woman, who wishes

ples.
j
i
of Paul, she had better at once accept the
The whole gospel, in its wonderful full- timely words of Christas though they were

fu-

Christian fidelity does not always bring
unmixed
sunshine. Sorrows,
crushing
griefs, sore disappointments, sufferings,
in his own sphere. He doubtless deserves make a large portion of Christian experito be. It maybe all plain to him now. ence. The word says that, * oes world
To his own eye the mysteries of life may ye have tribulation,” that if we * suffer
have all disappeared.
Protoplasm may with Christ«ewe shall also reign with him,”
have scattered all doubt, as the sun dis- and it is mentioned that we are to “fill up
perses mists. This new key in his hand the sufferings of Christ” which remain, as
may open every door where hidden truths a partof our legitimate work. This seems
have been concealed. But some of us are strangeto casual observers. They cannot
still puzzled.
@ The mysteries
remain. understand it. It seems as if, the better
Protoplasm is still a riddle, a sphinx, a one becomes the less he should suffer.
dumb oracle, a sounding name to conjure When a great sorrow comes upon saints,
with.
That may be our fault, or our weakthey are often amazed and bewildered.
mess, or our misfortune.
But it is better They ask,—** What does it mean? Why
to be frank and confess ignorance. That is should Ibe so afflicted ? What have Idone
the only way to learn,—it is the only line that the Lord should punish me thus?” It
of honesty, too. And we can not find the is very difficult for them to feel that all is
promised light in the word ¢‘ protoplasm,” done in kindness, that the dark cloud is
nor in the thing for which it professedly laden with mercy, that grief comes to prestands. The explanation wants explaining. pare the way for joy. Not a few Christians
We have other questions to ask.
have been plunged
into trials, where it
For example:
Is the germinal cell seemed almost impossibleto say from the

proportions?

respect, if at all, chiefly by

fettered wife or sister her liberty.

None are thus situa‘ed.-

man

Physical science deserves to be respected
while it keeps in its own sphere and busies

»

in just those

better withdraw his objections and give his

show how a Christian can find comfort,’
hope, exercise patience, and cherish love

no good.

no’

ceases to be, and not even Professor Huxley’s protoplasm can restore that lost in-

No doubt Professor Huxley is a learned
and able man. His sgientific eminence is
conceded on all’hands. Heis an authority

'

insane,

mind; the mind is the effect of the action of

en

invented

Dr.

dua arises memory. . . . The brain is regarded as the organ which gives rise to the

word to the ear. It is not likely to suggest
any very definite idea to one who hears it
for the first time. It hints at something

which = vitalized

probably

thought, and from the action

Protoplasm in Court.
nl

was

The brain is

should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
»n business, remittances of money, &c., should be

'

trial.

to explain
abnormal
mental
action, they do a great work. The world needs
brought out his materiali-m without dis- ‘such testimony; sinners need to see such
cases, where grace has well subdued the
guise. According to the report, he said :

A All communications designed for publication

addressed to the

McFarland

Varce, of Bellevue Hospital, who was summoned to support the view that the mur
derer

WEDNESDAY,

late

JUNE 8, 1870.

often make a failure ;—by not

seeking, de-

ate results; and also by lack of faith and
patience to hold on and work and wait,

un-

til the harvest comes,if it should be delayed.
The easy, contented soul, who leaves it all

to God, and feels no special
self,—and

the impatient,

concern

fitful

soul,

himwho

leaves his field, dodges from plaice to place,
gets discouraged when delay or obstacles
confront him, are equally wasteful of their
energies, and liable to reap nothing from
all their sowing. Inexpressible longing
for immediate success, eager desire and
strong hope, tempered with great patience
and unflinching perseverance, are the ele——DOEs IT MEAN DEATH?
The last is- ments of character'in which God delights
sue of The Radical contains a hint on its and which win the largest success.
last page that suggests rather than states
that its publication is likely to be disA 'WorD or JusTic. In the article on
take away my heart of stone and give me a
heart of flesh. So now I will pray that
God would take away our church of stone
and give us a church of flesh, with the living blood of the body politic circulating
through it.”

continued.

We

infer

that

it

fails for

the *¢ Grand Ligne Mission,” published re-

want of patronage. It has had brilliant pa- cently, while doing only justice to other
pers, though the shining has been more like workers, there was an accidental failure to
the glitter of arctic icebergs than like the give proper credit to Madame Feller, who
1fe-giving beams of the summer sun; its built her very life into that mission and
patrons have often been extravagant in made it her significant and grateful monutheir compliments, but they have probably men i. She was a power in ker active servbeen too few, and have forgotten that the ice, and her memory will preach eiectugrocer’s bill cannot be paid in panegyrics; ally from her grave.
itself has very freely boasted over its power and greatly magnified its mission, but
Dignity of Temperance Effort.
it may be that it has overrated its influence
4

and counted too confidently upon the helpfulness of itg friends.

It has

been

suffici-

ently rhetorical, and more than sufficiently
belligerent; for, while its contributors generally have fought evangelical religion
with a good deal of spirit,they have still had
ammunition left to fight each other freely. Tt doesnot seem to us that the real in.

terests of the world

will

into is one singularity about the temerance movement,” Mr. Phillips said,‘ ‘and
t is this: All that class which arrogates to
itself the name distinctively of the educated
class, the rich or upper and influential class,
looks down on the temperance movement
as something
not only vulgar and narrow,
but as confined to the very warm zeal of a

seriously suffer

from the decease of the teacher that. has so

earneetly sought to divert attention from the
Messiah who

calls the

tion through faith in him.

world

to redemp-,

——THE INDIANS. Secretary Cox, in his
letter to the Cooper Institute meeting, re.
cently hold, reproached Christian churches
with indifference to the condition of the

———

Wendell Phillps made a speech on temperance lately, and is reported by the
oston Daily Advertiser, as follows :

few

unthinking

men

and

women—rather

ignorant than otherwise of the limits of a

d

legislation, presuming that law can do a
reat deal more than it ever did or can-efect—men and women that never studied
science; have no acquaintance with the
human body, its weakness or its needs;

and altogether the children of their own excited imagination, who exaggerate a superficial evil into a great social
disease; alarmdone by Christian women for the promotion brought him fair courtesies; asit is, the
of godliness,
;
ali
; deference must be brought out by his man- Indian. There is a feeling among Chris- ing themselves with an overdrawn picture
2. If our correspondent is a man, Who has hood. An-exceptional riegro cadet might tian people, that the roving habits of the of its strength and of its evil results. You
objected to woman's’ fitting speech or fer- be readily tolerated on account of his gen- Indians, and still more, the vile influence can hardly probe what we call the rich or
book-educated men without detecting this
vid prayer in the Christian assembly, he had ius; an'average sample will win practical of the border men and traders,
and the flavor of contemptuous indifference. O02
of the general public, may be unhesitatingly
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THE

the other hand, there never was a cause,
robably—certainly, I know none in the
i fifty years, full as they have been of all

Revivals,

y —

|The

MuNrOE CENTER, ME.

The revival in

this place, reported some time since, still
continues. Thirty-two were recently baptized, and others are preparing to receive

fect Hestimony to Jie far-reaching impor.

tance, as this same
temperance movement.
From all sides, in one unbroken pA

the same

from the scholar in his giudy, the judge on
the bench, the philosopher in his specula-

ordinance.

The

work

is quiet

but serious and earnest, and the converts
are shining lights. Rev. Geo. D. Garland

testiwhich
threat-

has pastoral care of the church.
Com.
ens the civilfiation ot great cities, when
ou reduceit down
to its ultimate analysis, © JOHNSTOWN, OHIO. We learn thata remore nearly intemperance than anything vival has been in progress at this place durelse.
ing the past winter, under the labors of

Rev. 0. J. Moor, * A large number

‘Religious Dreaming.
—yy —

Dr. McCosh thus dealt with some phases

theology,’

an

Itis

been admi'ted to the Richmond
Q.M.
:
AMELIA Co., VA.
last January and

De Quincy the opium-eater, are not more
beautiful. Coming
from such a soul, they
must contain truth, some of it welling up
from the deepest intuitions of the mind as

en-

It has

& Licking

Some are the

day of April.

organized

the

the

prospects

church are encouraging. Wehave
teresting Sabbath school which
about fifty scholars. We intend
with the Harper's Ferry Quarterly
J. H.

ing, and men will interpret them to suit

their purposes. And what am I, after all,
to think and believe about God and the soul
and the world to come, and the way of rising to commune with God and the charms
of jheaven, is the question which has been
ion to me by many a youth after reading
. Emerson's papers. And I told him
that Mr. Emerson must answer him, for I

third

Wereceive additions nearly

every Sabbath, and

of

the

an innumbers
to unite
Meeting.
WARD.

BurNmAM, Me. Several persons were
baptized and joined the F+W. B. church at
Burnham Village, May 22.
NEwroRrT,

to decide what we shquld accept

MEY

Rev. E. Manson baptiz-

and what we should reject. To what is the ed two persons at Newport on the 22d of
appeal to be? The old, the cold reason of May, and received three into the F. W. B.
the old Unitarians?

None so ready as these

church thera,

men to denounce
the heartless natural the-

-ology of the rational

school.

Every one

EAsT

sees how flickering a light the reason, in

the

sense of the logical understanding and

the

reasoning

process,

can

throw

science,

say

some.

the

read,

The Free Baptist church in Springville, N, Y.,
have just received a new bell for their house of
worship,~—a present from Mr. E. W. Cook, of

Havana, N.Y.

This completes the

furnishing

of the church edifice in Springville. May it prove

a rich blessing to the community.
H. A. BARKER.

The church of Tuscarora, by a unanimous

acceptable gift.

vote, return

fancy leads

Doumit News ad Nis

thanks for the

generous

”

and

very

B. COGSWELL.

Rev. H. N. Herrick, a few. months ago, was
obliged to resign the pastorate of the F. W. Baptist church in Minneapolis, Minn.
Ill health
still continues, and he now contemplates foreign

Student Fund:

travel, hoping that this'may help in the restoration of health.

Now that there is a prospect of having
for

theological

struction, at both Lewiston

and

in-.

it is of the first importance that we have
funds with which to aid brethren who are
endeavoring to fit themselves for the ministry. There are not far from one hundred
of these in our various schools, and they
are nearly all poor. There are many more
who are anxious to attend

school,

but

has been engaged.

Quarterly Meetings.

deterred by poverty. As God calls these
young men to the ministry, he also calls
upon the churches to aid them in their
preparation for the work.
:

Other

denominations

-provide

ample

any

evangelical

denomination,

who

will

enter their schools. Many of our brethren
have felt forced to resort to these schools,
on this account, as

they

were

poor,

and

could get very little pecuniary help to attend our own schools. We have all regretted this. We know that it is far better
for us to have our ministers educated in
our own schools, For this very purpose
we have founded and endowed them.

C. B. Whiteand

UNION

and
now
the
and
the
The

session

Clerk.

Q.—Held

its last

session

Rev. C. B. Peck-

good

service.

Rev.

T.

us

P.

and

Moulton

a unanimous vote of thanks for his past services.
The Quarterly Meeting was followed by special
evening
services, which
resulted in the conversion of several precious souls. Nextsession with
the First Hatley Church,'June 18 and 19. Church
Clerks will please make their returns for the
Register.
DANIEL JONES, Clerk.

‘CUMBERLAND

Q. M.—Held

its May session at

Portland. A good season was enjoyed, and we
hope good done. The following brethren were

chosen to attend the Maine Western Y. M.,

but a special one can be taken on Saturday
for the Student Fund. Please don’t forget
this. When poor young men ask, as they
are asking, for help from our Education
Society, don’t force the Tregsurer to reply,—** We have no funds.” Church exten-

with

wer of substitution : Ministers,—J. M. Bailey,
. F. Pritchard, W, F. Eaton, A. 3. McLean;
Laymen,—Wm, Bacon, Samuel Merrill, Rufus
Deering, James Johnson.
’
W. F. EATON, Clerk.
RICHLAND & LICKING Q. M.—Held its last
session May 13 and 15, with the Canterbury
church.
The attendance wa good, and an eainest spirit prevailed Ufous) out- the meetings.
Brethren D. Brooks, D.
Marshall, Dr, Jy. C.

Das

and

J.

S.

Colleqtion, $4,60.

Parsons

were

licensed.

G. D. PARSONS,

Clerk:

A Good Resolve.

has been

Probably a single
exist among the
A

The
Presbyterian Assembly
leave the matter of reorganizing
ries to their respective synods.

Who will do likewise ?
'
C
E, Me., June 3, 1870,

The

Mr, C. O. Lsny ;

Rev.

Charles

B.

has
the

Smythe

has

Roman
sturdy

voted to
Presbyteengaged

Masonic Hall in New York for preaching purpos-

Missions.

I

Yours, &e., C.F. L.

The rage for’ young ministers ds not so modern
an infatuation as is generally believed. Hallam
tells us that a ¢hild only five years old was made
archbishop of Rheims, and the see of Narbonne
was purchased for another at the age of ten.

Children act as deacons in the Coptic church.
'

M,

will

be taken

over the

Rev A J Dutton, N Tunbridge, Vt.

of whom

*

230

united

with

the

First

Church.

“

Lutheran

the most profitable day of the week.

.

Over one hundred years ago, a lot was deeded
church.

in

Georgetown,

D.

C.,

for

a

A church is now to be built on it.

The Methodist ministers of Connecticut

The leaders of the Orthodox Greek Church
are talking about holding an Ecumenical Ge neral
4
Council.

Two cases are reported in the Irish papers
in which nuns have lately escaped from the convent.
:
.
The debate on the dogma of infallibility in the
Ecumenical Council is becoming quite warm,
and both sides are speaking their minds with
freedom.

addressed to Rev. N. Brooks,

er letters of inquiry should

Manchester.

be

P Prickett—J Pratt—J H Quale—S

Disease.

fo) BROWN’S

BRONCHIAL ,TROCHES

will most invariably give instant relief
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
and THROAT DISEASES, they haye a soothing effect
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to

clear and strengthen the veice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches,

many worthless

are

good

and

cheap

imitations

for

nothing.

Be sure te

BROWN’S

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
6md4

It removes

freckles,

meti® patches,

ete.; and

spinster

sisters,

when
;

.

A New and Healthful Article of Food. The
SEA Moss FARINE, manufactured from Irish Moss
by the Rand Sea Moss Farine Co., has been placed
on our table at different times, and proves to be one
of the best, most nutritious and easily digested of all
the farinas now in use. It is palatable to the taste, is
lighter and less compact than any other farina, and
hence better adapted to weak stomachs,to dyspeptics,
to invalids, and all persons of frail constitutions,

cases where tapioca, 8ago, barley, corn starch,
similar articles are

gredient of the

men for many years as having invaluable remedial
properties. It is particularly recommended for pec.
toral affections, serofulous complaints, diarrhea, &c.
— Editor Hall's Journal of Health.
“
to advan-

tage where any Pain Killey is desirable.
In cases of
severe cramps and pains in the stomach, itiguns
doubtedly the best article that canbe used,

*

Habitual constipation leads to the following results: inflammation of the kidneys, sick and nervous
headache, biliousness;> dyspepsia, indigestion, piles,
loss of appetite and stremgih; all of which may be
avoided by being regular in your habits, and taking,
say one of Parson's
Purgative Pills nightly, for four
or six weeks.

otis and Appointments.
Notice.
Persons wishing to attend the Maine Western
Y.M. can go via G. T. R. R., leaving
Portland at
1 1:2 o'clock, arriving at Harrison at
51-2,P, M.; or
over the P, & Rochester road via Gorham and Sebago
Pond, leaving Portland at 7, A. M., and arriving at
at

21.2,

. M.

Those

coming

direot

strangers

over

FOR

Corlis ,

OFi185,

H

Ladd, 5,00
add,
A

Wil

to Harrison,
be in attend-

PER ORDER,

kins, L. G. Jordan,H. M. Simons,
Pittefleld, June, 70.

C, H, Smith,
p

SEBEC Q. M. Female Mission Society will meet at
the house of Rev. O. Bridges in Sangersville, Me,,
Junel7, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
LAURA A. GERRISH, Sec,

{

RICHLAND
& LICKING Q. M. wiil meet August 20,
at 10 o'clock, with the. first ¥', W. Baptist church of
Johnstown, Licking Co., Q.
G, D. PARSONS, Clerk,

WisCoNSIN Y. M. will hold its next session at Ev.

ansvi)lé,

commencing

olelopk, As M,

on

Friday,

June

17,

at 10

AN. TRUE, Clerk.

DIRECTORS

any

LEWIS C. GROVER,
HENRY MCFARLAN,
CHARLES. 8, MACKNET,
A. 8. SNELLING,
RANDALL H. GREENE,
I. H, FROTHINHAM,

books

are write

-.

H., Sept. 7, 1869.

GREEN

eas
Mary

It seems

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

AMZI DODD, Mathematician.

SAMUEL H. LIOYD, sxixs ace.

PHYSIOLOGY
$2.00. In Turpaid.
of price.
INSTITUTE
or

Eastern Distriet of N. Y.. 137 Broadway, N. X.
4122

50,000

N.B.—Dr. H. may be eonsulted in strictest comnfldence on all diseases requiring gkill and experience.

Of the

NOTES OF JOY

222,00

2,00

tion relating thereto.

14 BmsLE House,
THE

and Tan.
LOTION,”

Remedy

known

to Science for removing brown discolorations from
the Face, Prepared only by Dr.B. C, PERRY, 49
Bond 8t., N.Y, Sold by
Druggists everywhere,

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.
F& Comedones, Black-Heads, Flesh Worms or
Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Blotehed disfigur.
ations on the Face, use
Perry’s Comedone & Pimple
Remedy. Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead
poison. Depot, 40 Bond St, N., Y, Sold ‘by Druggists
everywhere,
dil
fant
4mll
SK your drug gist for OMANS PERSIAN
WASH, and
you will get the best known romedy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKLES,
Mannfacturéd vd 2 B. F. Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N, H, Price $1.00 per bottle, 6wb

BRISTOL

FAMILY

SEWING

MACHINE.

This is a first class shuttle machine, has the dro;
feed, and all the latest improvements.
Warrant.

equal to any gee ma-hiue.
AGENTS
WANTED,
a
BRISTOL,

distance included In
97 4 and accrued in.
beobtained from the
maps, and informa.

send for
circular.
Address
73 Pearl St., Boston, Mass,

12!

¥

These bonds, being so well se-

No. 54 Pine Street, New

TANNER

1

York,

& CO., Fiscal Agents,
No. 49 Wall Street, New

OF

0.

8. GOVE

MRS. WINSLOW'S

York

Bonds, will be paid

MENT

(FREE

OF

GOVERNMENT

FOR

TAX)

SURE TO REGULATE
Depend npon
selves an

SINKING FUND BONDS
B.

R. Co.

FIFTEEN

YEARS TO RUN FROM JANNARY,
1870, AND CUNVERTIBLE INTO
STOCK AT PAR.
.
LAND GRANT OF OVER 1,000,000 ACRE
FROM GOVENMENT,
upon which. together with the Road and all its propthese Bonds are a First MOLAR.

FROM

FOR

TAXES
15

UPON

YEARS.

FINISHED

AND

ITS

n air-line from St. Panl’s to Milwaukee

cago.

LANDS

RUNNING,

from which income is derived, with rapidly
ing recs! ts.
These lands estimated worth

increas.

and

Chi.

$8,000,000,

To-

tal amount of mortgage when Road is completed,
$4,000,000. . The: Road is divided into four sections
and $1,000,000 Bonds are issued

Spon

completion

of

each section, Aq these lands are sold the
proceeds are
held by the Trustees as a Sinking Fund for the liquidation of the bonded debt. These Bonds, we confl-

dently assert, are the safest and cheapest security

offered in this market. The price at present is 90 flat
but will probably be raised in a few days to 90 and
accrued interest. The pdlipons aredayible Janaary
and July, making them the first
yéar, with accrued
interest and gold at 115, at 12 per cent. investment,
and about 9 per cent. thereaftet. Pamphlet, with ful]
particulars, and map ean be obtained at the office of

WRITE,

TEETHING,

THE

BOWELS.

it, mothers, it will give rest to your.
H

RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS,

OF THE

Wisconsin

CHILDREN

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by soften.
ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay,
ALL PAIX and spasmodic action, and is

FIRST MORTCACGE

West

SOOTHING SYRUP,

TAXES.

{ PER CENT. GOLD INTEREST

70 MILES

Notices.

New York

825,

W.P.CONVERSE & CO., Commercial Agents,

EXEMPTED

—————

CorY..S¥y

cured and yielding a large income, are desirable to par
ties seeking safe and lucrative investments.

FREE

"

$30 per hundred.

2123

at maturity by the FARMERS’
LOAN AND
TRUST CO., No. 26 Exchange Place, New York,

¥

Con-

©

Cloth, $25 per hundred.

FOR SAMPLE

at the lowest

The interest on the above-named

May 8, Mr. Alfred W.
Klla 8. Kimball, both of Great Falls.
Mr. James W. Hanson, of Rochester,
E. Horne,of Farmington. Also, May
Parsons and Miss
"Lenora Babb of

Masical

W. C. PALMER, Jr., Publisher.

Total. cvesrcesserns etait $15,500,000

1211-56

& FRECKLE

AF SEND

estimate at..coovivirenesenirnnnnnses +++.4,000,000
First Mortgage Bonds...... ssrersiresessens 1,000,000

2,00

Treasurer.

Paper Covers, $3.00.

have a capital stock of...$10,000,000

Total length of road 271 miles
this Mortgage 111 mil 2s: price,
terest, IN CURRENCY.
Can
undersigned. Also, pamphlets,

and

Exercises,

Price 35 cts. per Jopy.

And a.Grant of Land from Congress, of
1,600,000 acres, valued

Closing

This work contains the VERY BEST selections
bf Sun-

a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first
and ONLY mortgage.
This line, connecting St.
Joseph with Fort Kearney, will make a short and
through route to California.

erty,

MOTH

NOW

competent judges the most complete work ot the kind
ever published.
:

in GOLD.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New York.
The mortgage which secures
these bonds is at the rate of $13,500 per mile; covers

The Company

Opening,

cert

able 15th February and August, in GOLD free of
United States taxes, in New York or Europe. The
bonds have thirty years to run, payable in New York

:

L
In Durham. May 31, by .Rev.J. A, Lowell, Mr.
Charles C. Ed erly, of Concord, and Miss Sarah R.
Thompson of Durham,
4
hester, June 1, by Rev. A, F. Marsh, Mr,
James M. Kent, of Durham, and Miss Mary A.
Trickey of Dover.
!
In New Durham, ‘May 29, by Rev. J.F. Joy, Mr.
Jobn M. Berry and Miss Mary C, Leighton, both of
Farmington.
In Monroe, Me., May 25, by Rev. Geo. D. Garland,
Mr, Henry A. Kent of Boston, Mass, and Miss Mary
. Nealley.
In Chepatebet May 12, by Rev. M. W. Burlingame,
Mr.Stephen O. Valleit and Miss Lizzie Burgess, both
of Barrillville.
In Cape Elizabeth, May > by Rev. B. F. Pritchard,
Mr,
ert E. Hayes an
. Mary H. Smith, both
of 'C, E. Also,
May 28, Mr, Enoch Murray and Miss
Caroline Brown of C.

The only Reliable and Harmless

CONTAINING 150
ORIGINAL
PIECES,
PUBLISHED FOR THE FIRST TIME,

day Se ool Music in existence, and is considered by

Married

SE “PERRY’S

And Hours of Prayer.

BY THE

tered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, pay-

a

For Moth Patches, Freckles

SCHOOL,

SOCIAL MEETINGS,

In denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon or regis

191,06
C. 0. LIBBY, Treasurer.
:

Special

SABBATH

Issue of

$1,500,000

Bible & Tract Cause.

Jones and Miss
Also, April 80,
-and Miss Clara
28, Mr. Everett

FOR THE

BONDS

:

3

C. 0. LIBBY,
.

GOLD.

15:00
\

Mrs S Harriman, Stewartstown, N H,
5.
C H Johnson, Evans Center,
NY,
2
Mrs C Wait, Ironton, O,per N R Moxley,
1,00
Two friends, Boston, Mass,
10,00
Mrs 8 Wadsworth, 8 Pultney, N T, per L, Hanson,
5,00
Little Falls, Me, Miss Ass, per W F Eaton,
6,17
“
“
S Gorham,
Me,
J E Rand, Steep Falls, Me,
2d Buxton, Me, per A G Hill,
Mount Hope, Og per E Patten,
2,
Simeon Smith.
Center Sandwich, N H, per G W 10.00
Bean,
Y
Malin St, Lewiston, Me, per W H Bowen,
20,00
Roger ‘Williams, R I, to con , M’s, per LS Harris,
80, 9
Lake Pleasant, Pa, per D M Baldwin,
6,00
N Dixmont, Me,
per J Young,
Rev J Young, N
ixmont,
Me;
1,
Lykins, O, Re Jno Ashley,
9,25
Linchklaen, N Y, per J W Barr,
3,

‘
Dover, N. H.

Sold,

Mrs, Jos. F. Knapp's

eowly4s

MORTGAGE

Copies

With

5,00

Sab Sch, Pike, N T, per A M Crandall,

:

ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY
RAILROAD COMPANY,

v

MOUNTAIN

eact

JOHN R. WEEKS,
NEHEMIAH PERRY,
JOSIAH O, LOW,
JOSEPH A. HALSEY,
H. N. CONGAR,
OSCAR L, BALDWIN.

H.N.OONGAR, Vice President.
Edward A. STRONG, Secretary.

popular
gratitude

productions.

:

LEWIS C. GROVER, President.

complaints are added.—

invaluable

.

BENJAMIN C. MILLER, Treasurer.

FIRST

1,00
70,00
10,00
10,00
26,00

Foreign Missions,
8 Buxton, Me, per 8 H Witham,
:

pA

The friends of education, interested in the success
of the Maine Central Institute,are Requested to meet
at the vestry of the Pine St. ¥'. W.
Baptist church,
Lewiston, on Tuesday, June 28, at 2 o'clock, P, M,
Matters of vitalimportance to the Institu(é are pending. Neglect to carefully consider them now, may
rove highly prejudicial, if not fatal to the Institu.
oe) Let there be a large gathering .—(Signed)
E. Knowlton, N. F. Weymouth,
A. L.
Gerrish, G.
B, Files, Jacob Berry, B. Hodge, R, W. Files, Benj.
Fogg, John Twitchell, O, B. Cheney, John W. Per.

These

EIGHT PER CENT.

270,50

Sebago

to placesof

unlike

Hayes,one of the most learned and Dopulas physicians
of}the day.— The Medical and Surg
Journal, July
869,
.

E. D. SARGENT, Agl.

Dayer,N.H,

amount
130,000,000

to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the

23,00

Additions to subseriptions,

benéficial, the Sea Moss

Liniment May be used

RECEIVED

40.000;

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr,

3.60
,
70,00
16.00
23,65
10,00

270,50
CURTIS, Treasurer,

W-Baker, J McClure, Mrs J P Jewett,
McClure, M J Witham, $1,00 each,

In

moss has been considered by medical

Johnson's Anod;

of our race for these

mai-

Farine is not only a Bubstitute, but has advantages
which neither of them possess, because the main in-

utterly

cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and
he tells them just how and when to do it.—Farming-

in

these

are

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the

tan,

the marble puri-

They

Joos Republican, Lancaster, N.

+25

Rollins,

SEMINARY,

ty of an exquisite belle, It gives to middle age the
bloom of perpetual youth. Add these effects to a
splendid head of hair produced by the Kathairon, and
a lady has done her best in the way of adornment.
Brothers will have no
articles are aronnd.
3t22

J

FREEDMEN’S MISSION.
Mrs L G Rideout, Kennebunkport, Me,
V Elliot, Bloomfield, N J, per G H Ball,
J L, Hammett, Boston, Mass,
Lewis & Anna Bouton, Oleans, N Y,
Widow Taylor Little, Hatley, PQ, per C Heard,

CASH

;

ny, or any of its Agencies,

DR. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.

Little Estate, Hatley, P Q, per C Heard,

AND

1,

19,345,640

Reports, Tables, and other information on the
subject, farnished gratis at the office of the Compa-

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00.
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES,
Key morocco, full gilt, $5.00, Postage
Either book sent by mail on receipt
Address ‘THE PEABODY MEDICAL

Homestead, I0.,10; AS Dude y Martinsburg,
v Va, 5; 88 Gates, Hales Eddy, ,30, per G
all,
,
V Elliot, Bloomfield, N J, per G H Ball,
Genessee Q
M,
A
le
Ch in Pawtucket, R I, per I Hyatt
Lewis & Anna Bouton, Olean, N Y,

SILAS

#

most favorable terms.

Prescriptions for prevailing

Mission.

Concord, N. H.

Jan,

allusion even can be found in any other works in our
angusge. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experience is of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be without

portant subjects presented are treated with delicac;
ability and care, and, as an appendix, many use

,50; Susie

all liabilities,

and interesting character are introduced, to which no

1,00; A M Totman, Norwich, N.Y, ,20; N Mills,

+ | § Marinate,
C
Don’t
Sliart vy )

dilit.

Woman

Lewiston, Me, 1,00; S A Weld, Medina, N Y,

PLEDGES

How
to Nook
Young-—Sixteen.
paint or use vile Hair Restorer, but simply apply Hagan's Magnolia Balm upon yeur face, neck and hands
and use Lyon’s Kathairon upon your hair. The Balm
makes yonr complexion pearly, soft and natural, and

Every

ten by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The im-

Rev L H Witham, Blddeford, Me.

are

OBTAIN the true

for

and purchased to Sraufy coarse tastes, but

Sylvester, Wiscassett, Me.
Gurn*ey. Concord, N. H.
Given, Esq, Lewiston, Me,
B F Zell, Broadway, Union Co, O.

8 & M Tay, Nomada, Mich.,
Aaron Stockhan, Porter, O,

11,189,389
to

The above Statement is presented by the Directors,
ag the result of Twenty-five years business.
Conducted with prudence, nothing has been lost
on investments.
$
Managed with economy, the expenses have always
been small,—the Dividends always large,—declared
annually, and paid when due, Neither Directors nor Officers are ‘allowed commissions on business or loans, and none have acquired
| wealth in the Company’s service,
.
Intending hereafter, as heretofore, to act as faithful
Trustees for the members, the Directors offer the
benefits of this Mutual Life Association to all of
sound health who desire to insure their lives, on the

in

are of actual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family. They are not the cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties

Clough & Sawyer, Dexter, Me.
L W Stone, Biddeford, Me.
Caleb Case, Troy, Brad Co, Pa.
RevG H Ball, D D,30 Vesey St, NY.

Requires immediate attention, as neg

Book

medical works of Dr. Albert H, Hayes.

EXPRESS.

lect often results in an incurable Lung

subject

and Two ordered paid in 1871.

others ever published.
VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have réteived the valuable

Edward Gilman, Westmore, Vz.
Rev A K Moulton, Cleaveland, O,
* D Boyd, Rockland, Me.
Miss
A Penney, Unadilla Forks, NY.
Lander Harvey, M D, Watford, Co, Lambton, Ct, 2.
‘Wm Brown, Ea Hebron, Me,
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Rev. F L Wiley, Sutton, Vt.
J C Tucker,
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Thos B 8hepard, Auburn, N Y.
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‘Wm Smith, Dickinson Cen, N Y.

Home

declar-

The usual Dividend paid in 1870,

This is indeed a book for every

these valuable books.

M Star Re

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,
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YEAR,

EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is fully
explained, and many matters of the most important

L Wilecox—Z White—H H Wallace—E D Washburn—G
W Woodard—T Wyatt—A D Williams—L B Youug—C M
Cope—A;Lewis— Jerigo.
;

to J. E.

LAST

$8,264,615

Premiums

:

Number of Members,
insured,

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF
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Entitle® SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
70 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE. ENGRAVINGS.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There

aan—N Keillor—J H Keeler—M M_Knight—H Kenyon—
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cloth, DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.
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SPECIAL NOTICE,
The new Commentary by Dr!
Butler is found to make nearly seventy-five pages

Harrison

100,000

have

declared against the propriety of licensing women
to preach the gospel.

MEDICAL

paid on lives

bers,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVATION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPOCHONDRIA,
aad all other diseases arising from the

McKoon, Olean, NY,

Letters

Losses

(Opposite Revere House,)

:

Rev. J. D. Potter has been cdnducting revival
meetings in Colorado. At Denver, gamblers were
among the converts.
A converted livery-stable
keeper proves his faith by shutting up on Sunday,

Organized in 1845.

No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,

A W Ensign, Homer, Mich.
DW

NEWARK, N. J.

AND WOMANHOOD,

PEABODY

Railroads for one fare,and they can keep their tickets
to return on,
A. H, MORRBLL, Clerk,

1)

LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

PUBLISHED BY THE

several

ap-

8,

shall try hereafterto send you one dollar
every week for either Foreign or Home
Missions,

Y,

Persons at-

Manchester,

In the northwestern States there are not less
than two hundred thousand Norwegians, They

are all Protestants.
Catholic does -not
Scandinavians.

this

MEETING.

The great revival at Dayton, O., has resulted
in the addition of 1,200 to the different churches,

entertainment,

organized in Westerly, R. I.

~

Sir¢—Inclosed

and
men,

have

Notice.

An open communion Baptist Church

send t> Rev.Silas Curtis, Treasurer,Concord,

tending

YEARLY

EET

MUTUAL BENEFIT

x

CENTRAL N. Y. YEARLY MEETING will hold its
next session at Columbus, N. Y., Sommencing at 10
.0’clock, Friday before the first Sabbath in July next.
, Thurada;
every presiding Teams will be at the Unadilla Forks d
at 6 1-2 o’clock, to convey
delegates —
and found only evening,
friends to the meeting free.” Express trains from
;
Post Office Addresses.

6.

@ENERAL,

Home and Foreign Missions. Make liberal
contributions to the Student Fund, and

find one dollar for Foreign

proached every seminary
elder’s district for the

ance at the landing to

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

sion cannot go on without more ministers,

DEAR

ical, 25 Unitarian, 17
Romish, 20 Congregational,
18 Baptist, 16 Methodist, and 15 Episcopal.

lake will be taken from the boat landing
Yor half fare. A committee will also

and more money is needed to educate them.
This isan. essential part of our work in

.

Next

resigned nis office as Q. M. Clerk, and received

cases,

G. H. Bary, Chm. of Com.

Q. M., P.

rendered

the response has been generous. We
ask for collections for this object, at
next session of the several Quarterly
Yearly Meetings: At some time during
sessions, remember the Student Fund.
Sunday collections will go for Missions ;

N. H.

Rogers.

ham from the Wheelock Q. M. was with

instructed the chairman to call for collecfew

B.

with the church in Coaticook.

fail to do the full work assigned to them,
from lack of funds to aid these young
men.
At the Education meeting, held at Great
Falls, it was resolved to ask the churches
to supply the needed funds. And the committee
to whom the matter was assigned,
This has been done in a

Boston has 140 religious societies ; 87 Evangel-

zena and

We can hardly be content to have them

tions,

B.

with the Orange church, August 26th.
.
R. R. WALTERS,

GOOD.”—The best

re

MAN HOOD

place of a red, rustic face, you have

The churches were well represented. Resolutions were passed in regard
to sustaiding the
mission church.
Rev.
ilford Whitacre was
appointed corresponding delegate to the Ohio
orthern Y. M.;
Rev. R. E. Anderson to the
Huron Q. M.; and Rev. G. H. Damon
to the
Seneca
Q. M., at their next sessions, to present
the Cleveland mission interest, and ask aid in its
behalf. The following were appointed delegates
to the Ohio and Penn. Y. M::
Revs. O. Blake,
G. H. Damon, J. Short, R. E. Anderson, W.
Whitacre, A. G. Wilder; and Brethren, S. B.
Philbrick, R. R. Walters, G. Stone, Wm. Mills,

funds for this purpose,and in several cases,
liberal aid is offered to any young man, of

and 4 miles from Skinner's Eddy depot, on the L.V.

R. R. Those Soming an the cars from the north will
come via Waverly,
Tawonda,
&c.; from the south,
Wilkesbarre, Tunkhonnock, &e. Teams fur
nished to and from the depot,
le
BELA COGSWELL, Loc, Com,

MAINE CENTRAL

sallowness, ring-marks,

CLEVELAND Q. M.—Held its 1st annual session
with the Cleveland mission church, May 20—22.

DO YOU

00d,

Conferences.

you can’t tell what

are

ME AND TLL

=

DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION is oppression after eating, or a belching up of wind, and always
MAKION, OHIO and NORTHERN OHIO Y. M’s have follows Costiveness. DR HARRISON’S PERISconso’'idated and will now be known as the MARION ' TALTIC LOZENGES give permanent relief. They
& NORTHERN OHIO Y. M. It will meet on Friday,
The Rev. Christopher B. Stafford, who died re- June 10, with the Rochester church, Loraine Co., O.. aré pleasant, portable, do Wot require increase of
dose, and never fail. Also warranted to cure every
:
PER ORDER.
cently in Rochester, Ill., never received any sal- ;
kind of PILES. For gale at No. 1 Tremont Temple,
ary during forty years’ career as a Baptist minannual meeting of the N, Y.* State H,and F. Boston,by E. A. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
ister, although he made no objections to other The
Miss. Soc. for the election of efficers will be held in and by all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents,
ministers being paid.
:
A ‘the Free Baptist church at Cheshire, Friday, June 24,
2m21
at 7 1-2 o'clock, P. M.
D. M, STUART,
Bichop Simpson leaves America this week to
DN Cas
a. com.
preside over the German and Swiss Methodist

offered, which

AF. Baptist church was recently organized in
Troy, Minn., of-17 members.
Since then,5 have
been added by baptism.
There is some expectation that a house of worship will be built.
Rev. E. N. Wright recently resigned the pastorate of the church in Waupun, Wis.
He had
been there nine years. Since then, a Bro. Brown

Hillsdale,

SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. will hold its next session

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

The Tuscarora;
-N. Y., Free Baptist church
recently received, through Rev. John Tillinghast,
an excellent communion service, as a present
from the Roger Williams church of Providence,

whim,
him,

“BUY

with the Tuscarora church, Friday, June 2426. This
church is in Bradford Co “
o“
miles from
Montrose; 24 from Tawonda; 20 from Tunkhonnock;

ties west of Ohio will be supplied from the Freeman

A Gemerous Gifs.

R.I.

satisfactory provision

The First Baptist church of San Francisco has

called, with the offer of a salary of $3600 in gold,
the Rev. D. E. Barns of Memphis.

more than the printer contracted for
was calculated upon. The issuing
thereby delayed to or about June 20,
it wil} appear and orders promptly

Ministers and Churches.

end, every one

his

6G.

S. D. BATES.

will be found to take the way in which his
or

17th

It should

350.

tell us how these are to be gratified. To
the faith and the feeling, say some. But
if the truth is set before
the faith it may become the weakest credulity. And as to the
feelings, they may change
quicker than the
faces of the fickle moon which lovers worship, quicker than the winds. If I dream one
way and you dream another way, which
of them am Ito follow? Some are inclined to believe theirown dreams. But few
are inclined to believe the dreams of their
impulse,

the

AL

recent revival, were 160.

science? It can tell us of man’s fears,
hopes, aspirations, struggles, but cannot

or his

Since

churches, of Marion, O., resulting from

0 what science P

so, in the

ME.

The Biar of May 27th makes me say that
the total additions tothe eight Protestant

wide as the telescope or spectroscope
can
penetrate. But among
all its atoms and
stars it can find nothing to throw light on
the great question started
as to the relation
in which men stand to God. To mental

And

PITTSFIELD,

twoby letter.

Physical science has its ewn grand ‘domain,

neighbors.

;

of April, ten have been added to the F. W.
B. church at E. Pittsfield by baptism and

on the

nd problem of religion which the heart
insists on having solved—sufficent, as
Bayne says, to convince Atheism, but not
to reform religion.’
§
To what, then, is the appeal to be made?
To

The Newark,N. J., Baptist City Mission is &
live organization, At its organization; in 1852,
there were but two Baptist churches in that city,
with a membership of only 506.
Now there are
eight, with 2,600 members.

to the Lutherans

There is really no arbiter ap-

!

:

medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT
AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long. tried and standard remedy for Liver
laints,
Diseases,
Humors of the Blood and
Jaundice, Dyapepela,
| Indigestion, Costiveness, endtche, and a
Stomac
Liv er, or
roe Ad
gg Th ‘cleanse Ct va
and
new create the bl
restore the appetite b
dup
and Mrengthen the whole body.
0. C. GOODWIN &
CO, Soin,
Sold by all druggists, 4m9

M., in time for the evening train to Unadilla. Forks,
M. C. BROWN, Clerk.

The Methodist Board of Missions want 10 mis-

Icame to this place
commenced laboring

members, which we

:

sionaries for China, and the secretarics

among the Freedmen. As the resultof our
labors, we now have a church of twenty

unconscious reflection of the light shinin
from the Word of God in a Christian land.
Others are to be read like dreams, by contraries. The oracles that
ken 80 mysteriously are often capable of a double mean-

pointed

ized of about forty members.

plish much in the Master's service.

any kind I would as readily believe in Emerson’s as i others. The visions seen by

could not.

organ-

terprising church, composed of earnest,
strong workers, and promises to accom-

in one of his lectures recently delivered in
that city:
:
If I were inclined to believe in dreams of

from a fresh, clear fountain.

have

been converted, and a F. B. church

8, 1870,

Presbyterians have just builtin Cheyenne, ‘the ‘east and west arrive in Utica about 4 o'clock, Pp,

city.

hind it the endorsement of so Jany different
types of public authority, so
and per-

of what he called the ‘ Boston

STAR: JUNE

Wyoming Territory; the finest church in the,

sorts of agitation—which-has gathered be-

tion—there comes the same unva
mony that the grave social evil

&c.

MORNING

-

MORRIS& GO.,

BANKERS AND FINANCIAL AGENTL OF
wi
THE COMPANY, NO, 20 WALL ST.

°

We have ot up and sold this article mearly thkirt
years, and CAN BAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it
what we have never been able to ny of any other
medicine—~NEVER HAS IT FAILED
A SINGLE INSTANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by an
one who used it. On the contrary, all are deligh
with its Dperations, and speak in terms of commen.
dation of its magical e:
and medical virtues. We
speak in this matter * WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPU.
TATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE
DECLARE. In almost every instance where the infant
is suffering
found in

from pain and exhaustion, relief will be
nor twenty minutes after the syrmp is

administered.
.
Full directions for using will accompany

each bot.

0.

Be sure to call for

“ Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”
Havivg the fac simile of ‘‘ CURTIS & PERKINS” on
the outside wrapper. Allothers are base imitations,
Sold by Druggists throughout the world.

Sinks

.

5
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Oharming Works of Musical Literature.
BEETHOVEN'S LETTERS.

1700-1886.

With a pot

trait and fac similie, Cloth. ..cvesuervananssd
EHLERT; LETTERS ON MUSIC
«uss teneses
LIFE OF CHOPIN. BF. Liezt,
eer vanee sh
LIFE OF FELIX MENDELSSOHN BARTROLDY, Edit| ed and translatedby Wm. L, Gage......cseevqeee
176
LIFE OF HANDEL, By V, Schoelcher
ees
LIFE OF ROSSINI «iv vvvivsansasnsisesniesnnsesns]76
MENDELSSOHN’S LETTERS. 2 volumés each. ...1.76
MozARrT.. A Romantic Bi
PAYS:
«ve innvinmld,
MOZART’S LETTERS, In
2 v
), each......1
POLKO’S MUSICAL
SKETCHES. .cevvevriit voveel76
OF NEW YORK.
JoLEO's REMINISCENCES OF MENDBLSBOHN..1.75
* Agents wanted in every County to act in direct
HE MUSICAL ART PRINCI
Nienranenavay
sve
connegtion with the Home Office, Address,
Any of the above genis for'a Jlusioat
,
;
A, I, HOLLY, Secretary,
t-paid on receipt of price,
IVER

MERCHANTS’

LIFE INSURANCE
4120

COMPANY,

P. 0, Box 6790, V, ¥', City.

5°00" Boston, ©. H, DITSON & rik Bes
|
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‘“PshawI" said Dandelion, impatiently;
“I don’t believe we should die any sooner;

If You Should Get

have a chance to see what folks have indoors.”
Just then Pink Elder eame along with
her sister Rachie, on their way to school ;
and Pink must step her little bare feet on a

Sn

we are short-lived, anyway, and we should

Married.

:

ines

If you should e’er get married, John,
Ill tell you what to do,—
Go get a little tenement
Just big enough for two;
- And one spare room for company,

said she.

|

And one spare bed within it,—
Ii you'd begin Love's life aright,

Yourself and loving mate;
And Brussels, too, and other things

‘Which make a fine appearance,
If you ean better afford it they
. Will better look a year hence.
Some think they must have pictures, John,
Superb and gostly, too;

Your wife will be a picture, John,
Let that suffice for you.
Remember how the wise man said,

A tent, with love within it,
Is better than a splendid house,

‘With bickering every minute.
And one word as to cooking, John,—
Your wife can do the best:
For love to make the biscuit rise
Is better far than yeast;
No matter if each day you don’t
Bring turkey on the table,
Twill better relish by-and-by,

When you are better able.
For all you buy pay money, John,—
Money earned every day;
If you would have your life run smooth,
There is no better way.
A note to pay is an ugly thing
(If thing you choose to call it)
‘When it hangs o’er a man who has

No money in his wallet.
And now, when you are married, John,

Don’t try to ape the rich:
It took them many a toilsome year
To gain their envied niche;
And if you'd gain the summit, John,
Look well to your beginning,

And what you win will well repay
The care and toil of winning.

A Mother's Gossips.

:

et ne

A row of little faces by the bed—

A row of little hands upon the spread—
A row of little roguish eyes all closed—
4A row of little naked feet exposed.
A gentle mother leads them in their praise,
Teaching their feet to tread in heavenly ways,
And takes this lull in childhood’s tiny tide,
The little error of the day to chide.
No lovelier sight this side of heaven is seen,
And angels hover o’er the group serene;

Instead of odors in a censor swung,
There floats the fragrance

of an infant’s tongue.

Then tumbling headlong into waiting beds,
Beneath the sheets they hide their timid heads,

Till slumber hides away their idle fears,
And like a peeping bud each face appears.
All dressed like angels in their gowns of white,

They’re wafted to the skies in dreams of light,
And Heaven will sparkle in their eyes at morn,
And stolen graces all their ways adorn.

The Family Gircle,
Dandelion’s Discontent.
BY CHERRY MAY.

Dandelion

awoke one

feeling

this one lived near a little rock,on the pretti-

est green that could be found growing anywhere, by the side of the road that led to
the village .
“Oh, dear !" said she, in a complaining
tone; “ Iam so tired of it all.”

of what?”

said her

neighbor

Violet, who had just wished her a * good
morning” in her cheeriest tone...
« Of living just as we do, right here in
this eut-0f-the-way place, by the side. of a
road where the school children are always

raising the dust. If we only lived in a garden, or in a hot-house.”
ae
“1 had rather live here. Think how free
weare. If we lived ina garden like the

I hate

«Oh, itis the letter carrier! I hope he has
his tippet

twisted

about

his

said she, looking her over.
Ariadne hurried, from the

neck

often

ngatmy

day

yellow head; though

they picked
a great many of

the other

your sis-

ters.
If you had gone, too, I should have

died from mortification at being left alone.”
“I

am sure,” said Violet, giving a little

sigh,
as if the thought troubled her, * I
don’t want to be plucked.

Do

you know

don't live very long
ay that flowers

ople’s parlors? They fade and die,—

they can take you in safety.”

Remember your Mother.
ey

It seems, indeed, almost impossible that,

coming from a happy Christian home, any:
from the win- young man should ever go-widely astray.
shut.
But alas, the strange thing happens. We
came in with see it every day. The youth crosses the
Miss Peachy threshold ‘of affection, recoiling from all
:
| paths of open sin and shame 8s a whitefits, Ariadne !" winged bird from a ravening vulture’s nest.
room

with a

But alas, to that young heart the guilefal

tempter comes! He points, he whispers,
raortified air.
ed.
:
he smiles, he smooths the path down gently
‘“ What a good looking girl Ariadne is, for the feet. His first words are all gentle
“ No, I don’t want it; 'tisn’t big 'nuff to
hold. I wiint a pitty dandelion to make a Aunty !" said Bella. ‘‘And she isn’t so very and of good fellowship; he would improve
black, either. She could pass herself offas the youth’s manners, beguile hisonely
curl of, to wear behind my ear.”
In a trice our dandelion , was picked, and a brunette very well.”
hours, increase his knowledge of the world.
Pink began triumphantly to curl it. Dan¢¢ Yes, she is handsome, and she knows Presently he takes a bolder tone; insensidelion didn't want to be curled, and suf- it, too,” replied Miss Peachy, opening her bly he paints vice in radiantcolors. The
fered a little in the operation ; but “after she letter. ¢ From Caroline Pease,” said she, youth at first recoils. It is hard work to
was nicely fixed behind Pink's ear, she after reading a while. ‘She is as full of force thai immortal bark into the outer
thought it was rather nice to be sailing distress as ever. Her sister Charlotte is circle'of the moral maelstrom.
Conscience
along in that way ; and, besides, she should very strange, she writes—partially insane; moves.
Memory whispers. In visions of
have a chance to see how school was kept. s0 that she is no comfort to her friends, and the night the father's gray locks seem to
Once Pink dropped her in the road. But has goneto her brother Silas, who is poor move, the mother’s eye to watch and weep.
Rachel picked her up, and shook the dirt in everything but children, and thriftless, But the temptey is not foiled; he comes
off so gently that she thought she didn’t besides, I suspect. So there is no place for again and again. The youth yields little
Caroline but with her sister Rhoda.”
mind it so very much.
by little to his honeyed words. -I need not
¢¢ Isn't that place enough ?” asked Bella.
‘¢ Long curls is very fashionable,” whispicture him further. He has cat from his
‘“ Oh, no! she can never bear to .stay moral moorings, and the bark, on a wild,
pered Becky Jones, who sat in front of
there. Her sister's husband is a farmer in deep river, is carried mightily downward.
Pink.
the country, where, she says, there are no
. * Yes,” said Pink, decisively.
‘I heard
And what is that young man now?
Ah,
mamma say so, and she has got a great, ¢ privileges’ beyond a weekly newspaper. me, a fearful ‘‘heaviness” to that father's
big, long one of real hair, though it was All they think of iswork and worry ;and she life, and to that mother’s heart. Into that
has to live right in with the familyin the distant home have 'been borne rumors of
very ’spensive.”
So
‘ I never knew scholars sat so still,” kitchen, with her diseased spine, and noth- that child's evil courses, of vile companions,
thought Dandelion ; ¢‘ and that woman in ing but a wooden rocking-chair,”
of desecrated Sabbaths, of unseemly revels.
‘“ What a disagreeablelife ! And Caro- And see that father and mother now! Ah
the desk won't let Peter White throw his
line is a person of so much taste and refine. those tear-stained cheeks—those sobbing,
"book on the floor.”
" “Becky Jones, come right out here, "said ment, that it must be really hard. Ido wrestling prayers! Had the news come
that woman in the desk. ‘‘ Now tell me pity her, from the bottom of my heart and that that dear child was only sick, only
what you were laughing at, or I shall have the top of my soul !” exclaimed Bella, with4 dying, this might be borne; for close, close
the ready sympathy of youth.
to punish you.”
to that dying pillow would parental love
“ Yes, Caroline always puts on a great have pressed, and the bitterness. of the
* Pink Elder tickled me with her dandemany literary as well as invalid airs, and hour been sweetened by the fond hope of
lion,” whimpered Becky.
she feels that the luxuries of life are ne- meeting in gladness beyond the grave. But
‘¢ Pink, go right out of doors and throw
that dandelion away,” said the teacher, se- cessities for her. I would haye her here for alas, a son upon whose soul the pestilence
verely.
:
a little visit; but, ob, dear ! I am afraid she’ has fallen—this is a burden that presses, oh,
Pink didn’t dare disobey, so out she went will want to stay all summer. I am sorry how heavily !
and tossed the dandelion among some rub- for her.”
I cannot eularge here. I speak not to
Bella sat for a moment looking _stead- describe the downward road, but only to
bish ; and the sun shone down and wilted
it, and noontime found the poor Dandelion |fastly in the fire jthenshe began on quite an- warn you against entering it. We have
other subject.
:
dying.
:
small hope of reclaiming the abandomed.
‘¢ Did you know,” said she, ‘that Julia We speak chiefly with a hope to preserve
¢“ Ah me !” she sighed ;” if I was only
back by the roadside,— how cool it must Perrine is at home, with her baby?”
the unfallen. Nevertheless, if it should hapbe there,—I would never again be . discon“Oh, yes! I called there yesterday,” re- pen, as indeed it may, that I speak this night
plied Miss Peachy. -¢¢ Julia is looking very to one young man who has yielded to tempttented with my lot. But it is too late.”
Yes, it was too late for the dandelion, well ; only she will wear black, and that ation and is rushing to ruin, thenI fling
~~
myself in that young man’s path with my
but it might be well for us in the real world is so fearfully unbecoming to her.”
‘She has a beautiful baby; don’t you text's strong motive, and I say to him now,
to be contented with, the position in which
‘Remember your mother!”
Ah, I care not
it has pleased our Creator to plaice us, and think so?” asked Bella.
** Ye-e-s,” answered Miss Peachy, reluc- for that smile.
I know that conscience
to impreve our one talent before the ‘* too
tantly; ‘only I never like to see so much works snd stings beneath it. You are not
late” comes.
hair on so small 4 child. And his eyes are yet a fiend, and the last angel that deserts
too near together for him to be very smart.” your soul will be your mother's memory.
Well, well,” cried Bella, starting up, So I look into that scornful face and ery,
Miss Peachy’s Way.
Miss Peachy lived quietly by

herself in a

little high-backed house on the street just
‘behind Dr. Gabriel’sschool;

but

she

was

not alone much ; for she was aunt, or cousin, or neice, or sister to half the people on

the street, and belonged to a family that
was continually running out and in each
other's houses.
;
One bright winter's day, she sat by a front
window in her parlor, mending a pair of
gloves. There was a blazing=fire in the
grate; a pair of gold fishes were flashing
about in a glass globe

full

of

water,

hung in a side window, over a pot

of

that

full-

suddenly; ‘“Imustn’t stayso.
I have an
errand to do for mother before dinner,
away down town; and it is time I was

doing it.”
Miss Peachy followed her
¢ Don’t stay

away

so,

to

the

Bella,”

‘“ but don’t come again in
I never like you in that.”

that

door.

said

she;

horrid hat.

‘How is it Aunt Peachy always manages

to make one feel so uncomfortable
one’s self and all one’s friends?”

about
asked

Bella, when she went home.

*¢ It is nothing but a habit,” replied her
mother. ‘ She was always looking for the
thorns on her roses when she wasa child.”
— Sabbath at Home.
:

books and magazines, pictures on the walls,
plenty of easy chairs, and no seund

accidentally stepped on a nettle.

Na

‘ Ah, Bella! Good morning! Are you
sure it is you P” cried Miss Peachy, on this
particular day, tapping upon the window
to a tall girl, black-eyed and black-haired
as a Jewess, who was crossing the street.
‘ Really, you should have $our card pinned on your back, that your friends may
know you,” she continued, going to open
the door. ‘“Where have you been this long
while ?”

‘* I have been in Dr. Gabriel's

school for

the last hour, Aunty,” replied Bella, tilting
herself on the arm

of

a

green

Wings.

but the

crackling of the fire and the clatter of the
plates from the
kitchen where
Miss
Peachy’s colored cook was clearing up after baking. . One could not imagine a more
cheery room ; and yet: nobody ever went
out of it without feeling as though they had

sofa,

and

“If I only had wings like you !" said Addie Lewis, speaking to her pet hird as she
opened the cage door.
“Chirp, chirp!” answered the bird, flying

out and resting on Addie’s finger.
“Sweet, sweet!” said: Addie.
“Chirp, chirp!” answered birdie,

flutter-

ing his wings in delight.
“Ah, birdie, if I only had your wings!"
“Wings!” spoke. out Addie’s mother.
“What do you want with wings?”
“To fly with.”
“Fly where?”
“Ob, anywhere and everywhere.”
Mrs. Lewis did not reply for several minutes, during which time Addie was playing
with and.talking to her bird.
.
“You have wings,” she said at length, i
a quiet way.
“I, mamma?” There was a tone of sur-

looking like a tropical bird alighting for an
Roses and Asters, and my cousins the Pan- instant on a leafy bough.
!
prise in Addie’s voice.
sies,who are so very aristocratic, we should
“¢ Well, I suppose you found the doctor as
“We all have wings.”
y
have to be plucked off for bouquets to put affectionate as ever to his dear young la-|. Addie looked at her shoulders and then
in the parlor vases. And as for a hot- dies. He fssuch an old humbug!” return- at her mother's. “I don’t see them,” she
house, I believe I should stifle there; and ed Miss Peachy.
said, with a little amused laugh.
how pure and good the air is, here,” said
‘Why, Aunty!
Itbink he is a nice old
“No, you can’t see them, but we have
Violet.
)
gentleman ; and he is a splendid teacher. them for all that.”
* Yes,” sniffed Dandelion in an injured I wish I were half as quick at my sums as
“If we can’t see them or use them, I don't
manner. *‘ The air is too good, in fact. I his algebra class. The girls make their see what good they are.”
really felt quite chilly this morning after fingers go just like lightning.
“We are using them all the while,” said
I could not
+ our heavy shower of last evening, so that I move my hand so fast to save me. They Mrs. Lewis. “Did you never hear of the
was unable to prepare Mr. Bumble-bhee's didn't know, either, how their problems wings of thought.”
© breakfast
for him, and” ‘he left quite dis- were coming ; for Miss Dunstable went in
“Oh! That's what you mean !”
gusted, saying that he shouldn't trouble me with me, and she selected a problem—the
“Yes, dear. Now don’t you remember
further.”
doctor asked her to—while I named a girl what I said to you yesterday, when we talk:
“I think the shower was delightful,” re- to work it out.”
ed about birds find beasts and all things
;
turned Violet. ‘‘ See how fresh every“Oh! that is an old trick of his. I have that God has made?”
thing looks, and the dust is all settled, so heard of that way of showing off to visit“You said,they were all created for
you will have no cause to complain of itall ors,” replied Miss Peachy, indifferently. man.”
the day.”
* He has probably drilled the girls all win“Yes, and I said that there was alike*¢ I see plainly that youdo not intend to ter on that particular exercise; and he ness in man
to all visible things in nature.
sympathize with me in my discontent. wouldn't let you select examples from any- He is bold and fearless like the lion, cunThereis something else that troubles me. where in the book. He understands how ning as a fox, innocent as the lamb, ortel
Iam so plain that Mr. Farmer's daughters to make a school appear to the best possible as the tiger or vulture, timid ‘as the hare;
_ pass rightby me with dainty little vases, advantage ; no doubt about that.”
his thought is winged as the eagle, and can

in search of ‘some pretty ‘wild flowers,’
a8 they say, and they never thing of look-

king of birds would perish in regions where

said Miss Peachy.

«¢« How horridly your dress

blown hyaciifhs ; there was a table of new

morning

very discontented. I shall have to particularize a little, because there are so many
thousands of the little yellow flowers, dot‘ting the fields and rogd:cides all over with
spots that look like gold, that you will never be able to know'this unless I do. Well,

“Tired

you

to the ground ; she didn’t want to be pick-

And let the stuffed chairs wait;
One looking-glass will do for both

form,”

took them from her hand.

get

Violet heard, and crouched a little lower

In furniture be moderate, John,

°

I

just the cunningest little violet.”

You had better thus begin it.

beggars in any

answered her

3

‘‘ and

support of her fatherless children!

will

Rachie,”

Yi
soothingly,

subscribers to the paper, in order to supply
herself with a ¢ Grover and Baker’ for the

dow, 4s the door opened and
Directly, the colored girl
some papers and a letter.

a splinter,

“Well, don’t cry, Pinkie,”
sister,

A disabled soldier selling sewing silk, of an eagle are not half so swift and strong
as the wings of your thought.
The very

or Mrs. John Rogers trying for - twenty-two

enough,” she added, looking

thistle, and, of course, cry.”

«1 troded right on

4“

i870.

‘* Do you think

so, Aunty?

Anyhow, if fly swiftly berg and there, now resting in a

that is what he is trying to do, he succeeds pleasant valley, and now sweeping over
well.

And the girls areall so attached to seas and mountains.”

‘Our thoughts are our wings?"
‘Yea; and our minds can fly with these
dren.”
rn?
.
wings higher and farther than any bird can
Miss Peachy twisted
her lip with dn air of go. If Iread to you about a volcano in
disdain. .
4
Italy, off you go on the wings of thought
‘“ Miss Dunstable is as poetical in her and look down into the fiery crater.
IfI
ideasas a black sheep,” said she; * just tell you of the frozen North, you are there
him ! Miss Dunstable said he seemed like

an old patriarch in the midst

of his chil-

about” - ~~
py
Af that moment, the door-bell rang.

“Remember

your

mother!”

Do

you

say

“She is dead”? Thank Godin her behalf,
then. She is saved from the living agony
of beholding a son’s ruin. But for you,
my motive is as strong.
Dead, is she?
And does this wild autumnal wird make
melancholy music over her distant grave?

Well, then, I tell you that every step you

take in your present sinful courses tramples
the dust of her broken heart deeper in the
shadows of that sepulcher.

Or if she live,

then I tell you that that faithful, gentle
heart lives with you, dies with you. See,
see, right in your,downward path it rises—
a phantom, with a pale forehead and weeping eyes? O pause, young man.
Your
feet! your feet! Behold, they are trampling on a mother’s broken heart!
But' I turn from this picture. I speak
now to the unfallen, whose life is beautiful

with purity and filial love, and I seek to
warn you against the first beginnings of
evil. Young man, you have yonder in
your room your mother's picture. Or if
you have not, go get one, and carry it ever
with . you.
Bind it to your bosom; and
when tempted to any evil, consult that
silent monitor. Draw forth and look upon
that speechless face. O what tremendous
power to keep back from all evil there
would be in the simple vision of a mother’s
face!
Imagine a young man sitting in some
place of evil concourse—in a gambling
house, an infidel club’ room, at the sumptuous board of an inebriate revel, or in some

place of darker, deeperintamy! And now,
in some scene like. this, let Divine power
work me 4 simple miracle... Behold a
shadow rises as aloig the fabled mirror of
Agrippa! It’ grows denser; it takes shape
and lineaments.

And,

a human

face looks

out—a calm, pale brow and eyes of earnest

love.

A mother’s face.

And see this young

man now! How his cheek grows pale!
how his knees smite together! how he
springs from his repose, and rushes from

that hauntof iniquity.as if pursued by an
avenging
specter
Charles Wadsworth.

from

eternity.—Rev.
:

Striking a Child in Anger,
‘“ What do you mo

by such careless-

ness?” exclaimed John Dorling, to his son
William, a young lad of twelve years.
‘““Take that!"he added, striking the boy a

heavy blow on the side of the head, *‘ and
that, and that |" repeating the blows as he
spoke, the last of which knocked the boy
over the plow that was standing at kis side.
“Get

up,

now, and

continued the

keep

go

into

the

house,”

father, ‘‘ and see if you can't

out of mischief for awhile; and stop

that crying, or I'll give you something to
ery for!”
The boy started for the house, struggling
to suppress his sobs as he went.

‘It is astonishing,” sdid Doring, address-

ing a neighbor, named Hanford, who was
near in the barn and of course had seen
and heard all that had passed, ** how troublesome boys are! Just see these oats,
now, thatI have got to pick up for that
boy's carelessness,” and he pointed’
to a

in an instant, gazing upon icy seas and the measure of oats which William had aceiwonders of a desolate region. - The wings ; dentally overturned.
@

!

AN

5 And was “it for that trifle that you
assaulted your child, and knocked him
down P' replied Mr Hanford, in a sorrowful
tone.
\

~~ LITERARY MISCELLANY,
Things to Remember.

Doring looked from the oats in surprise,
and repeated—
¢ Assaulted my child and knocked him.
down! Why, what do you mean, neighbor
Hanford P
v,

Edward Everett became overheated in
testifying in a court-room, went to Faneuil
Hall, which was cold, sat in a draught of

‘Just what I say.
the child over that plow

air until his turn came to speak; ‘ but my
hands and feet were ice, my lungs on fire.
In this condition I had te go

and spend

Did you not knock three hours in the court room.”
less than a week

from

He died in

thus checking

the

perspiration, It was enough to kill any
man,
Professor Mitchell, while in'a state of per‘Do you go against parental authority?
spiration in yellow fever, the certain sign
Have I not a right to punish my own chil- of recovery,
left his bed, went into another

‘ Why,—well,—no. He kind of stumbled
and fell over it,’ doggedly replied Doring.

dren?’

:

-

room, became chilled
in a moment. and died

¢ Certainly you have,’ responded Mr. the same hight.
If, while perspiring, or while warmer
Hanford, ‘in a proper manner, and in a
than usual from exercise or a heated room,
proper spirit, but not otherwise. Do you

there is a sudden exposure, from still, cold

think that a father has a right to revenge
himself upon his child ?
|
‘Of course not; but who's talking about

air, to a raw, damp atmosphere, or to a
draught, whether at an open windowor
door, or street corner, the
inevitable wesult

is a violent and instantaneous closing ofthe
pores of the skin, by which waste and im-

revenge®’
‘Well, friend

Doring,

let me

ask

you

pure matter, which was making its way out
ahother question: For: what = purpose of the system, is compelled to seek an exit
should a child be punished ?
; through some weaker part. The idea is
‘ Why, to make it better,—to do it good, presented by saying that the cold had set-

of course,’ answered Doring.
‘Forany

other

‘Mr. Hanford.
Well,

tled in that part. To illustrate: A lady was
about getting into a small boat to cross the

.

purpose?’

quickly asked

Delaware,

but wishing first to get an or-

ange, at a fruit stand, she ran up the bank

no;

not

that
I can

think

of, just

of the river, and on her return

to the

boat

- found herself much heated, for it was sum-

now,’ replied Doring, thoughtfully.
‘ And now,’ friend, kindly continued

Mr.

Hanford, ‘do you suppose your treatment
to your son, a few moments ago, did him
any good, or has increased his respect and

mer;

but there was a little wind

on

the

water, and her clothes soon felt cold, which

settled on her lungs, and within the year
she died of consumption.
A strong man was working in his garden
feeling rather tired about noon, he
affection? The boy, I venture to say, is in May;
utterly unconscious of having done any sat down in the shade,of the house and fell
asleep; he woke up chilly ; inflammation of
wrong, and yet you suddenly assaulted the lungs followed, ending, after two years
him with anger and violence, and gave him of great suffering, in consumption.
On
a beating which no penitentiary convict opening his chest there was such an extencan be subjected to without having the sive decay,*that the yellow matter was
up by the cupful.
-outrage inquired into by alegislative com- scooped
A
Boston ship owner, while on the deck
mittee. But Jet me tell you a story. You of one of his vessels, thought he would lend
know my son Charles ?
a hand in some emergency, and pulling off

“The

one

that i§

Charlestown ?’
‘Yes; you have

asked

noticed

how

preaching in

probably

he is’ lame ?’
‘I have

now

noticed

it," said Doring,

it happened,

and

he

that
‘and

told me

he got hurt when a boy.’

Yes,’ responded Mr. Hanford with emotion, ‘the

dear

boy

could neverbe made

to say that it was occasioned by his father's

his coat,

worked

with a will, until he per-

spired freely, when he sat down to rest
awhile, enjoying the delicious breeze from
the sea. On attempting to rise, he found

himself unable, and was so stiff in his joints

that he had to be carried home and put to
bed, which he did not leave until the end
of two months, when he was barely able to
hobble down to the wharf on crutches.
. A lady, after being unusually busy all
day, found herself heated and tired towards

sundown of a summer's day.

She conclud-

ed to take a driveto town in an open vehicle. The ride made her uncomfortably
saw that Doring was about’to speak :
‘When Charles was about the age of cool, but she warmed herself up by an hour's
shopping, when she turned
it
your son William, he was one of the most being late in the evening. she homeward;
found herself
active and intelligent boys I had ever seen. more decidedly chilly than before. At midI was fond of him, and especially of his night she had Preumonia (inflammation of
physical beauty and prowess. But unfor- the lungs), and in three months had the ordinary symptoms of confirmed consumptunately I was cursed with an irritable tion.
and violent temper, and was in the habit
A lady of
great energy of character lost
of punishing my children under the influ- her cook, and had to take her place for four
ence of passion and vengeance, instead of | days; the kitchen was warm and there was
it. When the
from the dictates of reason. duty, and en- {a draught of air through
work was done, she, warm and weary went
lightened affection.
| to her chamber, and lay down on the bed to
‘One day Charles offended me by some | rest. This act was repeated several times.
boyish and’ trifling misdemeanor, and I | On the fifth day she bad an attack of lung
treated him almost exactly as you treated fever; at the end of six months she was
brutality.

your

son

But listen,’ he continued, as he

a

few

moments

ago.

I struck] barely able to leave her

bim violently, and he fell upon
a pile of
stones at his side, and injured his left side

80 badly that the result was he was crippled
for life,’ said Mr. Hanford in tones of deepest sorrow and remorse, and covered his
face with his hands.
A short period of oppressive silence followed, which was
Hanford, saying :

at

last

broken by Mr.

chamber,

only to

find herself suffering with all the prominent
symptoms
of
confirmed
consumption,

such as quick pulse, night and mornin
cough, night sweats, debility, short breath,

and falling away.
A young lady rose from her bed on a November night, and leaned her arm on the

cold

window-sill,

to listen

to a serenade.

Next morning she had pneumonia, and suffered the herrors of asthma for the remain-

:
der of a long life.
Multitudes of women lose health and life
‘When | found that my boy did not rise every year,
in one or more
from the stones on which he had fallen, I ing themselves in-a warm ways, by busyKitchen until
seized him by the arm, and -rudely pulled weaxiy, and then throwing themselves on a
him to his feet, and was about to strike bed or sofa, without covering, and perhaps
him again, when something that I saw in in a room without fire; or by removing the
his face,—his look,—arrested my arm, and outer clothing, or perhaps changing the
dress for a common one, as soon as they enI asked him it he was hurt.
ter the house after a walk or shopping.
‘I am afraid that { am, pa,’ he mildly The rule should be invariably to go at once
answered, clinging to my arm for support. into a warm room, and keép on all the
‘Where? I asked in great alarm; for, clothing for at least five or ten minutes, unthe forehead is perfectly dry. In all
notwithstanding my brutality, I fairly idol- til
weathers, if you have to walk and ride oa
ized the boy.
any occasion, do the riding first.
‘Here,” he replied, laying his hand
upc n his hip.
Health of Mill Operators.
| ‘In silence I took him in my arms, and
carried him to his bed, from which he nevi
.
——
er arose the same bright, active, glorious
As an impression prevails to the effect
boy that I bad s> cruel'y struck down on that cotton and woolen manufacture is injuthat pile of stones. But after many months, rious to the health of the working people enhe came forth, a pale, saddened little fel- gaged init, we append some estimates ohtained upon this subject in Lawrence, Mass.
low, hobbling on a cratch I’
The labor of the operatives is ten hours per
Here Mr. Hanford broke down and wept day; their ages are all over fifteen
years,
like a child, and the tears also rolled down and the majority over twenty. The estiDoring’s cheeks. When he resumed, Mr. mate is carefully made from about three
thousand eight hundred persons, the sexes
Hanford said :
there being a slight
‘This is a humiliating narrative, neigh- nearly equal in number,
preponderance: of males.
The cases
tor Doring, and I would not have related sickness occurred during one year, andof
it to you, hadI not supposed you needed were in all about seventy-four to the thouAs to occupatior, the average show s
the lesson that it contains. It is impossible sand.
formefo give you any adequate notion of that the sickness among those engsged in
the suffering that I have undergone, on manufacturing ‘wearing fabrics of cotton
and wool, who are principally women and account of my brytal- rashness to my boy. girls, is about fifty-seven to one thousand;
But, fortunately it has been overruled, to my those engaged in tae
dying and
own good, and to that of my family also. finishing, sixty-three to one "thousand;
The remedy, though terrible, was complete, cotton to be woven, ninety; and wool to
be woven, ninety-seven to one thousand.
and no other child of mine has ever been As
to disease, about three to one thousand

punished by me, except when I was in the

full possession and exercise of my best
faculties, and when my sense of duty has
been chastened and softened by reason and
affection.

:

I devoted
the

time

he

myself to poor
left his

Charley from

bed, and we

camato

understand one another asI think but few

had rheumatism ; four, disease of the circu-

lation ; nearly
ate;

about

six Tequiral rest to recuper-

seven

vight, diseases

classed

as

of the digestive

accidents;

organs;

twelve, of the lungs, &c., and twenty-nine,

febrile diseases. There facts speak well for
our ventilation, although the stmosphete of
some rooms is of necessity filled with dust,
fibers of cotton or wool, steam, or perhaps
the vapors produced by cheraicals employed.
Phere gre some rooms where the
rworkmen are constantly wet while at work,

fathers and sons ever do. The poor boy
never blamed me for blighting so much,
happiness for him, and I have sometimés and

others Where the temperature ranges
tried to think that his life is happier, on feom seventy-five deg. to one hundred deg.
the whole, than it ‘would have:-been had I Fahrenheit. The general results, compared
not been taught my duty through
his sacrifice.
v
:
Still, neighbor Dering, I should be sorry
to have you and your son William pass
through a’similar ordeal.’
4 Itrust that we

shall

not,’

with similar estimates abroad and with the
eneral health of the community at home,
indicate that employment in these mills is
not usually unfavorable to health. Oaly
seventeen out of 3,800 died.

Ld

emphatically

The Valuable Legacy.
and gravely responded Doring. ‘I thank
you for your story, friend Hanford, and I
Well cultivated intellects; hearts sensishall try and profit by it.’
|
ble to domestic affection ; the love of pa-

And he did profit by it, and we hope that
every parent, who is capable of striking
his child in anger or petulance,
that reads

this sketch from life, will also profit by it.
The
soatters

world is a sea of glass; affliction
our

path with

sand

and ashes, in

order to keep our feet from slipping.
H..

'

repts, and

brothers, aud sisters;

a taste for

home pleasures; habits of order, and regu-

larity, and ‘industry: hatred of vice and
vicious men ; and a lively sensibility to the

excellence of virtue-—are a more valuable
legacy than an inheritance of property—

simple property purchased by the loss of
every habit which could render that property
a blessing.

~~

aia Nota

| hir—

we

found

ourselves

on

a little sloping spur, from the top of Which

_Ain Jidy gushes, falling down

by cascades

into the sea some five hundred

feet lower.

We had felt the heat increasing gradually
as we descended ; and when we reached the
Ain our thermometer (after sunset) stood at

95 degrees Fahr., and we were still a

hight above the sea (500ft.), the hot air
from its shores coming up
constantly and
in most disagreeable and
stifling
puffs.
We found our guards bathing in the Ain;
but we bundled them out and turned in ourselves, and

had

a most

delightful

bath,

¥hough the thermometer in the water stood

at

81.

a

.

:

We slept very. little that night, owing to
the heat and noise. We had a guard of sixty men; we had only paid the sheikh. for
dirty, but we did not feel very comfortable
"in the country of Jellahin, and each man
had his double.
All night long, camel
loads of salt (from Usdum) were winding
up the narrow staircase above us, and our
guards kept up an incessant noise, talking
to the camel drivers, with whom they conversed at a distance of several hundred

yards.

It is astonishing
to what a distance

the Arabs manage to pitch their voices when

they wish it.
/
In the morning (Sunday) we were awoke
by the first rays of the sun shining on our
tent and rising the temperature to over
100; we had to turn out quickly,
swallow
a hasty breakfast, and start off for shade,

in the Wady Sudier, in search of the grotto
described in Tristram’s “Land of Israel.”
It was out of the frying-pan into the fire;
for the spuronw
we were encamped

lies between Wadies Areyah and Sudeir,and

thus catches any stray puffs of fresh air that
may happen to be straggling about; but
Wady Sudeir is a regular sun-trap—a cleft
with hills 200 ft. in hight at the mouth and
increasing towards the upper end.
We
soon became quite exhausted, struggling
amid the tall bambovs; and we preseated
a ludicrous spectacle, crouching down under the pieces of rock which gave a few
inches of shade.
[Eventually somebody
found an overhanging rock near the bed of
the torrent, with bamboos making a lattice
work in front, and we here collected our

forces, the Bedouins wanting to share the
shade with us. It was a charming little retreat, only so very

hot.

When we

had

re-

covered, the church service was read, and
somebody producing an ‘‘Ancient and Modern,” we were enabled to sing a few hymns,
the sound being mellowed by the rushing
noise of the torrent close by.
An appropriate sermon

on the Dead Sea

our proceedings.

fruit closed

We dared not, however,

leave our retreat until late in the afternoon,

when

we followed up the

torrent,

coming

with two aneroids taken

. It is certainly a most

beautiful

spot,

but I

fancy more water was flowing from it when
we were there, as we were

unable

very near it without getting
the sun was now low, and
back to our tents.
The heat was extreme,

to

get

wet through;
we clambered

and

after

sunset

the thermometer stood at 110. degrees
the shore of the Dead Sea.

on
:

odolite, we loft Ain Jidyat 6:40, A. M.,

for

After taking

some angles with the the-

Sebbeh. ‘At 8:50, A.
M., we arrived at two
fresh water springs near the sea-shore; here
we filled

ong skins and

jars,

as

we

were

told
we'should find no more drinkable water until we arrived at Wady Um Baghek,
on the other side of Sebbeh.
The old fortress soon loomed in view, and
we began to look out for shade among the
curious flat-topped hillocks threugh which
we were moving. We could fin Rothing
approaching to shelter until we had passe
to the south-east of solitary rock, standing

over the bed ofa dried-up water

channel;

at the foot of this was a narrow strip hidden from the sun, and here we were able to
breathe freely.
We started
to ascend af 2:20, P. M.—Dr.
B., myself three Bedouins, and a little flask
of water. Our men had never been up before, and as we were on the wrong side,
we felt doubtfal whether we should double
the southern side of the fortress and so get
into the regular path, or should go towards
the north,
Circumstances guided us; we
found that full on the eastern side we had
less Juiolsy, and we thought to creep
round at a higher

level;

when,

however,

we were about half way up, we saw right
above us a sort of broken
path, and we
were 80 knocked up that the
of the
short cut appeared as nothing
to the long
pullround.
We commenced
scramblin
up by a path more dangerous than difficult,
‘for.the natural lay of the rocks is
guch that
they crop out perpéndicular to the steep side’
of the hill, and thus each stone you scramble up is overhanging and ready to topple
over and erush you, should your weight be
sufficient to overbalance it. One of the Bedouins suddenly disappeared over a rock ;
suspecting him, I eaught him before he had
quite finished the flask of water with which

he had been intrusted.

On getting

close to

the top we were nearly stumped ; before us
were two upright pieces of wall,
fifteen

feet each

parent path;
; these and

in

hi

we found

climbed

up.

t, without

some
A false

of about
any ap-

toe-holes in
step here

would have been destruction. We arrived
at the top at 5:20, P. M., and gave three
eheers, re-echoed from below ; we found we

had landed full on the middle of the eastorn side of the flat surface of the fortress.
Whether the path we went up by or came

down by is the ‘‘Serpent” spoken of by Josephus, appears to be a question which can

not be solved by reference to Whiston's
translation; butit seems Seobaple that it
should refer to the more difficult path to the

east, by which we ascended.

:

#

independently

made it fifteen hundred feet.

1

ed either by thought or reading, Sir

Mr. Tristram

servations, I can not vouch for their accura-

cy, as the extreme heat made it impossible
to observe with great care. Next morning

we awoke dull and unrefreshed.

for the exact moment when the shaft, which

As we

he had ready feathered, might be let fly with
effect. There was no effort, either obvious

looked out on the early dawn, a quivering
mist hung over every rock; a heavy silence

disguised, to lead to the subject—no ¢¢ ques-

tion detached” (as he himself expresses it)
“to draw you i
he ambuscade of his
ready-made _joke;” and when the lucky
moment did arrive, the natural and accidental manner in which he. would let this treas-

filled the air, and made us feel the utter
desolation of the place; funny, jagged, flat

tops of marly rocks jutted’out in all directions looking like castles slumbering under
the enchanter’s wand; not a sound from
bird or beast could be heard.’
The moment

ed;

the sun rose all was

his rays lighted up and

ured sentence fall from his lips, considera-

the rest,

for,

poor beasts,

they had had nothing for nearly twenty-four
hours, and were regularly parched up.
Part of our way we noticed driftwood in a
line thirty feet above the then level of the
sea. Our road then Jay through the water,
as the rocky shore was too steep, and it was
pitiful to see the animals sniffling up the
salt, bitter brine.

At 11:45,

P. M.,

Whitbread,”

he

says, in

his

diary,

*

quiz

Madame de Stael, annihilate Coleman, &nd
do little less by some others (whose names as
friends I set not down) of good fame and
ability.” Of course, like all men of wit,

wear-

rived at Wady Um Moghik, and found a
beautiful stream of water in a deep gorge,
where we could hide away from the sun. - Sheridan could throw out retorts and sarWe sat down to lunch, but were very anx- casms on the spur of the moment ; and wheil
ious for our mules; they took so long to get driven to bay, he was generally equal to
along, and came straggling in,each looking the occasion. His reply to Pitt when tauntmore done up than his predecessor.
Only ed in the House of Commons with his gen‘one could not get up to the stream, and to ius for the stage was very apt. ¢* Flattered
it water was taken,and itrevived. . . . and encouraged by the Right Honorable
We passed on by the curious hill of salt,and Gentleman's panegyric on my talents, if evexamined ‘‘Lot’s Wife,” a very large pillar er I am again engaged in the composition he
of salt, something like a figure out of a No- a'ladeg to, I may be tempted to an act of
ah’s Ark. At the eastern end we came on presumption—to attempt an improvement
the mouth of a large cavern in the hill on one of Ben Jonson’s best characters,
through which a stream appears to flowin the character of the angry boy in The AlThére was a touch of the maswinter time; inside, the temperature felt chemist.”
quite cold after the heat outside, though it ter, too, in his reply to the lady, who, after
was hotter in there than the average temper- pestering him at a country-house half the
ature at Jerusalem in July.
The rock of morning to walk out with her, and being
Jebel Usdum is partially formed of enor- put off with the excuses on account of the
mous masses of salt, presenting a series of weather, discovered him at last escaping by
pinnacles and sharp angles formed by the a side door. ‘* Well, I see it has cleared up,
sun and moisture in winter.
On ourroad Mr. Sheridan,” said the lady with all a lawe met with most beautiful specimens of dy’s archness under the circumstances.
salt crystals, like icicles, only pointing to- “ Why, yes,” said Sheridan, making good
his escape. ‘It has cleared up enough for
wards the sky; we collected some of these,
but they melted away at Jerusalem.
As one, but not for two.” His excuse to the
we were moving campwards,and were talk- man who remonstrated with him for drinking of ‘Lot's Wife,” the attention of all three ing when his theater was in flames: ¢ Well,
was suddenly attracted. - We saw before us sir, and may not a man drink a glass of
among the pinnacles of salt, a gigantic wine by his own fireside ?” is characteristic,
but second-hand.
It is at least as old as
“Lot,” with a daughter on each arm, hurrying off in a south-westerly direction, their Hierocles. His reply, however, to the
bodies bént forward as they were in great watchman who found him half-seas over in
haste and their flowing garments trailing Covent garden, and asked him for his
yenind.

name—*¢ Wilberforce”—is, I believe, as au-

:

thentic as it is humorous.
But it was not
in sallies of this kind that Sheridan threw
out his best things. His wit was not like

Webster’s Death-bed.
In the evening, the will, which had

been

that of Theodore

drawn up by Mr. Curtis,was brought to Mer.
Webster to sign. He was then in a sitting posture, supported in his bed by pillows.

;

Hook

and

Douglas

Jer-

rold, of Horne Tooke and Sidney Smith; it
was rather like that of Rabelais and Butler.
Sheridan, like Swift, was of a saturnine
humor; and his wittiest sayings—those by

which he will be best remembered—were
He asked if those which he had turned off when he was
seen the will, {ying in bed in the morning, when idling at
his dressing-table, or at his desk preparing
assured him
-it. Then he for the-after dinner chat of the evening.—
It was placed Chamber's Journal.

By this time, nearly the whole household

‘were assembled in his room.
Mrs. Webster and his son had
and if they approved it; both

‘that they fully assented to
said, * Let me sign it now.”
before him, and he affixed

it, strongly

his signature to

and clearly written; and, as he

returned
the pen to Mr. Cartis, he said,
looking at him with a peculiar smile,

* Thank God for strength to do a sensible
act;” and then, immediately,and with great
solemnity, raising both his hands, he added: “0 God! Ithank Thee for all Thy
mercies.”

;

4

ey

was at Rome) to Pius IX, there have been could roar and make his tale ring about
297 Popes, including 24 anti-Popes and one your ears to his heart’s content.
There we
female Pontiff’; 19 of them left Rome and 36 should have no infamous measures in an
reigned In foreign countries; 8 ruled a infamous Congressto bringus to disgrace.
month only ; 40,0ne year ; 22,two years ; 54, On the iin) 2 we should be as innocent
five; 51, fifteen
; 18, twenty; and 9 only, for children tickled with the funny piste of
a longer period. Among the 297, 31 were the cooing ‘daws. There ‘Shoo Fly’ must
declared wusurers and heretics; out of the forever remain a meaningless hymn to the
266 legitimate,
64 died of a violent death; Congo gods.
There “he thick hide of the
that is to say, 18 were poisoned and four rhinoceros need never ridge
itselfin puckstrangled, the rest perishing in other ways. ers, flicker, or flinch in fear of the little
Independent of the Popes of Avignon, 26 stingers that play and dance and sing in
.Pontiffs were deposed, expelled and banished the speaking rays of the setting sun.”—
from Rome ; 28 others could only maintain Harper's Magazine.
02
J
themselves by the aid of the foreigner. Out
of the whole number, 153 ,0or more than onehalf, showed themselves unfit for their of-

Hon.
|

Gerritt
——

Smith.

——

Dr. Lees, in a letter to the Alliance News,

says of Mr, Smith and his home:
I write from the family mansion
of the most

notable

men

of this

of one

libility, and submitted to the censures

of a

council ; two other Popes, Vietor ILI. and
Adrian VI., confessed in public that they
had sinned, ete.
.
Certain it is that,
in this long history of Christ's vicars, .note

may be taken of the
the Holy Spirit.

New

frequent

absences

age

and

the

Baptism is

the chief man of the band, and recently had

ysm of fanaticism, declared that he

light as air, and even

though

felt

as

he

jumped

upon a looking-glass he would not

so much

as bruise it with a scratch; whereupon he
began to leap upon the stove-hearth, and
broke it off, and then leaping on the top
broke in the frail covers,and finally smashed

a big rocking-chair, before he subsided.
Recently, Rhinesmith baptized Mr. Gilbert
B. Speaker, a man of family and a convert
to the new faith, the baptism taking place

in Rhinesmith’s mill pond, hefore the

mem-

bers of the band and amid shouts and cries,

looked

inquiringly round

the

aged

years.

youth ; was baptized by Rev: 8. Curtis, and united w th the F. W. Baptist church at Great Falls,
On removing to Lebanon she united
with the
church atthat place, and remained a member
until called from labor to reward. A husband and
two

sons,

with “the church

and

community,

moufn their loss; but what is our loss is her infinite gain. J
;
L.
-

.

JouN BLETHEN died in Durham, Me., April
8d, aged 80 years and 7 months. Brother Bleth-

envhecame a Christian

about sixty years since,

andunitéd with the church in Durham. He
bore his last sickness with Christian resigmation,
and expressed his confidence in Christ. That
religion he had professed so long was his support
in death. Waiting for the summons to come he
calmly passed away to his. Saviour. A faithful
wife cared for him till the last, and
in hope of a glorious resurrection,

:

now

mourns

G. PLUMMER.

NEW COMMENTARY.
OW'IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED June 1st,
N a COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT, by J,
J. BUTLER, D. D., Professorof Christian Theology in
the Theological Institution at New Hampton, N. H.—
In three volumes. The first volume will contain
about 436 pp.. on superior paper, and will be bound
in the best English muslin,

Xt is designed for the use of Bible classes, Sab

ARTHUR WEARE, youngest son of Rev. 8. C.
and Ednah S. Kimball died in Wells, Me., May
17, aged six weeks.
3
Com.:

principles of doctrine, and apply them to present
uses.
assages of
* Numerous references to parallel
story
Scripture, ancient Chronology, Geograp hy,

are inadmissible.

:

CoM.

connection of narrative’ and

MRS. MARTHA GILLETT died in E. Randolph,
Vt., May 15, aged 68 years. Sister Gillett united
with the Cong. church in Thetford,in her youth.
She died in hope of a resurrection in Christ.
JoSEPH BOWDITCH

died in

North

Randolph,

by immersion in the village mill pond, at Vt., May 13, aged86 years. Bro. Bowditch was
of the Cong. church in this town
for
the dead hour of the night. On Sunday 51a member
years.
8. 8. NICKERSON.
they hold continuous service, and take a
MRS. LAVINA WHEELER died at Otsdawa,
recess for meals only, refusing to read a
25th, of consumption, in the 45th year of
newspaper, or even to receive a letter on March
her age. Sister W. embraced religion in’ early
that day. John Rhinesmith, a wealthy and life, united with the Otsdawa church at its orwell-to-do farmer of the neighborhood, is ganization, of which she remained a faithful
his house rebuilt especially to accomodate
the brethren ; one room resting on strong
beams, stands the jumping; but about a
month ago an ardent member, in a parox-

15th,

Miss RHOPA HATCH died suddenly in this
city, May 14, aged 58 years. She had been for
more than thirty years a professed Christian,
and was endeared to all who knew her.

Verses

Sect,

exercises.

MARY A., wife of Henry. W, Hoth, died at

West Lebanon, Me., May

Sister H. sought and found the Saviour in her

bath schools, ministers, students, and all lovers of
the Scriptures; and itis hoped that the long needed
work will help to supply a want deeply felt in the
Free Baptist denomination.
The attention of our clergymen, churches and
the public generally is called to some of the features
which will characterize the work:
The proper names in the text will be divided
and accented as they should be pronounced.
Full and carefully revised
references and footnotes.
The comments will explain the text, exhibit the

obituary.

and Strange

men engage in

Particular Notice! * Persons wishing obitua
ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

of single square can well be afforded to any single

member until her death.
She was firm in her
faith in the gospel, and ever ready togive a reason of her hope.
Her death is a great loss to the
church and society.
Our prayer is that God
will raise up others to fill her place.
Com.

period he

had a

critical

forth

the

n otes

on

Ht will contain a map of Palestine and the adjacent’countries, Jiates and cuts to illustrate d
p‘tions of cities,

villages, edifices, etc.

The first volume will contain the four Gospels,
thus making it much more convenient for
reference than any other similar work, especially
for Sabbath-schools.

The Type

from which it is printed is new, large

and clear.

Published by the Freewill Baptist Printing

Es| tablishment, Dover, N. H., and D. Lothrop & Co.,
Boston,to who orders may beaddressed. Although
the work will be for sale by publishing houses, espec
ial agents are wa
throughout the Denomination.
Enclose stamp for reply, and address
J. E. BUTLER,
7t18

. Biddeford,

AGENTS

WANTED

TO

Me.

SELL
4!
3

1

ny

decide

Christian character.
He greatly enjoyed
religious exercises, and being a man of prayer, he
constantly grew in grace. He suffered
much

v5,

THE REGISTER.
The Register for 1870 is universally

tion. He was baptized and united with the F.
W. Baptist church at Stratham, in June, 1834,
from which he never removed his relation. He
was an efficient Deacon in that church for ten
or fifteen years.
After there ceased to be stated
worship in his own church, he became a constant attendant at the Congregational church
in North Hampton.
His views were broad, his

admitted to be far superior to any heretofore issued.
Itneeds only to be seen
and examined to be appreciated.
A very large part of.this edition has

A

Warning to Young Men.

aBR
Charles Lamb told his sad experience as
a warning to, young men, in the following
heart was large, and he loved all true Christians,
language :
The waters have run over me, but

out of

the black depth, could I be heard, I would
cry ont to all those who set a foot in the
perilous flood. Could the youth to whom
the flavor of the first wine is as delicious as

the opening scenes of life or the entering

upon some newly discovered paradise, look
into my desolation, and be made to under-

stand how drear ii is when he shall feel
himself going down a precipice, with open
eyes and a passive will to his destruction,
and have no human power to stop it, and yet
feel it all emanating from himself; to see
all godliness emptied out of him, and yet
not be able to forgeta time when it was
otherwise ; to bear the piteous spectacle of
his own ruin; could he see my fevered eye,
fevered with the last night’s drinking, and
feverishly looking for to-night’s repeating
the folly ; could he but feel the body out of
which i¢ cry hourly with feebler outery to be
delivered, it were enough to make him dash
the sparkling beverage to the earth, in all
the pride of its mantling temptation. .

been

He leaves a companion, lonely and sad,’ with’
whom he walked for about forty years. Allwho
knew him:mourn his loss. His life was so noble
and true that his name will long be fragrant in
memory.
T.V.H.

daughter ‘of John A. aid Sarah
of typhoid fever in Lowell, May

na, with

friends, May 13th, by the writer.

10th,

aged 27
her

years.

Funeral services in
.

only

Those

desiring it, will,
send

in their or-

ders at once, as we wish to finish

the

sale of it as soon as possible.

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

Wholesale

Prices,

1

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere

in

New

England,

In addition to the publications of others, we offer otir own prize books which
are not excelled
of their class.

by any

other books

In another column, see

list, and retail prices.

Corin-

J.T. HOUSE,

From these pri-

ces we make

Lovey W., wife o. H. W. Niles, daughter of
Stephen W.and
Margaret Libby,died at Farmington, N. H., May 21st. Sister Niles was born
in Pittsfield, she became interested in the
great
salvation under the labors of Rev. D. P. Cilley,
at Pittsfield, nearly thirty years ago; was baptized by him, and united with the KF. W. Ba
tist church at that place,
Although her last sickness was long an
ainful,
yet she bore her
trials with a truly
Christian fortitude and resignation.
When the summons came, she was
fully prepared, and bidding her husband, children, sister, and friends an affectionate good-bye,
with a prayer for their happiness and final salvation,she calmly fell asleep in Jesus.
F. H. LYFORD.

ELMER L.,

sold.

therefore, do well ‘to

CHARLOTTE,
wife of Wm. Stacy, died in
Gaines, N. Y., March 24th, of cancer and rheumatism, in the 70th year of her age. Sister Stacy
experienced religion in early life, was baptized
by Rey. E. Hannibal, and united with the F. W.
Baptist church in Gaines, where she remained
a worthy member until she departed to join the
trinmphal throng above.
Sister S. was a woman
‘of rare excellence and virtues, many of which
were unseen by a giddy world.
She was ambitious only to do good; never seeking distinction and honor of men ; quiet in her manner, even
in her temper and life; devoted ‘largely
to
the interests of her family and the church; her
hands and table ministering cheerfully to the
wants of the care-worn pilgrim, as the records
of eternity will tell. It may be sufficient to say,
sister Stacy was most esteemed by those who
knew her best. Her friends often visit the newmade $10) and as they look upon the little
mound where rests the sleeping dust, they joyfully think of meeting the freed spirit in the be
ter land,
and joining
in the harmony of everlasting song through
Christ.
Sermon by Rev.
J. Kettle.
. A. Z. MITCHELL.
ROSELLA,
Briggs, died

A BIBERAL

DISCOUNT

to Sunday. schools.

To ADVERTISERS.
The rates, of
advertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Geo. B. Coss,
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any

son of Bro. and Sister James

Wentworth, died in Newfield,
Me., May 11, of
hemorrhage, aged 5 years and 10 months.
Little
Elmer was suddenly taken away, while he was
thought to be recovering from scarlet fever and
utrid sore throat. He was a DronAsing little
y, and his death is very deeply felt by his parents and only remaining sister.
A.D.F.

business belonging to the advertising
department.

KrZIAH SEAVY, our beloved Christian mother, died in West Farmingdale, Me., on the 11th
inst., aged 87 years.
‘She embraced the religion

of Christ, during
Me., in 1808, and

the *“ Great Revival” in Saco
with her husband was baptized

by Elder Hobbs,~both uniting
with ‘the Freewill Baptist denomination, at that time. She and

father Seavy had, at the time of her death, enjoyed the relation of husband and wife, sixty-two
years and eight months.
During her
protracted infirmity, every want was

years of
faithfully

supplied by her affectionate household:

Nothing

less than a task of love, did any of her family regard it, when called upon to fulfill her wishes,
For minister to her comfort,
Her life was tru-

ly Christian, and the end peaceful.

We

ask the

prayers of God’s people for our venerable

tian father in his affliction. ,
Miss Bersey

16th, of typhoid

Chris

A. H. MORRELL,

Bopae died in Barrington, May

fever,

aged

Tt

years

and

4

She made a profession of religion in
months.
her youth, lived a Christian life, and died in
She has left a brother, a sister,
hope of heaven.
an adopted daughter, and other friends to mourn
;
their loss.

JAMES W.,s0n of Aaron and

Susan

N

Pronounced the fastest selling book out. One Agent reports 25 in first day. Another 79 orders in5 days.. It includes all that is mysterious and interesting in the focus
of speculation, 13 years’ experience of the author; Portraits and Lives of Vanderbilt, Drew, Fisk, Gould and
many others. Filled with illustrations. Great inducements to agents! Send forcirculars to WORTHINGTON,
DUSTIN & CO., Hartford, Conn.
10t16

thé guidance of the Holy Spirit he was led to re-

From that

set

Ten Yearsin
- Wall Street.

nonce that error nearly thirty-six
years ago.
After having been regenerated, he unhesitatingly
destroyed the books he possessed, advocatin,

that error.

and Antiquities generally, with
words, etc., in the original
Greek.

BOOK

DxA. JOHN P. GROUARD died in North Hampton, April 13th, aged64 years:
He was a good
man, and full of the Holy Ghost and of faith.
Although of retiring habits, yet he was not
ashamed of his Lord, but without hesitation defined his spiritual belief when it appeared tbat
such would most fully honor Christ. When
a
young man he adhered somewhat tenaciously
to the doctrine of universal salvation, but under

thought,

the whole gang at one time shouting * fire,’
the last few weeks of his sickness,—at
to the alarm of others in the neighborhood, during
times intensely.
When near the close of life,
it being then after midnight. The Society | and conscious that he would soon be in eternity,
numbers 500 members.
ny he shouted ‘ Glory to God,” with much anima-

country, in a room which the eloquent
George Thompson and the good Joseph Removing the National Capital.
room, as if to see that all were there whom
he wished to address. As he was manifest- Sturge occupied in the early days of the
ly about to say something that ought to be anti-slavery struggle—I mean the Hon.
The only good, so far, that has been
preserved,
Mr. Curtis took notes of his Gerritt Smith, formerly senator of this diswords. He spoke ina strong,” full voice, trict’ of the State. I had the pleasure of evolved in the discussion of the proposition
that might have been heard over half the’ meeting Mr, Smithat Oswego, the strongly to remove the national capital from Washington to some juvenile city of the West,has
house, and with his usual modulation and fortified outlet of the State upon Lake id
emphasis ; but very
slowly and with an. oc- tario, connected with the Hudson by means been to provoke alittle fun. It seems, to
of the famous Erie Canal, in which city he us, that the only really correct and impregee
pause. He said:
“ My general wish on earth has been to has much valuable wharfage, and where he nable view of the matter is the view taken
do my
Maker's will. I thank Him now for is engaged in deepening the artificial wa- by the. Hon. J. A. Johnson, of California,
all the mercies that surround me. I ‘thank ters for the largest lumber vessels. I was who exploits the idea that the true locality
public library there, for a capital is in California. ‘‘ A long
Him for the means He has given me of do- pleased to visit the
ing sbme little good; for my children,— which he founded, Wy which contains an time ago,” he admits, ‘Washington city
these beloved objects; for my nature and oil painting of himself that has the negative was a name that could not be pronounced
associations. .I thank Him that I am to die, merit. of not flattering. The personnel of without kindling emotions of patriotism,
if I am, under so many circumstances of Gerrits Smith is very striking, and illustrates whereas now it suggests only a great ragprocessions, election
love and affection. I thank Him for all the best type of the Scottish and Dutch rac- ged picture of negro
es, from which he springs, made lively by riots, and a lobby of white speculators who
His care.
«No man, who is not a brute, can .say American climate and culture. Picture a could not be satisfied by a legislative donathat he is not afraid of death. Noman can stately looking man of seventy-three years, tion of the whole world, unless it was tencome back from that bourn; no man can with gray hair, a flowing beard nearly dered ‘with a vote of thanks.” He proposcomprehend the will or the works of God. whitb, hazel eyes sparkling with unabated es, therefore, the Pacific, where pacification
That there is a God, all must acknowledge. fire, a benevolent and rosy countenance, may be found in the soil, the" air, the fruits
I see Him" in all these wondrous works. dressed like a gentleman of the olden time, and the juices, the ledges and the placers.
in a blue swallow-tailed coat with brass but- “Let us go,” he says, ‘ and locate the capHimself, how wondrous!
*“ The great mystery is Jesus Christ—the tons; copious white wristbands, falling shirt ital at Red Dog,’ among the breezy pines,
Gospel. What would be the condition of collar and loose cravat—the foul ensemble whose long, slanting shadows fall with
any of us if we had not the hope of immor- radiant with an earnest, grave. manner, yet witchery to charm upon the, surrounding
tality? What ground is there to rest upon full of a beaming cheerfulness. With the hills; where the mountain streams babble
but the Gospel? There were scattered intellectual characteristics of this brave, music to the glass-slippered fairies, and
invite the ‘howling coyote’ to lap of their
hopes of the immortality of the soul, run- patriarchal man, now a great grandfather,
you are already familiar from his speeches waters. If this grand site, seated in a sadning down, especially among the Jews.
The Jews believed in a spiritual origin of and writings; but though they are always dle in the mountains, pleases not your fan‘creation. - The Romans never reached it; strong, and some might deem them harsh | cy , then ‘ You Bet,'is a fitting place. No.
You
the Greeks never reached it. It is a tradi- at times, they come from a soul unaffected- hostile fleet can evergthere ascend,
Bet,’ ia too high. *
Bet,’ our future caption, if that communication was made to the ‘ly pious, considerate and gentle. He would
conduct rue from Syracuse hither‘to his na- it1l“oh never be shaken by mortal foe.
Jows by God Himself, through Moses and
tive village on the Stockbridge Hills, ence ‘You Bet,’ our capital, is above tide-water.
the fathers. But there is,even to the Jews,
no direct assurance of an immortality in owned by the Indians of that name, who But it you like it not, ‘ Yuba Dam’ is a faplace. Bui, still further and last,
heaven.
There is, now aud then, a secat- made a grant of fifty thousand acres to his vorable
if you will accept none of these for safety
tered intimation, asin Job, *I know that father. |
or for beauty, then ‘Jackass Gulch’isan
Peterboro' is a village of some .cight
my Redeemer liveth,’but a Froper considerappropriate place ; there'every ass can bray
ation of that does not refer it to Jesus families, (composed of retired ay
rettily laid out, with trees on either side of ¢ with none to’ molest or make him afraid.’
Christ at all. - But there were intimations—
ong, broad streets, and environed with rich . + Moreover, ‘Red Dog’ is a name implycrepuscular—twilight.
But — but — but,—
thank God, the Gospel of Jesus Christ pastures and wooded knolls. The drink ing fervent domestic attachment, and should
‘fond memories of the past’ to the
brought life and immmortality to light— traffic has been shut out by *‘ local option” bring
of every truly Joyal gentleman presre scued it—bronght it to light. There is since 1848; and though instances are known mind
‘You Bet,” implies’ genial good-huan admirable discourse on that subject by of inveterate drinkers sending for a jug or ent.
‘Dr. Barrow, Preacher to the Inner Temple. bottle of whiskey from towns five or ten mor, affability of manners, and a carelessto that of
miles away, the young men have* not fallen ness in financial mattérs equal
1 think it is his sixth sermon.
He then

~ Ohbitiries.

fice; 6, in spite of their vows, had children.
Leo IV., it is said, was a woman, and died | in childbirth.
Urban V. confessed his fal-

Macopin, Passaic county, New Jersey,
sily, seemed like the delivery of Wieland’s has been excited lately over a new sect,
Amanda in a dream ; and his own apparent |*
unconsciousness of the value of what he called ‘‘Jehovah’s Bind,” which pretends to
The
said might have deceived all people into be allied to the Methodist church.
the idea that there was really nothing in it.” Newark Courier thus describes it :
His forte in conversation was banter; and
Their form of worship develops itself in
he shone best when attacking some person pulling,
blowing,
whistling,"
shouting,
in the company; or some opinion which he Jumping, wrestling, falling to the floor, and
had heard expressed.
Byron thought him
superb in this. “I have seen him cut up rolling over and kicking. Both women and

were in the

world again.
:
Sending up Corporal Phillips his breakfast, we left him a horse and mule, and
hurried on with

(in supposing that he ever

bly added to the astonishment and the
charm. So bright a thing, produced so ea-

chang-

brought back

life to the barren rocks, and we

Walter

Scott says, Sheridan
would sit sullen and silent, swilling glass
after glass, rather a hindrance than a help; and Moore, colorin
this statement a little, says Sheridan woul
‘* wait patiently through a whole evening

makes it seven hundred feet higher.
This
discrepancy is very
at; but though I
don’t
think there was
g#hy error in.my ob-

upon some beautiful cascades, one of them

twenty feet high.
After a little Slippery
climbing, we arrived at the grotto of which
Mr. Tristram speaks so enthusiastically.

Sea,

* From St. Peter

|
'5

His impromptu speeches were, like his
letters, generally poor and pointless; and
when the conversation at dinner happened
to take a turn for which he was not
prepar-

With regard

to the hight of Sebbeh above the Dead

Protestant paper. Now that the doctrine of
Papal Infallibility is attracting so much attention the record is suggestive at least:

-Baptist church at
So
her but to love her.

A EA

onto

row shaves in the darkness.

enh

.

oldze
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then

not

—
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Me.
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I

and

up to find us with a light, but it was

.

—-

The following summary is from the Neue
Freie Presse, of Vienna, by no means a

Curtis's

Sheridan’s Wit:

been sent

The Popes.

ba Dam,’ when ¢
Jackass Gulch’ecan hardly meet with opposition? Jack isa jolly
fellow; ass is the superlative, stentorian,
verbose orator; gulch means a nice smdy
‘place, with rippling waters, where gol
may be found.
ho could wish for more;
—jolly fellows, long thundering speeches,
plenty of money, and lying in the shade?
No leave to print there; every gentleman
could speak his - well:digested piece in
peace.
He of the trme
Bashan thunder

n, N.
wood was born in Lebanon,

she embraced religion in early life, y
by Elder Pink
in
jlife, was

3

Wehad to h

get to our camp before dark ; the
down
is very bad, but not dangerous. It took us
an hourto descend the fourteen hundred
feet,

when we met some men who had

Ticknor

Had Troy been

“You Bet,’ ‘ you bet’ it would be standing
ically to make it go. May he live long to this day,.and Hector would be driving
enough to see, if not its triumph, the sure | the ‘turn out’of Achilles through i's streets.
tokens of that ultimate vietory which Iam
But why take time to present the adof the opinion it is destined to achieve.
vantages of ‘ Red Dog,’ ‘Yon bet,’ and Yu-

rian
8
J. MEADER.

Le

a

saw that afternoon.

the account Josephus gives of the chasms on
either side of the road.
Thankful we were.

‘It is pleasant to see that we had had some nar-

seldom that the atmosphere in summer is
clear enough to allow of a view such as we

men,”—George

no equal on this continent.

afflicted enn

SI

most plainly in the glowing sunset.

toward

Life of Daniel Webster.

You already know, has inaugurated ‘ the anti-dram-shop par, and is working energet-

Nhinerbeto bt

above one of which Kerak was to be seen,
the houses and battlements coming out

expected each step to find ourselves fread-

ing the air, being somewhat impressed with

¢ You Bet,’

iui, ht

were not in

appropriations.

Le

The hills themselves

mates for our

being a drunken assault. Gerritt Smith, as as a place of safety from a warlike foe, has

;

hour; when found, life was
was about 20
months, May

Be

there,

one monotonous line, as seen from Jerusalen®} but collected into masses of different
hights, broken by deep and narrow gorges,

years back,

unknown ; the last case, some

3

Ch

srived at.the top of the Ain Jidy pass about De Saully, and Tristram, and we were occasion, said anything unworthy of Daniel
4,P.
Moo
;
not long enough there to do more than Webster!” ‘ No, no, dear sir,” was the
* The view from this: point was
. make a short examination,
but quite long response from all.
TE
:
. cent ; the sky was clear ; we were. i
eid enough to find that the place has not
e then began the words of the Lord's
sand feet above the Dead Sea, and yet as it been half looked over,amd that a stay of two Prayer; but, after the first seutence, feeling
‘were, hanging over it; the sea below us ap- or three days in the winter time on the top faint, he cried ont, earnestly, ‘ Hold me
peared of an intense blue, with yet, a curi- of this rock will be necessary before it can up, Ido not wish to pray with a fainting
ous milky film over it, with here and there be properly examined and described. .
voice.” He was instantly raised a little by
dark moving spots passing along,as if floatQur views were not Sompleed by sunset, a movement of the pillows, and then repeating islands; the hills beyond were thrown and Corporal Phillips elected to stop at ed the whole of the prayer, in clear and disby the setting sun into striking contrasts of the top all night in preference to going tinct tones, ending his devotions with these
light and shade, the rocks being of a rosy down and up again in the morning.
Roy
We words:
tint ; below,on the narrow strip ofthe Ghor, had not gone
down far before darkness s_*“And now unto God, the Father, Son and
a vivid green
the eye, which one came on, and we soon found ourselves in Holy Ghost, be praise forever and forever!
could almost conjure into the palm and oth- difficulties. Our guides hardly knew the Peace on earth, and good will to men—that
er tropicaltrees we knew to be growing way, and as we could not see before us, we is- the happiness, the essence—good will

oil

og

you all here P—have I, on this

mv

7 RE

by Lynch,” friends, are

The ruins are well described

+

Crime is all but the cabinet officers who footed up the esti-

I TAS

running dry, and the water of the muddiest. Early next morning we started, passing Tekoa, thence down
Wady Hasasa, and

into temptation‘and ruin.

Se

We made-the Frank Mountain our starting point, where we found the tanks jus

-is-proved
to be the 4 Well; 1 dont feel as if I am to fall off;
Whether
the “8
;
eastern or western path is a matter of little I may.”
He now paused for a short time ; a drowsimoment, as they both- wind Jone derably i
to come over him, and his
but it is of some importance that we shou d ness appeared
In a moment or two he
have come up by it, and have so far helped eyes were closed.
in a small wayto verify the description of opened them, and, looking eagerly around,
he agked: ‘ Have I—wife, son, doctor,
the Jewish historian.

8, 1870.

ort donmt
Say

A Visit
to the Dead Sea.

J

a

©

STAR:

HE. Pres-

cott, came to his death by drowning, in Barrington, May 18th, occasioned by fall ng into a well,

He had been absent from {he house about half an

An UNFAILING

REMEDY

for NEURALGIA FAC-

IALIS, often effecting a
oure in a_ single day ~
No form of Nervous
Disease fails to yield to its wonderful power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic
Neuralgia, affecting the entire system, its
few days affords the most astonishing reliefan
fails 10 ploduces Soin wind slighloatdogros npn
contains no ma

8

egree

urious.

It has the unqualified ap: ry of the best physicians,

mn
Thousands, in every
of the gountry,
gr
acknowledge its powerto soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the failing strength.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and Lpostages
‘ostage 6 cents.
»
100°
.
One package
5.
.
8
Pod?
Six pao! Kaftos v . oa
SR
(a
It 18 seld by all dealers in drugs and medicines,
TURNER & CO., Proprietors,
120 Tremont Streets, Boston, Mass,
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MORNING

F

THE
yn

9i

in

Paris

that

the

have

become

Corps

discussing methods of prevention.
nent citizens have the disease. _
A monument

to King

Robert

Ssveral emithe Bruce

be erected on the ficld of Bannockburn.

adjournment.
On Thursday, in the Senate, the billegbolishing
the franking privilege came up in order, but was
laid aside and consideration of the Indian appropriation bill resumed. Senator Morrill made a

fluential committee kas

so

Legislatif is

been formed

is to

An in-

in London

and in Scotland. The committee are obtaining a
design from the veteran artist, Mr. Geo. Crujkshank.
he

speech on our Indian policy.
Some important
‘amendments were adopted, but it was not finally

des

Tribunaux

says

that

only

mainderof the session was given up to speeches on the income tax, but no votes were taken.

forwarded their congratulations to

On Friday, the Senate called on the President
for official information concerning the alleged
massacre of Israelites in Roumania, and debated

Emperor returned his thanks for their consideration.

to $2000, the limit of exemption for house rent
fixed at $500, and several other changes of minor

consequence

made,

General Schenck’s

short

the Emperor

on his escape from the blot of the assassins.

The

The Prince of Wales is preparing to make
home in Ireland.

High

Court

his

of J ustice, of which

the

chamber of accusation is mow in session, will
meet at Blois on the 30th’ of June, for the trial of
the persons charged with conspiracy.

The Ecumenical Council has decided

tariff bill was introduced as ar amendment to
the tax reduction bill. |
On Saturday in the Senate the bill Si
the
pay of census takers and the Indian appropria-

that the

dogma of infallibility shall be proclaimed on the
20th inst., and preparations are making for the
most magnificent celebration ever known in Europe. The council will then take a recess until
October 15th.

tion bill were debated but not disposed of. Wayne

McVeagh was confirmed to Constantinople. Tha
House spent most of the session on the bill to re-

The English

captives in Spain have been

re-

The Corps Legislatif sustained Olivier, Saturday, thus avoiding a threatened crisis.

bustering preventing the taking of the vote.

There were some exciting scenes during the
debates in the Ecumenical Council last week.
There was a bitter spirit. with occasionally high
words.

MISCELLANEOUS.

of May is $14,301,962, making a t8tal reduction,

Paragraphs.

1st, of nearly $32,000,000.

The President has signed the bill for enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment and for other purposes.

Mr. C. Wright of Lewiston, Me., recently sent

one of his carrier-pigedns to a friend in Portland
with a request to leave it at one o’clock the same
day. It was done as desired, and in thirty-eight
minutes the dove folded its wings on Mr. W.’s
doorstep.
The distance is about thirty miles.
When loosed there he flew spirally upwards,

Gen. Hancock says he will soon be prepared to

strike the Indians a terrible blow if they provoke
it.
The Indians made a raid along “the stage route

took his bearings, and headed at once for home.

in Wyoniing Territory, last week, and carried off
considerable stock.

Chicigo boasts the third heaviest

Mr. Daniel Eaton, of Brunswick, Me., has
come into the possession of a deed given by.

dry goods

firm in the United States, and only ten years
at that.

old

George III. of England, to his great grandfather,
governor of Massachusetts, conveying to him and
to his heirs a portion of land along the banks of
the Kennebec extending from the ocean to Canada, and from Portland also up to the Canadian
line. *He claims the towns of Bath, Brunswick,
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta, Waterville and
other towns as legally his, as well as Portland
and the towns north of it, to the northern boundary of the State. He is waiting as patiently as

Six tons of ammunition left by the Fenians in
Franklin, much of which had not been unpacked, is now in possession of the U. S. marshal.

Frederick Douglass publishes a card in a Phil
adelphia

paper,

defending

himself

against

the

charge of having uttered dangerous sentiments

at the recent Fifteenth Amendment celebration
there.
.
The Canadians have allowed the friends of

possible for the time to come when he shall be in

Rowe, killed in the fight at Richards’s farm, to

remove his body.
General Starr has reported to a Fenian ascembly in Buffalo his cenduct in the affair at Malone.

tion must

now stand

in worse

plight than

ans and drove

them into

Hotel,

Franeisco,

at

an Israelite

The

captain

now

an improved

torpes

the distance of 1,000 yards; the croaking of frogs,
900 yards; the chirping of crickets, 800 yards.
Distinct speaking is heard in the air from below
up to a distance of 600 yards;

12: 40,

‘Wednesday morning, where an immense throng + only understood to a
of people gathered, and gave the excursionists ward.” For sound’s
an enthusiastic reception.
They had stopped ter sentence—pulpits
or below an audience,
over a day or two at Salt Lake.
The President has appointed

can be assgiled in their

water.

through the air; the neise of a railroad train,
2,800 yards; the report of a musket and the bark
of a dog, 1,800 yards; an orchestra or the roll of
adrum, 1,600 yards; the human voice reaches to

train arrived in front of

in San

under

The whistle of a locomotive is heard 8,300 yards

When females were first employed, they received
$600 per annum, then $720, then $900, and now
some of them will receive as high as $1800 per

Grand

parts

writes that he has invented

pensationof female clerks shall be the same as
that of male clerks performing similar services.

the

Their ponderous

do, which can be guided with accuracy to the
bottomof the enamy and there exploded with
terrible effect.

The Senate has gallantly voted that the com-

annum.
The Boston excursion

men

must give

place

to a clearer

mer-

Professor

chant of the country as our consul-general at
Bucharest.
‘Whittemore, the expelled South Carolina Congressman, has been re-elected by a large major-

graphical

Kiepért

Society

from

above,

it is

range of 100 yards

down-

sake—according to the lat.
ought to be put on a level
rather than above them.
sends

to

the

Berlin

a description of two

Geo-

places,

hitherto unnoticed by travellers, Jasuf and Modin, mentioned in the Maccabees.
In both places.
he found considerable ruins.
x

ity.

An

Some Fenians have been arrested in New York

old stone

has been

found at Jerusalem

be
he figure of a god sitting on a throne
with pridsts on both sides, and a Hunyaritish in.
scription; two lines in length, which had been

city; 500 returied from the bordes Thursday,
who denounce Starr and 0’ Neil! without stint.

apprehension

that fish are sas much property as flocks andherds, and nothing will contribute more to this
end than a few prosecutions, in various parts of
the State, followed by the preper
the necessary sequence of execution.

erdicts and

-in this manner, but the
no means a new one, that
success in catching trout
country streams are, as a
in no other pursuit;
and
who are laziest, who live

truth is, and it is by
those who have most
and other fish in the
general thing, expert
it is noted that they
poorest
at home, and

who would prefer whiskey
to any other bever:
age, are oftenest seem coming home at evening
with long strings of fish. Their art simply lies
in persistent laziness, by which means they

drain

our streams, in which fish already have

become scarce, and they

of streams, that there
an opportunity for

ble timeg

prevent the re-stocking

may

be abundance, and

taking them

within

reasona.

It is true that there is another class

of fi
en,~that is, gentlemen or sportsmen,
who fish as a pastime and recreation, and with

whom

the fish they take are of far less impor-

tance than the excitement arising from the ex-

ercise of skill. As these gentlemen have leisure,
and would not be thought to be without money,
sport may not be denied them in localities where

no damage

can be done,

they pay

and on the condition

whatever may

for the privilege.

be just in the case

Indiscriminate

fishing, and

which is pursued without other regard than to de.
stroy life, can have only debasing tendencies, and
it is not at all improbable that the practice often
prepares the way for the commission of crime.

The light in which the business of fish culture
is

now

viewed is solely

with

reference

to the

our streams may

be re-stocked, it is ubsolutely
necessary that
spawn shall be deposited where the young can
be hatched and preserved, or at leas} that a suffi.
cient “time shall elapse for the propagation and

growth of those varieties which have .not yet
been exterminated. To effect this, the economic
processes by which wealth is accumulated, and
provision made for future wants, must become es-

the

profit

of

breeding

and growing

fish

the Commissioners above referredto state that
the curd of the shim milk of a good cow is

amply sufficient Yor the production of 500 pounds

of trent. This will be worth, in any market,
twice the same numberof pounds of pork, but
the food mentioned would not produce more
than one-quarter as much pork. Aside from
thisexhibit of profit, which can not be much
below the truth, the value of fish, and in par-

ticular of thé hard and sweet varieties of flesh,
such as in trout and shad, is of still greater im-

intellectual

progress

are based

upon varied and

abundant supplies of food; and it may be stated
as a law

that

there will

ilization where

never be

any high civ-

the diet of a people is limited

to a few kinds of staple food, no matter how
favorable these may be for establishing what is
called a condition free from disease. From this
itis evident that the rice diet of the people of

Eastern Asia, and the limited elements contained in the acrid food of the people of the tropics,
will not permit any of these nations to rise
above the barbaric.—Tribune.

We cut the following in relation to this crop,
from the Rural New Yorker:
The millet in usual cultivation as a forage crop
is the Panicum milliaceum, which rises with a
reed-like stalk, from threeto four feet high, with
a leaf at every joint. The stalk terminates in a
large, loose panicle, hanging on one side. There

are ‘two varieties,—the brown and the yellow;
the latter is in. general use. Millet grows best
ina warm, rich, sandy soil, which should be
well pulverized to a good depth,—~such a soil
as would produce a first-class crop of corn. It is
sown in May, after danger from frost is

past, and
grows luxuriantly inthe warm days
of June. . If desired for hay orto feed green, not
less than three pecks to one bushel of clean seed
should be sown to the acre; as, when seeded
thick, it grows finer and softer, and is more
readily eaten.

In some districts of Western New York it has
been grown toa great extent, not only for summer, but for winter feed for milech cows.
It
furnishes a very rich milk, and when well cur-

ed, is preférred by animals to hay. Itisa good
crop for clean culture, sown thick, smothering
all weeds.
It is not within our knowledge that
two ¢rops have been grown the same season,

though an early and a latter sowing might effect
that

object.

Neither are we

too

many,

our

roots for cows and other

stock are regarded as entirely secondary to the
main

crops

of grain

and “potatoes,

and

so

are

neglected until after corn is planted, if not altogether.

Swedish

or

Russian

advised that, if cat

off in a green state, it makes grawth for a second
cutting, though

with a favorable

season there is

strong probabilty of such a result, as it is a very
strong grower on rich land. It makes the best
hay, if cut before the seed has matured, as the
stalks are then less woody, more soft, grassy,

and

nutritious.

It is cured

timothy grass.

bi

and

treated

like

Crops of three to five tons of cured hay are
not uncommon.
It is often sown late in June,
when there is strong probability of a short hay

crop; after that time it will mature a good crop,
though nota full yield of seed, unless the fall
is favorable. When allowed to ripen, it yields
thirty to forty

bushels of seed per acre, as valua-

ble for stock as oats, and much relished by fowls.
The
seed, being small and hard, should be
ground for feeding, or there willbe a loss from
animals voiding it whole.

Recipes.
"

——

STRAWBERRY
the Strawberry

SHORT-CAKE.~We believe that
Short-cake is an American

institution,
It is in its season. the popular dish
at the restaurants, most of, them announcing it

turnips,

as

they

Gone. Split the cakes while hot, and butter well.
Lay on a plate a half of the cake, put on it a layer of well-sugared strawberries, put another half
of a cake, more
there are five or

says:

strawberries, and so on until
six layers, and serve.” ....

‘Mix

the dough

from 1 to 2 inches thick when

with

baked,

and

ed the whole summer to make roots and establish
connections with the soil, so that they may
make their great growth in the autumn.
When Swedes (ruta-bagas) are to be grown,
the early part of June should be devoted to preparing the land by m:nuring and deep plowing,
and such thorough harrowing and tillage as

new laid eggs,

the

whip in the flour. and
of, the

sugar; then

eggs; and with

put

spoon

ro

being

The

surveys
of smother grest

enterprise,|

‘South American Pacific railroad,
over the Andes to Valparaiso,
are

;

i

a

The Independent says that Mr, Carrington,an
English astronomer,
has determined to secure as
great accuracy and firmness as possible for his

2
and astronomcal ¢lobk,
Company, or- telescope

He therefore

puts his telescope in a dry well, under ground, on

the top of a hill 60 feet high. ' The clock

will

be

the only one in the world kept all the year in an
equable temperature,
as it is 40 feet under ground
~{ar below

the depth

where external

cold would affect its rate,

heat or

A passage
160 feet

the | 1008»and closed by three doors, connects it wt
the | the side of the hill.

There is at least a prospect of the vast mineral
‘weddth
of China being turnedto some account.
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intends to send to England for competent —
neers and the requisite machinery. Good specimensof coal have dlso been obtained
some 200 melles above Hankow.
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following
sugar is
has spent
many
op-

While new canes are growing, pinch their ends,
when about three feet long, to encourage the

laterals, which are apt to Dear the fruit. The
main canes generally grow
too heavy and pithy
for producing fruit, but the laterals, so well
adapted: to bearing, and if shortened into six

is then taken awayin carts, drawn by negroes
(and having a white

man to see that they are

fairly loaded, and the negroes do not neglcct
their work), "ufid . carried to the sugar-house,
where it {6 piled’ up.. The sugar-house is a ca
‘pacious bpilding, divided into several apartments which are appropriated to the different
branches of manufaBture. The cane is next taken

inches, according

to

the stremgth of

the bushes, will form excellent fruit spurs.
the raspberry

is very similar to that

of the blackberry, except the pinching, which
Is not necessary for red and yellow varieties.
The Blackecaps, however, are greatly benefited
by pinching the ends of the view canes to about
three feet long. Cut away the bearing wood as
soon as the fruit has been gathered, which will
give room for the new canes to develop.

and

throw

powdered

Dissolve a teaspoonful

water.

will

When

give it the

being particular

of alum

in a quart of

cold, stir in as much flour
consistency

throw

in

half

cloves to give a pleasant

odor. Have on the fire a teacup of boiling water,
pour the flour mixture inta it, stirring well all
the

time.

In a very few

minutes it will be the

consistency of mush. Pour
it into an earthern
or china vessel; let it cool; lay a cover on,
and put in a cool place. When needed for use,
take out a portion and soften it with warm water.
Paste thus made will last twelve months. Itis
better

than

gum,

as it does not gloss the paper,

and can be written on.

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

It is believed that it can be

utilized.
every

farm

of 160

acres

in

Eastern Kansas is underlaid with 1,865,000 tons
of coal, or nine, times more fuel than if the surface were covered with heavy timber,
Seth Boyden, a famous strawberry-raiser, said,
if he lived twenty years longer,he would produce
a strawberry as large as a pineapple and as deliclous as the best field strawberry. |

Chicago, Illinois.

National Bank, Erie, Pa ; James Calder, Harrissburg,

Pa.; C.O. Libby, Dover, N. H.
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will greatly facilitate the edrly issue of
the Register, by promptness in collect-

The question of selling eggsby weight is again ing and transmitting their statistics to
They are so sold in Califor this office.
v
nia, and it is considered there that the plan is &
Let there be special care to give the
fair one beth for buyer and seller.
up. for discussion.

.
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of four
a little
pint of
a small

A milk-weed grows wild in California, the fiber of which is as strong as Manilla hemp, and

.

Corner LaSalle and Madicon Streets,

them

The application of coal tar to seed corn is
recommended by farmers to prevent the seed
from being pulled up by the birds.
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They must

CUSTARD FRITTERS.—Beat the yolks
eggs with a dessert-spoonful of flour,
nutmeg, salt and brandy; add half a
cream; sweeten it tB taste, and
hake it in

LES
....

Shea

of thick cream,

to beat up all lumps; stirin as
a dozen

:

c

anassave

sugar over them.

cut them off the paper with a knife.
be kept dry.

that

Cottonades.

of

much powdered rosin as will lay on a dime, and

Bake them ina moderate oven, not too het, to
give them a good color. When they are baked,

It is stated
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Pruning the blackberry consists in cutting Salmon.
Hi

well together; drop your biscuits on fine, white

The plantation wilh he visited was ous of as' fine as linen.

the finest in that section of the country, and
on which upwards of 260 negroes were employed,~men, women, and children.
In the morning the mayroal, or overseer,
separates the negroes into gangs, sets them to
work together
on the cane (both men and
women), and sees that itis properly cut. It

ELE

shrub, and can be prun-

away, near the greund, the canes that have fruit,
and at the same time shortening
the new canes.
If there are too.many new canes, thin them out.

—

We have been furnished with the
particulars. of the manner in which
manufactured in Cuba, by a friend who
some time on that island,
and has had
- portunitiesof witnessing the process:

wees ns1 30091

time to tire, aud replaced with new branches.
The gooseberry is treated in the same manner
as the currant.
“The blackberry is a fruit, which grows on
wood of the previous year’s growth.
While
one year's canes are bearing, mew canes are
growing, which are to bring fruit the following
season.

as

65 ag i

estern—

~ oi veal 1s

about one-half. The older branches, which have
borne a numberof years, may
be cut out from

Pruning

Ni]

bd

op

ters of highly-flavored and excellent fruit. The
new growth of one year should be shortened in

Sugar.

The

1491

——

The currant is a busy

in the

mix

Twenty-three cars, loaded with 100 tons of brought from Yeman and wa- offered for sale.
shall kill at least two crops of weeds. A Shares’ | dish for a quarter of dn hour.
hen cold, cut
strawberries, arrived ir Chicago, Wednesday
harrow
will be found
a very effisient tool
110
persons
te
the
million
commit
suicide
in
|
it into quarters and dip them into batter made
night, in one train,
for preparing a mellow surface. Between the | with a quarter of a pint each of milk and cream,
France every year, 240 to the million in Prussia,
The Rev. George Whipple testified in General | 69 to the million in Great Britain, and" only'14 to 20th of June and the 20th of July, according to the whites of foureggs, a little flour and a good
Howard’s café that the General had transferred the million in Spain. “ The French statistics show circamstances, mark out the land in drills 30 bit of grated ginger; fry them of a nice brown;
$240,000 of Bureau funds to the Am. Miss. Asso- that hanging, drowning, dhooting and suffocation inches apart,and sow,in the drills, by hand, about grate sugar over them and serve them as hot
ciation, most of which
was used for the educa- by charcoal are the popular modes of suicide in two barrels of good superphosphate to the acre. as possible.
tion of freedmen.
France, in the order named; while thirty one This should be sifted and free from Jamps, and
sowed evenly, a little scattered. Then, with a
England is now
ih a state of alarm over the people threw themselves in the way of railway
hand seed-drill,
sow the seed at the rate
of one’
Items.
discovery of a well-organized plot of the Fenians trains, and one starved himself to death.
pound to the acre, that is, use as little seed
to destroy all the great dock-yards and arsenals.
ids
Sr
—
’
An Italian society has been formed for the purThe guards have been strongly reinforced, but pose of exhuming and classifying the bones of as possible, The early part of the month is
The Jersey cattle are increasing in popularity
not
too
late
to
get
a
fair
crop
of
carrots
and
parsit is believed the execution of the plot will not
—especially among amateur farmers and men
the soldiers who fell upon the battle-fields of Solnips, and a moderate oneof mangels or sugar
be attempted since the failure of the Canadian
of wealth.
ferino and San Martino, which will afterwards be beets
on rich soil. We can hardly urge
the culraid, symmetrically arrangedin the mortuary chapels tivation of roots too. strongly. No crops pay
An agricultural writer explodes the idea that
erected on the grounds. Already 751 trenches better on milk and sheep farms, Near city the wrinkles on the horns of cows denote their
have been opened, from which 11,000 skeletons markets, Where ruta-bagas can be sold, the late ages.
Pe
of
VOREIGN.
have been-taken. Out of this large number of sowed ones, which do not ket so large, bring a
There were githered last season forty-one
Cholera
hi terrible malignity has broken out at Austrians, French and Italians, ~{riends and foes better price.~Am. Ag.
hundred tons of sumacin Virginia. It brought
buried indiscriminately in the same trenches,—
Rewsh in the Bengal Presidency.
$82,000.
.
only
three
skeletons
could
be
identified
by
the
# The adherents
of Espartero have issued
a cirmedals
and
rings
found
upon
them,
those
of
two
One
hundred
and
fifty
hogs
will
eat
about 60
cular urging his election to the Spanish throne.
captains and one sergeant,
bushels of potatoes in a day, if propery | fed.

© known

en

an

ed soasto form its branches ona short wall | pull
which plan, when properly carried out, will
prove highly satisfactory in producing large clus- ation Jemaclix

bake

weight of these in dried flour, the same weight
of finely powdered sugar.
Beat up the whites
of the eggs with a whisk till they are ofa fine
froth, then whip in half an ounce of candied
lemon peel, cat very thin and fine; by degrees

paper,

3

Cru

8

COTTON.

as either of the other ottos.

butter-

in an oven.
Mash the strawberries slightly and
add sugar to your taste, and water, to make
juice sufficientto moisten well the cake; split
the cake while hot, butter each part well, and
pour the strawberries, &c., upon the usder half

in early enough, except on some cold, hard soils,
where full crops can hardlybe expected of all.

On such ground it seems as if Ruta-bagas requir-

omnes.

otto of cloves, using twice as much of the lemon

or twelve

p 150

%

fume with “otto of lemon, otto of bergamont and-

milk as for short-biscuit, roll so that it will be

yolks

al

Hi

Sava ¥ Bb ..ee 3 tox
Bx

always looked upon it as an ingenious device
for spoiling strawberries; but as we are probably in the minority, we consult the wishes of
‘We guarantee to purchasers of our peso
fom
12 to 15 per cent. per annum; that inatt © exp
the majority by giving the following
recipe,
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
which comes well recommended :
- and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur:
chaser then prefers that amount of
to the
“To2 eupfulsof sour milk add 1 teaspoonful
property he has purchased, we, of Sours,
+ ho
Se
of soda; when this is dissolved, add 1 cup of Srober
y upon
e money.
m
butter or lard, and flour enough to make a soft
upon at the time of sale in each case.
We ppiace
dea upon loan on two and three fold
dough.
Roll into thin cakes large enough to fill "We
seoutiien, at 9 and 10 per cent. per anthe pan in which they are tobe baked. Dust a fry.’ pol the interest
payable semi-annually.
We invest on jo! a
that ie, in purchasing
ing-pan with flour, place in the cake and bake
property for others, we take half the pecuniary re
over the fire, turning as soon as the underside is sponsibility for half the profits.

are often called, do not need the whole season
to grow, and if sowed by the first of July, are

15

we he |

ssasnasld

thoroughly, with the orris-root, and then per-

by placards, and some of them advertising the
“Original Strawberry Short-cake.”” We have

Another

e.

Oannel++++++,00 00 as 00

weight ;: orris-root powder, two. Having reduced the starch to an impalpable powder, mix

my

usually

18

avassense

VioLET POWDER.~*Wheat starch, six parts by

Millet.

FRENCH Biscuirs.—Three

ly

With

Moulds....vv:i

Pruning Bushes.

and cover with the upper.”

Pat in Roots.

er and ‘come to maturity without a drop of rain
after the 1st of June. This shows that successful tillage husbandry on the arid plains of the
Far West depends wholly on deep plowing.

1)

responding to the improvidence of the dissolute
and poor, must be ab indoned.
Of

three feet under any crop, it can defy the weath-

portation.

tablished, and the wasteful, reckless habit, cor-

necessity in the advanced intellectual development of our. people. The truth is, and it is only coming to
appreciated, that social and

weak

the cars, and wounded

A

Capt. Ericsson, of Monitor fame, declares that
the British iron-clads could steam up the Hudson

these formidable vessels

before.
A collision occurred, Wednesday evening, at
Williamstown, between the United States troops
and the Fenians. The former fired on the Feni-

suffi-

full possession of his landed estates.

armer is full protection against the largest shot
He has, accordingly, been devoting much study
on some method of submarine attack, by whith

ever

not

portance, for it furnishes in the phosphorus the
elements of brain food,now become an absolute

in spite of batteries and guns,

His report so flagrantly contradicts all the reports of disinterested observers that his reputa-

do

and be caught, they also should uot; through
this means, become the property of another; or,
equally so, should they be found straying along
roadsor upon uninclosed grounds. Itis manifest that, before fish culture can become established, the vagrant ideas held by vagrant, rural fish-

supply of fish as food. That

The reduction of the public debt for the month
since March

generally

man may own
a pond of pure fresh water, of
greater or less extent, whichis covered by the
deed of the farm on which it lies, and yet, notwithstanding recent enactments, whatever fish
an idler may be "able to catch belong to him.
The Commissioners reasonably inquire why, if
one’s horses and cattle are induced to come up

that

covered.

duce taxation, Mr. Schenck succeeded in getting
the main question ordered on the first section of
his tariff amendment, but the opposition by fili-

sportsmen

It may seem hard to come in on old customs
Gazette

elve among the prisoners arrested for complicdisposed of. Inthe House, a bill regulating com- ity in the regicide plot will be brought before
pensation to contestants for seats was reported the High Court. The others will be discharged.
and debated during the morning hour. The re-. The American and English residents of Tours

The

and

ciently realize that there is property in fish.

and is boiled a long time in several different
vessels for the sake of purifying it. After sufficient boiling, itis dipped into tubs with large.
copper dippers, and from thence, when partly
cool,it is transferred to hogsheads with holes
in the bottom, in a higher part of the room. Here
the sugar hardens, and the molasses runs
through into vats beneath, When all the molassesis drained from the hogshead, and new
bottoms aie put in, the sugar is ready for trans-

and Pastors.

Pd
@®

ton, has been safely landed.
The ravages of small-pox

boys

fh brick and capable of holding a large quantity,

the Yearly

iT

It is reported that the Cuban filibustering party, which ssiled on the steamer George B. Up-

.

@

and sugar; also three warehouses on shore, together with sixty hogsheads of sugar, five thousand feet of mahogany, &e.
+ Napoleon submitted to the Corps Legislatif,
June 7, a proposition for a change of the gevernment to a monarchical form.

—

Massachusetts is leading the way in the culture and care of fish in the interior wategs of
the State, and she has appointed Commissioners who make annual reports; but it seems that

+

passengers, thirteen in all, were killed.
The
schooner was burnt, with a load of hides, wax

alarming

Culture.
—

A Spanish schooner was captured by the Cuban insurgents whilst loading: at the mouth of
the Jatibonico river.
The captain, crew and

finished at the

the Indian appropriation bill without getting
through with it. Inthe House, the income tax
was reduced to 3 per cent., the exemption raised

Fish

if

to the income tax, which was not

of

:

procity treaty was finally rejected. In the House,
* the day was spent on the tax reduction bill. The
tax on notes and receipts was fixed at 2 cents,
no matter what the amount of the same. There
was a sharp debate over the paragraph relating

The ‘houses

PEE

reci-

the Jews has been ‘inaugurated.

conveyed by troughs to the boiling room; the
remains of the cane or the “trash,” as it is called,
is conveyed out another way, and after being
dried in the sun is burned under the boilers.
The juice being receivedin the boiling room,
is poured into the boilers which are firmly set

&:

The Treasury Depart.

the Sandwich Island

of

were massacred in cold blood.

ment deficiency
bill was passed, after debate.
The Senate then had an executive session of
three
he
for consideration of the reciprocity
treaty
with the Sandwich Islands. In the House,
Mr. Lynch’s bill for the improvement of shipping interesis was recommitted, which is no better than killed. The bill for reducing taxation
was debated,
and one section of it adopted in
committee.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, not much busi.
ness, besides passing the bill reorganizing the judiciary districts, wes done before going into executive session, when

persecution

the victims were entered,and all who were found

granting a subsidy to the proposed Pacific Tele-

graph Cable Company.
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A Conn. onion-grower is reportéd as saying Post Office, addtsee
of
it formerly
took 80 days’ labor -toplant;
cul |
Meeting
tivate and harvest an acre of onions, but that by
improved implements, the work can be better Quarterly, Mooting Clerks
You: with 50 days’ labor.
Mr, Dalton, of England, has, by careful examination, shown that where there is mellow soil
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